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Ml NUTES OF THE FACULTY SENATE 
October 18, 1983 Senate Chambers 
I . Call to Order: 
President Ulbrich called the meeting to order at 3 :30 p. m. 
11. Presentation .e_y_ Senator James Waddell: 
Presidnt Ulbrich, in her introduction of Senator James Wadde ll , 
chairman of the Clemson University Board of Trustees, compared Senator 
Waddell's political expertise to that of Henry Kissinger. Kissinger was 
quoted as saying that he had learned his political skills as a university 
professor on a campus where the politics were so intense because the 
stakes were so small. President Ulbrich said that although the stakes 
were larger in the South Carolina Senate the area of political activity 
was far more intense. She commended Senator Waddell, in his position 
as both chairman of the Board of Trustees and as vice-chairman of the 
Senate Finance Committee, for his willingness to listen and to. have 
dialogue, for his attention to detail and for his willingness to explore 
alternatives in the solution of problems . She stated that Senator Waddell 
was the first Chairman of the Board of Trustees to speak to the Faculty 
Senate and that since he had also addressed the Student Senate on the 
previous evening that he also had the distinction of being brave enough 
to face three senates in a twenty -four hour period. 
In his opening remarks, Senator Waddell reminded the senate that h.e 
was indeed an alumnus of Clemson University having recieved an 
honorary degree in 1983. He introduced Mr. Jim Fields, a Clemson 
graduate, who is Clerk of the Senate and is also director of research for 
the Senate Judiciary Committee . Senator Waddell reminded the faculty 
senators that Clemson University is a unique institution with a unique 
obligation to the people of South Carolina. He commended the student 
senate members as being a conscientious , and inquiring group of young 
people of whom he is very proud and stated that the faculty are the 
backbone of the University. 
Senator Waddell commented that he had thought that his constituency 
of the state represented one of the most diverse groups of people 
ranging from people with the highest per capita income in the Beaufort 
and Hilton Head areas to the worst type of poverty in five counties that 
stretches from the ocean to the soybean and cotton fields of Allendale 
county. He said that his constituency at the University; first the 
students, second the faculty , third the administration and fourth the 
alumni of the University and fifth the people of the state that support 
and utilize the facilities and services of the University are just as 
diverse a group. He stated that his experience in the Senate had 
taught him that it is hard to satisfy everyone and that if you can do 
50-50 then you can survive. He told the Senate that the future 
leadership of the state of S. C. lies in the hands of the faculty of the 
University and that if the resources are not available for the faculty to 
carry out their job then the institution will fail the state in producing 
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outstanding leaders. He said that the demands for the dollar are 
becoming ever increasingly tough to come by and that as we compete for 
dollars that are scarce we must look for new ideas and in novative 
approaches to raise funds to attract and keep outstanding faculty and 
students . 
Senator Waddell said that he set as one of his first goals after 
becoming chairman of the Board , the job of hiring a person whose duty 
was fund ra ising- Vice President for Development. He said that we have 
been delinquent in the number of scholarships which we have to offer 
and that there are not sufficient endowed chairs to keep and hold the 
faculty needed to satisfy the future leadership of South Carolina . 
Senator Waddell stated that another priority that he had set was to 
seek new means and new methods to carry out the role of the University 
in the public service area. He said that the University has a unique 
mission in the field of agriculture to encourage new thoughts and to 
educate students in a broad spectrum of 'high tech' areas ranging from 
genetics to aquaculture . He said that these are areas in which the 
Board of Trustees sets policies. He said that the Board is charged with 
annually reviewing the goals and objectives of the Univers ity and seeing 
that the administration is carrying out these goals and objectives. He 
said that we must take a hard look at ourselves and set the priorities on 
where the dollars go. About 60% of the University ' s funding comes from 
state funds. He said that ·parents , elected officials, administration and 
faculty have a sacred obligation to give our youth the best education as 
possible . 
Senator Waddell pointed out that many difficulties are encountered in 
the competition for state funds. He gave as an example the 5780 , 000 in 
salary enhancement funds that were given to the University in 1982. 
The following year the Commission on Higher Education lumped these 
funds along with everybody else's money so that only 5300,000 of these 
funds were retained . He stated that he saw the Commiss ion on Higher 
Education as being charged with the review of programs , ma king 
reccommendations on where to locate programs and serving the useful 
purpose of providing guidel ines on the cost of programs. He said that 
Clemson should not operate any program the cost of which is excessi ve 
to the cost of operation of that program in another inst itution of higher 
education. He noted that the increase in the number of institutions of 
education from 5 , in 1954, when he first entered the General Assembly, 
to 16 was a major reason for increased competitiveness for the 1690 of the 
total state budget that is devoted to higher education . Senator Waddell 
pointed out that his main disagreement with the Commission on Higher 
Education was that the Commission had never made a study of what it 
actually costs to run an institution like Clemson University . He stated 
that runn ing Clemson University is highly different from running Francis 
Marion where there is no need for a college fire department , a college 
police department or a municipality involving the college. He pointed out 
that not only were the costs different but that the subject matter was 
d ifferent . He said that Clemson has never received an allocat ion for our 
technical courses that any where near approaches the cost of teaching 
these courses . 
Senator Waddell said that the equipment item was one of the most 
critical items to be faced in the budgets of universit ies. He pointed out 
that this year' s budget contained S600 , 000 as a one time improvement on 
equipment . He hoped that this would be added into next year ' s budget 
but when added it may only be diluted so that 5200, 000 will be left for 
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equipment. 
Senator Waddell expressed the feelings that most of the members of the 
General Assembly had not visited on a college campus since they 
graduated and that they percieved faculty as working only the few hours 
listed as a class schedule. On this basis they felt that the pay that 
faculty received was excessive. He said the s.ame attitude was seen in 
the $10,000 salary for state senators. He said that he felt he was far 
more valuable than the $10,000 salary and that he fought for a salary 
increase every year. He blamed the attitudes of the members of the 
General Assembly on the lack of intimate contact with what goes on on 
the campuses. He said that some of the members do not realize that 
research and development are very important areas and that one should 
look at the whole spectrum of activities that makes up a well-rounded 
program. 
Senator Waddell also addressed the lag in primary and secondary 
education where youngsters graduate without being able to read, to 
calcu late or to speak the English language. He stated that Clemson 
University is not the place for r~medial courses and that young people 
must come to institutions of higher learning with the proper preparation. 
He said that each of us must look to see that tax dollars go as far as 
they possibly can . He suggested that policy matters should follow the 
chain of command; from faculty to deans, to president and eventually to 
the Board. 
Senator Waddell said that he felt that innovative changes must be 
made to keep up with the obligations to the people of S. C. and to the 
nation . He suggested that these changes might well be the responsibilty 
of youth also. 
Senator Waddell reminded the Senate that the mood of the General 
Assembly is not like that during the days of Sputnik when fear of the 
Russians catching up with us was all that was needed to get money for 
the preparation of more young people for the areas of science and math . 
He pledged his support for higher education getting a bigger share of 
the budget in order that we meet the present need for trained 
scientists . He also stated that he would look carefully at faculty salaries 
and areas that need corrective actions. He reminded the Senate that the 
state has survived one of the toughest financial times without running a 
deficit . He said that this state did not have to pick up 300-500 million 
dollars in additional revenues as have other states. He classified himself 
as a fiscal conservative in that he believes strongly in the balanced 
budget theory. 
Senator Waddell summarized the needs of the University as bei ng , first 
a need to show that we are productive and then to justify the need for 
more state dollars. He said that second, we must generate funds 
through foundations and that we must seek funds to attract more 
scholarships and chairs needed by students and faculty. 
The floor was then opened to questions. In answer to Senator 
Sieverdes' question on the status of the proposal to eliminate the second 
medical school, Senator Waddell pointed out that this was one of the 
hottest issues in higher education . He said that progress had been 
made in working towards a cooperative agreement and that he hoped 
that one school would specialize in one field and the other in another. 
He stated that two schools were rather expensive for a small state but 
since we have both that there was little chance of d ismantling one . He 
described the issue as a ' sacred cow' and pointed out the astronomical 
cost per student as compared to the cost per student at USC or at 
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Clemson. 
Senator McGregor brought up several issues in a question pertaining 
to certain real estate developments in which the University is or could 
become involved in. He asked whether the University ' s act ivities in this 
area would be a sacrifice in the name of dollars for education so that the 
University could become real estate people in order to get funding for 
the University. Senator Waddell said that granting right of ways 
through University lands routinely came before the Board. He said that 
there were several proposals before the Board concerning the Strom 
Thrumond Institute but none of these have been approved by the Board 
of Trustees. He assured the Senate that the trustees feel that the 
properties of the University are entrusted to them by the people of S . C . 
and by the will of Thomas Green Clemson and that the Board of Trustees 
will not do anything for the sake of the almighty dollar that will deter 
from the goals and objectives of the University. 
In response to Senator Taylor ' s question on the Marine Research 
Facilities, Senator Waddell said that since he was also the Chairman of 
the Fish, Game and Forest Committee .that he was familiar with the fact 
that the committee appointed by Senator Ravenel consisted of three 
commercial shrimpers and that the committee spent three hours looking 
into the situation before they wrote their report. Senator Waddell called 
to task both Clemson University and the Universty of South Carolina for 
not taking advantage of the facilities created as a cooperative effort . He 
said that neither the College of Charleston nor the Citadel had taken 
advantage of the facilities. He urged Clemson to take advantage of the 
facilities that are being developed for aquaculture . He stated the marine 
resources are important to the state and the development of these 
resources have not rece ived the support that they should. He said that 
the staff of the aquaculture facility needs state funding and that there 
is where he differs with Ravenel who feels that federal funding should 
be the ma in source of support. He said that these facilit ies related to 
Clemson 's charge in both education and public service as a major land 
grant college. 
In response to questions Senator Waddell said that the Boa rd has 
asked that all graduate programs be reviewed and that some hard 
decisions may have to made down the line if a program is not serving 
the needs of the state . He referred a question regarding centers of 
excellence to Dr . Maxwell. He said that we could not be excellent in 
everything and that we must look at the needs of the people of S. C . and 
decide where the dollars should go. 
Senator Waddell responded to a question on sanctions placed on the 
athletic program with the statement that the problem had been addressed 
and that the requirements of NCAA had been exceeded . He said he 
hoped that the issue was behind us now. He stated that the Boa rd of 
Trustees would be governed in its actions by the Trustee' s Manua l. 
Senator Hill brought to Senator Waddell's attention the remedial 
English course and the fact that this course relates to the problems in 
the athletic department in that a large number of athletes are enrolled in 
this course . Senator Waddell said that changes in requirement for 
admission to the institution would be in effect by 1986 and that th is 
should change the situation. He said that the state would have to move 
forward in the requirements to graduate from high school. He stated 
that 2396 of the people in S. C. are functionally illiterate and that this is 
a terrible problem for the state to have to bear. His goal is for 85 96 of 
the people to be able to read at the fifth to sixth grade level by the 
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time he leaves office. 
The incentives for giving to academic areas that are comparable to 
those offered by I PTA Y were discussed and Senator Waddell stated that 
he had some ideas that he hoped would have support . He sa id that we 
could take a lesson from IPTAY and hit middle America for ten , twenty 
or thirty dollars a year . He stressed that fund raising s hould be 
coordinated so that one area does not accept less than what could have 
been done for the overall programs. 
At Senator Waddell ' s nudging the question of pay raises for faculty 
surfaced. He said that he had come 'loaded for bear' on this question . 
He stated that the General Assembly has enough funds for a 6 % ra ise. 
He pointed out that the increase in new dollars above last year 's revenue 
was 197,000,000 dollars but not to be misled by reports of 17 % increase 
in funds form sales tax . He said that in a normal year the sales tax 
generated 9 % and that it was up 3 % last year. He stressed that we are 
in good shape but that 104,000, 000 dollars of these new funds go right 
away to the Education Finance Act, for salary increases and for free 
textbooks . 10 , 000,000 dollars will be stashed away because of the 
spending limitation. He said tha·t by 1984-85 this spending limitation 
could amount to 100,000, 000 dollars. He said that this would be good if 
the state had not been playing 'catchup' for the last forty years. 
Senator Waddell said that universities have great flexib ility in 
allocating salaries . He sa_id that higher education is the only 
administration where the flexibility is written into law. Other state 
agencies must adhere to the law . Provost Maxwell agreed but stated 
that because of salary caps and limitations that this was not completely 
flexible. 
111. Approval of Minutes : 
The minutes of the September 20 meeting of the Faculty Senate 
were approved as corrected . 
IV . Committee Reports : 
A. Scholastic Policy: 
Senator Bauer reported that the Scholastic Policies Committee met on 
Oct.4 and talked briefly on the Student Data Base problem . He said 
that this problem would be discussed further when Dr . S kelton meets 
with the committee in November to discuss admissions in general. 
The committee prepared a statement as to whether the University 
Announcements constitues a contract with the student. He plans to 
take the statement to the University Councel for review . The 
committee expects to get feedback on this matter . In regards to a 
Schedule Committee problem reported by Senator Privette , the 
committee asked that Faculty Senate representation be assured in any 
discussions of the schedule . A discuss ion of the plus -minus grading 
policies was delayed to New Bus iness. 
B. Policy: 
Senator Camper discussed two items which were considered in the 
Policy Committee meeting on Oct . 13. The first item was the 
consideration of office hours for faculty. He pointed out that the 
Faculty Manual does not make a definitive statement on faculty office 
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hours and that a statement is needed . The second item was the 
consideration of faculty absences from class. The manual does 
address this issue. Senator Camper said that reports of unannounced 
absences of facu lty from classes were made and that there is a need 
for some fact finding on both matters. 
C. Research : 
Senator Overcamp reported that the committee met on October 11 to 
study the Library Acquisitions Policy . The committee will present a 
report next month. 
D. Welfare: 
Senator McGregor reported that the committee had not met . 
E. Ad Hoc Committees: 
Senator Hill reported that as chairman of the Open Forum committee 
he had contacted the Provost concerning a third member to be • 
appointed to the committee and had received no reply. He urged that 
letters be sent for publi s h ing in the Open Forum and stated 
emphatically that the Open Forum was not a forgotten issue . 
President Ulbrich has contacted the Provost and a third member will 
be forth corning. 
Senator Overcarnp reported on the status of the proposed Industrial 
Biology program. He said the intent to offer such program had been 
submitted to the Commission on Higher Education and that the faculty 
of the Biological Sciences would spend three to six months developing 
the curriculum . 
F . University Committees/ Commissions/ Councils : 
Senator Bauer reported that the Recreation Advisory committee had 
met on Oct . 10 and had appointed a chairman and a secretary . Items 
of business to be considered next meeting are whether coaches pay 
for the use of Fike facilities for summer camps, whether the dike can 
be used by joggers and the extended use of recreational facilities in 
the summer by faculty and staff in the summer . 
Senator Sieverdes reported that the Greek Affairs Committee had met 
and had cons idered the matter of black fraternities and sororities 
seeking national representation . He pointed out that because of the 
small black student population on campus there is a problem in having 
sufficient number of members to sustain rush and the other act ivities. 
Senator Senn reported on the activ ities of October 4 meeting of the 
Planning Board . The Board d iscussed the respons ibilities of the 
Planning Board and the responsibilites of build ing committees such as 
the Chemistry Building Committee in planning new buildings . The 
decision was that the Planning Board dealt primarily with the exterior 
(location , appearance) and should be involved at two points: (a) a 
rev iew of preliminary drawings , and (b ) a design and development 
review . Building committees should deal primarily with the interior 
(programmatic) aspects of the new building planning. Th is discussion 
was e xpanded to include the role of the Board in the overall decision 
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process in other planning processes such as the Visitors Center. 
Senator Senn said that the Board received updated information on 
fifteen projects it had considered during the year. Included in these 
projects were the east campus convenience store and the pedestrian 
safety measures taken in front of Sikes Hall. Other items discussed 
included the role of the Planning Board in the University governance . 
Opinions were expressed that the Board was an advisory board to the 
President and should remain outside the President's Council . Some 
support was offered to a suggestion that the cha irman of the Board 
should be on the President's Council. Another item of business 
discussed was the outdoor comfort stat ions. 
Senator Camper (Student Union Board) reported that the Board 
continued to meet on a weekly basis and that they had total 
responsibility for all aspects of the Bob Hope show . 
Senator Harris reported that the Depositories Committee had voted in 
late September to be disbanded and replaced by a Library Committee. 
Senator Gowdy reported that the Traffic and Parking Committee had 
met and had discussed the matter of the baricades impeding bicycle 
traffic . He said the matter would be introduced as a resolution under 
New Bussiness. 
Senator Palmer reported that the Committee on the Handicapped had 
met and had discussed the lack of access to the Coliseum and to the 
YMCA theatre. 
Senator Dillman reported that the Safety and Fire Prevention 
Committee had met and voted to stay in existence but that they would 
not meet on a regular basis. He said that there was a need to review 
the Safety Manual which was written in 1974 . The following matters 
were referred to the committee . President Ulbr ich requested that the 
committee look into the practice of scheduling fire dr ills during class 
periods. Senator Overcamp brought attention to the fact that the fire 
alarm was not audible in some locat ions on campus , o ne being the 
exercise room of the YMCA . Senator Harris asked t hat the Committee 
look into the emergency light failure which occured during a recent 
power outage in the Library. 
V. President's Report: 
President Ulbrich said that most of the items in the President 's repo r t 
(Attachment A) were self explanatory . She called attention to the 
change in the December meeting of the Senate to December 6 which is 
the last day of classes . She mentioned that some secretaries had written 
to the Governor concerning the reclassif ication system . They felt that 
corrections of inequities might best be made at the state level. 
President Ulbrich reported that the Provost wanted to know if there was 
interest in a faculty exchange program with other inst itutions Intense 
interest was expressed . Dean Waller stated that an e xchange program 
already existed on a limited basis . The consensus was that this 
information had not been publicized and that the Provost should should 
pay the fee for the program in question and that the opportun ities in 
this program should be publicized. 
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VI . Old Business: 
Senator Baron presented a resolution on teaching evaluation . An 
amendment made by Senator McGregor , to strike the second and third 
paragraph and to change the first word in paragraph four to 'therefore ' 
passed (Attachment-B). Senator Melsheimer reminded the Senate that 
the Scholastic Policies Committee had pointed out to the Teaching 
Resources and Effectiveness Committee that the student evaluation 
procedure had no mechanism for evaluating the outcome on the student 
of the educational process used by the teacher. Referral of the study 
of different mechanisms to evaluate teaching effectiveness to an ad hoc 
committee was requested . 
A resolution (Attachment C) on procedures for making changes in the 
faculty manual passed unanimously after minor changes . There was an 
agreement that the Advisory Committee shou Id act on any response from 
the Provost in view of the short time before the Faculty Manual was 
revised. 
VI I. New Business: 
Senator Palmer presented the resolution on bicycles and baricades . 
The resolution was amended to request that a sign be placed at the 
barricade stating that no motorcycles be allowed to pass through 
(Attachment D). 
The Advisory Committee presented the names of Senators Gowdy and 
Dixon for election of a replacement of Doyce Graham on the Computer 
Advisoy Committee . Senator Gowdy withdrew and Senator Dixon was 
elected by acclamation. 
The report of the Ad Hoc Committee to review committees commissions 
and councils was studied in detail . Several substantive changes were 
made . The motion to adopt the revised document (Attachment E) 
passed. Senator Hudson distributed a paper describing the functions 
and the compostion of the Cooperative Extension Senate (Attachment f) . 
Senator Bauer agreed to delay the recommendation on plus/ minus 
grading (Attachment G) until the November meeting . 
VI 11 . Adjournment: 
The meeting adjourned at 6:02 p.m . 
Respectfully submitted , 
Muriel B . Bishop 
Secretary of the Faculty Senate 
Attachments 
Senators Absent (Substitutes Present) : D.C. Costen (George Carter) ~ John 
Welter~ Hassan Beherey ~ Jimmy Sheriff; Wesley Burnett.; Arlene Privette 
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November 3, 1983 
Virginia Stanley 
Chair, Advising and Course Placement Committee 
400 Tillman Hall 
Dear Virginia, 
In my earlier memo to you on some advising issues which 
have been under discussion at the Commission on Faculty Affairs, 
I inadvertently sent you an earlier draft of Dr. Przirembel's 
memo outlining the concerns to be addressed. Attached is a 
final draft of that memo, which outlinees the concerns more 
thoroughly. The Scholastic Policies Committee of the Faculty 
Senate (chair: Larry Bauer , Ag. Econ.) is also considering these 
issues. You may wish to consult with him or Dr. Przire mbel for 
further discussion of these issues. 
This referral is a little unusual in that the r e quest came 
from the Commission on Faculty Affairs, which I chair, for an 
appropriate entity to address th e se issues. I brought it up at 
the Cabinet and the Preside nt directed me and Dr. Maxwell to 
deal with the matter. In cons ultation, it was his 
recommendation that we use your committee, adding a department 
head to its membership if necessary to provid e an a dditi o nal 
perspective on advising issues. Thus, while your committee 
reports to the Commission on Undergraduate Studie s, I would al s o 
like to request that your findings and r e commendations on this 
particular issue be shared with the Faculty Senate a nd the 
Commission on Faculty Affairs. 
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MEMO TO: Professor Larry L. Bauer 
Scholastic Policies Committee 
THROUGH: Professor Holley H, Ulbrich 
President, Faculty Senate 
FROM: Chris~irembel 
Membe~ion on Faculty Affairs 
DATE: October 7, 1983 
The existing official statement on academic advising states the 
following: 
"Zach s tudent is ..issigned t o an a c.:idemic ..idviser Ln hi::uher 
major area. It is the responsibility of the s tudent to 
consult with the adviser during preregistration and to 
obtain the adviser's signature for adding J nd dropping 
courses at any time. The adviser will assist the s tudent 
in scheduling courses so as to fulfill the requirements 
of the degree program. Nevertheless, it is the 
responsibility of the student to fulfill the relevant 
requirements of the degree. Advisers also maintain 
files on individual advisees to assist in academic 
planning." 
This statement is currently not available in any University publication. 
However, it will be printed in the Spring 1984 Schedule of Courses, and 
the 1984-85 Undergraduate Announcements. 
The official interpretation of this statement by Dr. J, V. Reel, Jr . , 
Vice Provost, indicated that the faculty adviser may register verbal 
disapproval of a proposed academic program, but does not have the privilege 
of refusing to sign pre-registration forms or add/drop forms. 
It is hereby requested that the Scholastic Policies Committee formulate 
an academic advising policy which will allow the faculty adviser to refuse 
to sign registration forms when a proposed program or an add/drop action 
either is not providing for satisfactory progress toward the indicated degree 
or is not in the student's best academic interest. Furthermore, consideration 
should be given to including satisfactory progress in a given progr3111 as a 
condition for continued enrollment. 
,LEMSON SOU TH CAROLINA ~31 • fELEf'HON E !!03, 6~6-3410 
Professor Larry L. Bauer 
October 7, 1983 ' 
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Additional factors that should be considered in the deliberations 
concerning the above issues include: (1) clarification of the legal 
responsibilities of the faculty adviser, (2) explicit mechanism to enforce 
the adherence to specified course prerequisites, (3) validation of faculty 





1. John Kenelly has been appointed to the Open Forum Committee by the Provost. 
2. The concerns raised about the liability of the advisor and monitoring 
satisfactory progress have been referred to the Scholastic Policies Com­
mittee and to the Committee on Advising and Course Placement. (See attached 
memo.) 
3. I discussed teaching evaluation with the Provost. He recommended referral to 
the Teaching Resources and Effectiveness Committee. The Advisory/Executive 
Committee prefers to appoint an Ad Hoc Committee and invite one or more deans 
and department heads to serve . We will be putting a committee together. 
4 . Beth Reuland was elected to a three-year term on the Security and Lighting 
Commit tee in 1982. It is required that it be a faculty member but not 
necessarily a senator . Beth is now in a staff position and is no longer 
eligible. Because this is an area of special concern to library staff, 
the Advisory Committee nominates Frances Colburn, an alternate senator 
from the Library. I would like you to consider recommending that this be 
changed to a one- year term in the future. 
5. The Ad Hoc Committee on Commit t ees, Commissions and Councils will be meeting 
November 16 . Please let me know if there are any additional concerns you 
would like addressed. 
6. I discussed Faculty Manual revision procedures with the Provost. Future 
revisions will be routed through the Faculty Manual Committee. The Policy 
Committee will be reviewing the statement on pp. I:1-2 of the Manual 
identifying those sections which are covered by the "mutual agreement" clause. 
7. The Student Senate passed a resolution similar to ours on bicycles and 
barricades. 
8 . Davis McGregor and Larry Bauer will be spearheading an informal survey of 
forestry and agriculture consulting policies at other land-grant institutions. 
Chris Sieverdes is an Ad Hoc Committee of one to do some fact-finding on 
the deletion of the Russian program. 
9 . I asked the Provost about the in-house annual salary report. It is in progress. 
The comparative salary study of peer institutions requested by the Commission 
on Faculty Affairs was endorsed by the President's Council but needs to 
come to the Cabinet for implementation . 
10. The Athletic Council has met. John Geldard was elected secretary. We dis­
cussed class attendance for athletes and approved a motion endorsing the current 
student attendance policy and requesting that coaches minimize class absence 
by responsible scheduling of practices and contests. We also voted to uphold 
the current policy of reduced price tickets only for employees working half 




11. In response to a faculty request, we discussed the faculty status of depar~­
ment heads with respect to their eligibility for named professorships, alumni 
professorships, and election to university committees/commissions by their 
colleges and/or the Faculty Senate. I referred this matter to Alan Schaffer, 
Chairman of the Association of Department Heads. 
12 . A question has been raised about broadening the base of eligibility for the 
Outstanding Research Scientist Award. This was referred to the Research 
Committee. 
13. The Commission on Faculty Affairs met on October 20 and endorsed a number of 
the recommendations on committees, commissions and councils made by the 
Senate. The Marshal's Committee was asked to review the commencement 
exercises . Further direction was given to the Ad Hoc Committee (Chris Przirembel , 
Chair) reviewing the Faculty Evaluation Forms . 
14. Please review the Provost's statement on tenure and promotion policies in a 
recent issue of the Newsletter to see if you wish to make any comments or 
response. 




Submitted by W. Baron 
September 20, 1983 
o·ne of the principal objectives of the University is to educate 
undergraduates. Both the faculty and administration recognize. that 
the teacher is an essential element in the educational process and 
thus, have made the demonstration of "effective teaching" an important 
criteria for promotion and tenure. We also recognize the fact that the 
recognition of good and bad teaching is important to the individual 
student. Thus, the demonstration of "effective teaching" is important 
to a department head's meeting his or her responsibility to see that 
good teaching is provided. 
• 
At the present time the only standard University procedure for 
evaluating teaching is the student evaluation form. There is however, 
some question as to whether or not the evaluation form ts being used 
in a meaningful way; that is for the purpose of identifying both the 
good and bad teachers. The poor teacher can choose to keep the 
evaluation results to oneself, the good teacher is being evaluated 
by a non-peer group of questionable capability . 
Therefore, be it resolved, that the results of the student 
evaluation form shall be made available to both the faculty member 
being evaluated and his or her department head and then retained 
as a permanl!nt part of the faculty member's file, and 
further be it resolved, that the Faculty Senate Advisory C0mmictee 
shall convene an .:,.<l-hoc committee for the purpose of recommend : nr.. to 
the Senate a compre hensive plan for teaching evnluation . 
It is suggested that this committee shnll consist of a dean, 
two department heads an<l f0ur faculty members, only one of which may 
b"' :i faculty s;enato r. The comr.1ittee members on the col!l11littee sh,d l 
be invited to serve by the Senate. 
AMENDED RESOLUTION 
TEACHING EVALUATION 
One of the principal objectives of the University is to educate 
undergraduates . Both the faculty and administration recognize, that 
the teacher is an essential element in the educational process and 
thus, have made the ciemonstrotion of "effective teaching" an important 
criteria for promotion and tenure. We also recognize the fact that the 
recognition of good nnd bad teaching is important to the individual 
student. Thus, the demonstration of "effective teaching" is important 
ton department head's meeting his or her responsibility to see that 
good teaching is provided. 
• 
Therefore be it resolved, that the Faculty Senate Advisory Com:nittec 
shnll convene an .::tel-hoc cor.uiiittec for the purpose of recommend i nr, t o 
the Senate a comprehensive plc1n for teaching evaluation. 
It is su~mcstcd that thi$ cotranittee shall consist of a dean, 
two depnrtmcnt heads :incl fc,ur faculty members, only one of which may 
bv ,1 faculty senator. The comr.iittee members on the conunittee sh:i1 l 
ht! lnv i ted t o s<>rve by the Senntc. 
Attachment c 
Senate Resolution 83-10-1 
Faculty Manual Procedures 
WHEREAS, the Faculty Manual is a document whose contents are to 
be agreed to by the Faculty Senate and the Provost before being 
submitted to th~ Board of Trustees for final approval, and 
WHEREAS, the Faculty Senate and the Provost did agree to the 
establishment of a Faculty Manual Committee to review and edit 
all changes in those contents, and 
WHEREAS, the Provost insert two additional entries into the 
approved changes in the aforesaid Manual without the review of 
the Faculty Manual Committee and the approval of the Faculty 
Senate, and did fo~eward such {ilnauthorized.Jchanges to the Board 
of Trustees for approval, be it therefore 
RESOLVED, that the Senate requests that the Provost henceforth 
follow the approved procedure for making changes in the contents 
of the Faculty Manual. 
• 
Be it further RESOLVED, that this action of the Senate is in no 
way to be construed as a judgment upon the substance of th ose 
changes, or a desire to preempt the right of the Administration 
to recommend Board Policy in the selection of a President and 
similar matters, but rather to preserve the integrity of the 
process by which the Faculty Manual is modified, and the right 




WHEREAS, Cl emson University is an acknowledged lead er i n ene r gy 
research, and 
WHEREAS, energy conservation contributes to the maintenance of 
the natio n 's energy resources, and 
WHEREAS, the practice of commuting by bicycle contributes to 
ener gy conservation, and 
WHEREAS , traffic barriers which force bic yc les off th e street 
discour age th e use of bicycles for commuting, be it therefore 
RESOLVED, that th e Facu lt y Senate r e quest the administration t o 
posi t ion traffic barriers in such a way as t o permit the pa s s a g e 
of bic ycles on the roadway. Be it further 
RESOLVED, th at we also request that signs be posted by th e 
ba rri cades pr ohibiting th e passage of motorcyles. 
Attachment E 
Suggested Changes in University Committees , Commissions and 
Councils 
Faculty Senate Response 
I . Suggestions regarding the President's Co unc il . 
1. Someone needs to oversee the day-to-day functioning of the 
Council and the commissions, inluding a designated secretarial 
support person to handle records, coordinate activities, and 
serve as a central clearinghouse for committee/commission 
memberships . This person should also be responsible for keeping 
record, archives, records of actions, and an updat ed 
constitution. New members should receive a folder with the 
Constitution, membership list and bylaws, if any . 
2. The Co un cil needs bylaws specifying me eting dates, 
responsibility for agendas and membership list, terms of office 
for members , etc. 
3. Any University Councils or Boards outside the Council 
should be repre s ented on the Council for reporting purpo se s. 
Particularly mentioned at several points (if not otherwise 
integrated into the structure) were the Athletic Council and the 
Planning Board. 
4. The agenda needs to reflect more constituencies than just 
the six commi ssions . In particular, the Faculty Senate, Student 
Senate, GSA, Extension Senate , Athletic Council and Planning 
Board need to not only be represented but also listed on the 
agenda as groups who need to report their activities and, as 
needed, their r ecommendations to this body. 
5. Staff representation needs to be provided. 
II. General rules gover nin g procedures. 
I.Terms of office need to be clearly spelled out . Each 
committee/commission should provide to some central 
clearing-house (President's Council?) a current updated roster 
of members and expiration date of terms each time there is a 
change. Expiration dates need to be clearly established with 
the timing of college meetings and Senate terms 
(Faculty/St ud ent/Extension) in mind. 
2.The right to send substitutes and for substitutes to vote on 
all University Councils, Committees and Commissions should be 
clearly established. If a group lies outside the President's 
Council, it should be made clear whether the general rules 
applying to the President ' s Council are applicable to that group 
as well. In particular, the righ t of particular constituencies 
to send voting substitutes--Faculty Senate, Student Senate, GSA, 
Council of Deans, Associa tion of Department Heads--should be 
clearly spelled out. 
3 . The Association of Department Heads should be formally 
r ecognized as a part of the governance struct ur e and provided 
representation as a group where appropriate. 
4 . The r e should be formal a nnu al reporting requirements for 
all comittees and commissions, covering the chairperson, 
membership, number of meetings, issues discussed, actions taken/ 
recommended, etc. This would be facilitated if as many 
committees as possible were incorporated under t he commissions. 
Independent committees, which should be held to a minimum, 
would report dir ectly to the President ' s Counci l which would 
maintain a file of annual r eports. 
5. A sunset policy to ge t ri d of unneeded committees would be 
desirabl e. Each commit t ee should pe r iodically r ev iew its 
mission and me mbership and it s need to continue t o exist. 
6. The role of the extension senate and particularly the dual 
representation of extension faculty in both the Extension Senat e 
and the Faculty Se nate needs t o be reviewed . 
7 . An individua l who is in fact bei n g " advised" on policy by · a 
particular committee not only sh o uld not chai r t he committee , 
should be nonvotin g as well. Th e role of the Campus Master 
Planner as a nonvoting r es ource person for th e Planning Board 
and of the Athletic Director on th e Athletic Council are a good 
mode ls to follow. This recomme nd ation has wide applicability, 
hut is particularly relevant to the Recreation Advisory 
Committee, th e Summer Schoo l Committee, the Honors Program 
Committee, and the Cooperative Education Committee. These are 
committees tha t have come to o ur attention on thi s point but are 
in no way exhaustive. A perso n seeking adv ic e an direction i s 
not usually the appropriate chair and can serve far better as a 
committee re so urc e in another capac ity. 
III. The Commission Struct ur e . 
1. We endorse the concept of staff repres e ntation, perhaps 
through a Commissio n on Sta ff Affairs . This should not preclude 
staff representation in other areas not under its own commission 
- where appropriate . 
2. We a l so endorse the creation of a Commission on Physical 
Facilities (or Physical Planning and Envi r onment). A proposal 
to that effec t is attac hed (Attachme nt A). If the University 
Committee on the Handicapp e d is to report anywhere, this wo ul d 
be the most l ogical commission, since many of the problems and 
r ecommenda tion s are r elated to adapting physica l facilities to 
their particular needs. On some matters, however, it would be 
appropriate for this committee to forward recommendations to t he 
Commission on Undergraduate St udies. 
3. Of the committees proposed to se rv e under this commission, 
t he Safety a nd Fire Prevention Committee ha s met frequently. 
Some of its work is being carried out by a more recently cr ea ted 
appointed Committee on Radioactive and Haza rdous Wastes which is 
appropriately made up of persons with r eleva n t profess i onal 
expertise. The fo rm e r committ ee sho ul d either be abolished or 
merged with the Committee o n Radioactive and Hazardous Wastes. 
4. An o th er Board proposed fo r absorption by this commission 
would be the Planning Board . The actions of this Board are of 
g r eat interest to the entire University Communit y and should be 
more wid ely shared, perhaps through the President's Council. 
Its membership should be mo re broadly based; at present it is 
dominated by t he nonacade mi c a dmi ni stratio n . Re presentation 
should be prov ided for the Council of Deans , the Associatio n of 
Department Heads , more than two faculty representati ves , and 
adding the President of th e Student Se nate. 
5. An al t er native structure has also been suggested as 
follows: 
a) Commission on Underg r a duate Studies 
b) Comm i ssion on Graduate Studies 
c) Commission on Resea rch (additiona l committe es suggeste d 
below)
d) Commission on Public Service and Information (combining 
Public Programs and Public Service) 
e) Commission on Faculty Affairs 
f) Commission on Student Affairs 
g) Commission on Staff Affairs 
h) Commission on Physical Facilities 
Note that this corresponds to the three functions (2 teaching 
commissions, one on research, one on service); ·the three 
constituencies, and the facilities in which those constituencies 
carry out those functions . 
6. Again, there is strong feeling that the majority of the 
independent committees be incorporated into the commission 
structure. 
IV. Specific commissions: Undergraduate Studies. 
1. Thi s commission is well-manag ed , but is too large and 
unwieldy and has difficulty commun icating with it s inordinately 
large number of committees, some of which cou ld report 
elsewhere. Th e nine colleges could be represented by two deans, 
two department heads and five faculty members. Departme nt head 
representation is particularly important since they deal with 
many of the issues coming before this commission on a day-to-day 
basis. With a streamlined commission, two under graduate student 
representatives would be sufficient. 
2. The depositories/library committee could be shifted to 
Graduate Studies and Research or the Research Commission if that 
structure is adopted. Attachment B proposes a rep lacement 
Library Committee, with a different mandate and composition. 
3. The Teaching Resources and Effectiveness Committee is at 
least as much a professional development/personnel evaluation 
issue as it is an und erg raduate issue and _s hould be shifted to 
the Commission on Faculty Affairs and coordinate more 
effectively with the Faculty Development Committee . Teaching is 
an important area of professional development. This committee 
also needs some representatives wh o are there because of 
specific professional expertise in the area of testing and 
evaluation rather than the current "one per college". Because 
of the issues involv ed , Senate repre sentatio n should be 
provided. 
4. The Medical Technology Committee is specific to a single 
college and should be made part of the governance structure of 
the College of Sciences. 
5. The Pre-Professional Health and Pre-Veterinary Medicine 
committees should be repl a ced by a single committee re spo nsible 
for professional health transfer programs--medical, dental, 
physical therapy, pharmacy and veterinary. 
6. Advising and Course Placement should be de let ed; does not 
appear to function. 
7. Cooperative Education has be e n more informational than 
advisory. It should meet more regularly and broaden its scope 
which has been too engineering-oriented. Since it is to some 
extent advisory to the Director of Cooperative Education, that 
person should be an ex officio member but not the chair. The 
same problem with respect to the chair is true of the Summer 
School Committee. 
V. Specific Commissions: Graduate Studies and Research. 
1 . It is recommended that a large number of independ e nt 
committees which work in the ar ea of research be brought under 
this commission for purposes of reporting and accountability. 
These would include the Biomedical Research Support Grant 
Committee , the Institutional Biosafety Committee, the Laboratory 
Animal Welfare Committee , the Committee for the Protection of 
Human Sub j ects , the Patent Committee, and t~e University 
Research Gr ant Committee. Attachment C presents some background 
on the nature and functions of these committees. 
It is recom~ended that the Computer Advisory Committee be under 
the Commission on Research , but also report on relevant matters 
to the Commission on Undegrad uate Studies; This committee is 
too important to l eave ou t side the structure and the President ' s 
Council. 
2. The Commission is too large. We considered a number of 
options for streamlining a n d suggest the same model as the 
Undergraduate Commission : two deans or associate or assistant 
deans, two department heads, 5 faculty (the total repre se nting 
the nine colleges ), library representative, chairman of Fa c ult y 
Senate Research Committee , two graduate students; ch a ir e d by 
Dean of the Graduate School with two e x-officio, nonvoting 
members; Associate Dean of the Graduate School, Direct o r of 
University Research. 
3. The chairman of the Senate Research Committee should be an 
ex - officio (voting) member of the Research Advisory Committee as 
well as the Commission. 
4. The Committees under the commission should be identified in 
the Faculty Manual , e.g. , Graduate Awards Committee, Graduate 
Admissions Committee. 
VI. Specific Commissions : Faculty Affairs . 
1 . With recent changes, this commission is of a reasonable 
size , a good mixture , a n d provides adequately for communication 
with its committees. We recommend that the Teaching Resources 
and Effectiveness Committee be moved to this commission, which 
is already involved with the Faculty Evaluation Form. We may 
wish to consider a Faculty Development Committee which looks at 
developmen t in all three areas--teaching, research and 
service-with more stress on support for publications and 
seminars, looking at development programs elsewhere, looking at 
sabbatical leave policy an d exchange possibilities, etc. There 
could then be a separate Evaluation Committee with a mixture of 
persons with a faculty background and persons with expertise in 
testing and evaluation to address/supervise the student 
evaluatio n of teachers at both the undergraduate and graduate 
levels and also the evaluation process for faculty by 
administrators. 
2. The Salaries and Fr inge Benefits Committee rarely meets 
and largely duplicates the work of the Senate Welfare Committee. 
We wo u ld recommend that it be disbanded. 
VII . Specific Commissions : Commission on Public Service 
l.The research functio ns of this commission need to be 
coordinated with those under the Commission on Graduate Studies 
and Research. 
2. One proposal would split the functions of this Commission 
between the Commission on Research and the Commission on Public 
Service and Information. Continuing education needs to either 
come under the latter (if the structure is changed) or under the 
present Commission on Pub l ic Service (if the structure is 
retained). 
3. As it stands, this Commission represents the activities of 
two colleges with the domination by the larger (Directors from 
CAS serve as chairs of the committees). These committees 
duplicate the work of more active committees internal to th e 
College of Agricultural Sciences. 
VIII . Specific Commissions : Commission on Student Aff ai rs. 
We don't have much i n formation on the workings of this 
commission, but it also appears to have a rather unwield y 
structure which could b e st r eamlined. 
IX. S pecific Commissions : Commission on Public Programs . 
l.Only remaining ,committee under this commission is the Fine 
Arts Committee. The Commission does not seem to pla y a poli cy 
rol e ; it should either be given a clear and specific policy 
mission or me rged with a broad er commission , e.g. , Public 
Service and Information, which would cover all our outreach 
functions incl uding conti nu ing education, extension, and public 
programs/public relations . The Union Board should report t o 
this commission as well as to the Commission on Student Affairs. 
\· -
Attachment A 
Proposed Co mmis s i o n on Ph ysi cal Facilities and Enviro nment 
The Commission on Ph ysical Facilities and Environment studies 
the curent status of physical faiclities and related features of 
the campus, projects future needs and changes in th e cam p us 
master plan, and reocmmends policies and procedures conc e rnin g 
use, location, adequacy, safety, and expansion of university 
physical facilities and ancillary features. Mem bers of the 
commission are the Vice President for Institutional De~elopment 
(Chairperson), Campus Master Planner, Director of Physical 
Plant, Associate Director of Athletic s , Chairman of the Pl an nin g 
Co mm itt ee of th e Board of Trustees, Vice-Presi dent of the 
Faculty Senate, President of the Student Body, President of the 
Student Senal e , Chairpersons of the Committees on Landscaping 
and Site Develop rnent , Security and Lighting , Traffic and 
P a r k i n g , a n d Ca m r u s N0 1a c s , a n d f i v e f a c u ] t y m e ,n l> e r s e 1 e c t e d i n 
ro ta tion by th e nine col l eges anti the library. 
Committees : 
University Physical Faciliti es Planning Committee (replaces 
present Plannin g Board) 
Landsc ape and Site De ve lopment Committee 
Traffic and Parking Committee 
Secu rity an d Lighting Committee 
Campus Names Co mmit te e 
The followin g committees which r e port elsewhere would also 
f orward relev a nt po l icy recom me nd ations to this commission. 
Ha zar dous Wastes Committee (Research Commis sion) 
Ho usi ng Committee (Student Affairs) 
Lib rary Committee (?C om mi ssion not determined) 
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CLEMSO:N. 
UN1-.rzns:.-rvDEPARTMENT OF ENVIRONMENTAL SYSTEMS ENGINEERING 
MEMO 
TO: Holley Ulbrich 
F ROM: Tom Overcamp ~ 
SUBJECT: Need for a Universi t y-Wide. Library Committee 
D;\TE : October 4, 1983 
The l ibrary's policies are currently unde r review by the Depos i to r y 
Committee . This committee has r epresentation from five to six col l eges . 
Three faculty members are from three different colleges on a rotating 
b asis. One faculty member i s selected by the Senate . For the past few 
year s we have se l ected the Senator representing the library faculty 
which has " given away" some representation of t he academic colleges in 
library matters. One undergraduate student and one graduate student 
from colleges unrepresented b y f aculty are also members. In addition , 
the Director of the Libraries and the Director of Development are members . 
I feel the structure and composition of the corrunittee does not give 
a dequate i nput and r epresentation for the faculty concer~ing the pol i cies 
of the library. I propose that we reinstitute a Library Committee which 
would be advisory t o t he Director of the Libraries on policy . The committee 
should have as a minimum t he fo l l owing members: 
l Director of Librnries 
l /\cquisitions Librarinn 
1 Reference Libraria n 
9 !\. fu culty member f rom each college 
1 Unde r gruduate student 
1 Graduute student 
/\l though .:1ddition.:11 representutivcs could be *r!{B'l~s seen fit , this 
cornmi ttce is appronching the maximum size for a working commi ttec to engage 
in .:i.ctive di.:i. l oguc concerning this importunt resourc.:e t o the Univers ity. 
Thi:; committee could report to t he Commis!..iion on Undergr.:iduate Studies, 
but it m.:iy report more effectivel y through the Commission on Grndu.:ite Studies 
a nd Researc h. 
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CLEMSON 
tJ t::.·JEnSIT --rDEPARTMENT OF ENVIRONM ENTAL SYSTEMS ENGINEERING 
MEMO 
TO : Holley Ulbrich 
FROM: Tom Overcamp 
SUBJ ECT: Indcpendcr.t Cor.unittees and Commissions 
DATE : October ~, 1983 
'I'i1e f ol l o1-1ing indcp~ndcnt conunittecs are invo lved with research a11d 
research-related t opics : 
l. Biomedical Research Support Grc1nt 
2 . Ins titutional Bi osafety 
3. Laboratory Animal lvelfare 
4. Protec t ion of Human Subjects 
5. Patent 
6. University Research Grant 
7. Graduate Curriculum 
8. Computer Advisory 
The first f our corrunittees are statutory committees that exist to 
administer fede ral programs . Th e Biomedica l Research Support Program 
administers a grant program under the National Institu t es of HeaJ th . 
According t o the chairman, t his committee opera t es under strict federal 
r ules with little , if any, l utitudc in settj ng policy. 
The Inst itu tionctl 13iosafc ty, Laborato ry An i m.:i l Welfare anrl the 
Protection of Human Sub jects conuni tte e s arc corruni ttees r equired u nd,,r 
federa l regulutio ns to conduct r cscctrch and/o r receive f edcrul rcsc.:i rcl1 
funding in their respec tive areu.s. These commi t tecs hav,'! ovcrsighl 
func tio ns in the proposi'!J and research areas . Acco rding to the c h .:ii r mc1n 
of these coinmittce!3 , th u c omposition of the co1runi. ttPcs i s set by fe rlc r .:il 
rcgul.:.itio ns . 'I'hc terms arc indefinite bcc c1us c of the tcch11ic.:1l n.:iturc of 
t lic rc(Ju l.:1 tions. 
To str0..:imli nc t he s truc.:ture o[ the c omrnissjon/ council govcr11me 11t , I 
r ccummc ncl p l <1c ing these commiltccs ut 1Lic r the Conuni~~;ion o n Gr.:iclu.:i te Stuclic:­
and Rcs0.:1rd1 for p uri?O!;CS of r cportinCJ policy rccommcnd,1tions in their 
r espective a rc.:1s . On the othe r ha nd, it must be clc.:irly stated th ..:1t these 
2 
are statutory committees that act independently of the commission in their 
day-to-day work. The committees should give an annual report to the 
Commission . To assist in this, the chairman of the committees should be 
an ex offici o and non-voting member of the commission . 
The Patent Committee operates in a policy mode and in its day-to- day 
functions in decisions on t he disposition of patent applications, patent 
a greements and royalties. At the present it is actively consideri~g c~anges 
in the patent policy to i nclude computer software copywritten material. As 
with the previous four committees, I r ecommend that the Patent Committee be 
placed under t he Commission on Graduate Studies and Re search for policy 
matters. The r outine functions should be reported to the Commission on an 
annual busis. The chairman of the Patent Commi ttcc is currently an ex offi.cio 
member of the Commission . 
The University Reser1rch Grant Com,ili.ttee independently ad:ainiste rs found­
ation funds in the Ul<G program 2.nd administers the Provost l<es earch Grant 
awards . It establishes its own policies on grants, selects grantees and 
administers the progrilllls. Since it establishes policy that affec·i: research , 
it should have a reporting function th-rough the Conunission on Graduate Studie~ 
and Research. On the other hand, it must retain independence to carry out its 
programs. Corrununications on the purpose of the Provos t Resean.:h Awurds were 
initial ly less than satisfactory. It has improved but the selection criteria 
are not welJ.-unders tood. Certain aspects of the conuni ttee 's functions includins 
changes in the application and selection criteria should be reported through 
the Commission. 
The Graduate Curriculum Committee is currently independent of the Commission 
on Graduate Stu<lies and Research . It's functions and reporting is clearly 
indicated in Article IV of the Faculty Constitution. At present, there is no 
clear delineation of the authority of the Corrunittec and the Commission on general 
Gradu.:ite School policies that affect curriculum such as changes in University 
degree requiremcn ts for gru.duate degrees. This area requires further thou{Jht . 
A similar problem prob.:ibly exists at the Undergraduate Commission and Undergraduat.:! 
Curriculum Committee . 
'l'hc Computer 1\dvisory Cammi ttee is an indcpende n t conunittec that could be 
under the Commission on Graduate Studies and Research or severul other co11unissio11s. 
Historic.:illy the Computer Center used to be under th'='! Dean of the Gr.:iduale School. 
The computer use i~ now very widespread in undergradur1tc a11d gr.:iJuute educ.:1tion, 
rcser1rch and commercial use . The computer is too important to the campus as .:i 
whole to allow th<! Computer 1\dvisoi.-y Conuni ttce t o r emo.in outside the commission/ 
counci l structure . 
Attachment F 
THE COOPERATIVE EXTENSION SENATE 
The Cooperative Extension Council of Clemson University consis ts of 
the President of the University, the Provost of the University, t he 
Dean of the College of Agricultural Sciences plus extension specialists 
(faculty) and tounty agents. The functions of the Cooperative Ext ension 
Council are to refer to its Executive Corrmittee, the Cooperative Extension 
Senate, for investigation and action any matters as may affect the interests 
and welfare of its members. 
MEMBERSMIP OF THE CCOPERATIVE EXTENSION SENATE IS AS FOLLmlS: 
a) County Extension Agents and Area A~ents - Agriculture --- 3 members 
per district 
b) County Extension Agents - Home Economics 
3 members per district 
c) Extension Specialists (faculty) - 4 members 
d) Representative-at-large - 1 member appointed by the Director of 
Cooperative Extension 
e) Ex-Officio members - the presidents of the County Agents Assn., 
the Home Economics Assn., the 4-H Agents Assn., the Special ist 
Assn., and the Extension Secretaries Assn . 
Members of the Extension Senate serve three year terms and may 
not succeed t hemselves. 
LWH 
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At tachment G 
The Faculty Senate recommends that Clemson University adopt the 



























MINUTES OF THE FACULTY SENATE 
September 20, 1983 Senate Chambers 
I. Call to Order: 
President Ulbrich called the meeting to order at 3:30 p.m. 
II . Approval of Minutes: 
The minutes of the August 23 meeting of the Faculty Senate 
were approved as corrected with a clarification added to 
Senator Taylor' s motion on the composition of the 
Screening Committee for the selection of administrative 
officers . 
111. Committee Reports: 
A. Scholastic Policy: 
Senator Bauer reported that the committee met on August 25 and 
looked at the UCLA faculty senate report. The committee took no 
a.ction on the proposal. 
The committee began work on a draft of a statement to be incorporated 
into the University Announcements concerning the particular issue of 
this catalog which students are required to follow in planning their 
programs. Presently no statement appears. 
Plans were made to invit e Dr. B.J. Skelton and Mr. Dick Mattox to 
the October meeting of the Committee to discuss admission policies. 
B . Pol icy: no report 
C . Research : 
Senator Overcamp reported that the committee met on September to 
study the Library Acquistions Policy. The study will be continued at 
the meeting on October 4 at 3:30 p. Room 101 Riggs. 
D. Welfare: 
Senator McGregor reported that the committee had met two times since 
the last Senate meeting to work on one item- the proposed Long 
Range Planning Committee . A subcommittee was chosen and the 
members of this committee worked on a revised version of ·the charge 
of the proposed committee. The goal of the committee members was to 
produce a version that would be acceptable to more people . Following 
President Ulbrich ' s suggestion, the members had looked ·at the 1981 
Self Study and had found reference to a suggestion that the 
University establish a long range planning committee (Attachment A). 
The present revised version (Attachment B) contains portions of 
President Atchley ' s version, portions of Provost Maxwell ' s version and 
portions of the description shown in the 1981 Self Study. President 
Ulbrich asked that the discussion of the revised version be 
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considered under Old Business . 
Another item reported by Senator McGregor was the meet ing with Dr. 
Reel concerning summer school pay. He stated that nothing specific 
resulted but that the committee intends to pursue the matter of 
summer research funds that come from summer school monies. Dr. 
Reel did say that there would be an increase in the percent applied 
to summer school credit hours (for three credit courses, 2 . 75 per 
credit hour up to 30 % maxmum) . 
E. Ad Hoc Committees : 
President Ulbrich gave a report on a new committee which consists of 
the Executive Committee plus former presidents Hood and Melsheimer. 
This committee will review the missions of the councils , commissions 
and committees of the University for the purpose of ver ifying the 
need of so many committees and to study the poss ibility of simplifying 
the present complex and overlapping structures. The committee will 
meet on October 10 to draft a report of its studies to report to the 
Senate at the next meeting . 
President Ulbrich stated that the study had been init iated by 
President Atchley at her request . She felt that the Senate would be 
best prepared to bring in material for a response in view of the fact 
that Senate members serve on so many of these councils , commissions 
and committees. She requested that the Senate members be prepared 
to discuss this subject at the Oct . meeting . A questionaire 
(Attachment C) was passed out to the Senate members for completion 
by the next meeting. The questionaire will also be s e nt to past 
senators and to those faculty members who are elected to committees 
by the Senate. 
F. University Committees / Commissions / Councils: 
Senator Sieverdes (Alcohol and Drug Abuse Committee) reported that 
the Alcohol and Drug Abuse Committee in its Sept . 20 meeting made 
plans to emphasize substance abuse through a Substance Awareness 
Week which is scheduled for Oct. 23- 27 . The Pickens County Coun cil 
on Alcohol and Drug Abuse will cooperate in sponsoring the event . 
Planned events for the week include displaying a car that was 
wrecked in an alcohol related accident , showing the movie , Days of 
Wine and Roses , a movie on drugs and alcohol, and a debate on the 
topic of ra ising the legal age for purchasing alcoholic beverages . 
The committee considered ways in which the topic of s ubstance abuse 
could be presented in the classroom by the faculty . 
Senator Dic key (Commission on Graduate Studi es and Research­
Committee on Graduate Students) reported that in its recent meeting 
this committee formed various subcommittees and voiced appreciation 
to those graduate students who were involved in compiling the 
graduate students handbook . 
Senator Bauer repo rted that the Recreation Committee has not met this 
year. 
Senator Overcamp (Commission on Graduate Studies and Research­
Research Advisory Committee) reported that the majo r item of 
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business in the Sept. 9 meeting was to look at the Research Polic ies 
document . The committee will meet on Sept. 16 to redraft portions of 
the document . 
Senator Bauer (Commission on Undergraduate Studies) reported that 
the Commission , at its meeting on Sept . 19, changed the wording of 
the statement in the Announcements concerning the awarding of a 
single degree with a double major to liberal arts students to read that 
any B . A. student could be awarded a single degree with a double 
major. 
He said that Dr . Reel delayed the discuss ion on the Student Senate 
report on plus-minus grading until the Faculty Senate has had time to 
consider the report . Sen. Bauer sugested that this study might be 
given to the Scholastic Policies Committee. 
Senator Camper (Student Union Board) reported that considerable 
activity occurred in this group of very active students which planned 
the activities of the Student Union. He stated that the group 
actually meets for an hour each week . Senator Camper reported on 
the lectures to be given commemerating the posthumous induction of 
Thomas Green Clemson S.C. Hall of Science and Technology . He 
asked that Governor Ri ley 's Proclamation be incorporated into the 
min utes (Attachment .Q). 
Senator Taylor (Honor Committee) reported on the items discussed at 
the committee' s last meeting. The Honor College has trouble obtain ing 
a list of students who · are el igible for participatio n in Honor College 
activities. He said that the Committee chairman appealed for leverage 
by the Faculty Senate on the situation of high priority to be given to 
the developm~nt of programing services that will allow retrieval of 
information from the student data base. Senator Taylor pointed out 
that the Honor' s College needs help in attracting student s with higher 
SAT scores and h igh GPRs . He also pointed out that the quality of 
the student affects the environment in which the facu lt y work. He 
said that the University is not competing well for better students . 
Senator Melsheimer pointed out that it is desirable to be able to use 
the student data base to update student checkup sheets for advisory 
purposes . President Ulbrich agreed to pursue the matter of find ing 
when programming services with these capabilities would be available . 
Senator Senn (Plann ing Board) reported that the Board acted on four 
matters at its Sept . 2 meeting (Attachment E) and that all four items 
have been approved by the President . J . Allen talked on the 
proposed v isitors ' center and the proposed sidewalk markers fo r the 
cassette wal king tour . The decision was to eliminate the markers for 
the tour until a later time when more input was ava ilable . The second 
item dealt with the relocation of the Hanover House. The committee 
fe lt that relocation of t he house should be accompanied by restoration 
and renovation to give authenticity of the colonial period in which the 
house was originally bui lt. Senn pointed out that the house should 
have a half basement. The house could then be used for educational 
and architectural studies . The next item of business was the old 
sheep barn which is located adjacent to the Hanover House . Senn 
pointed out that the barn is presently used by the g rounds crew . A 
proposal was made to relocate and renovate the barn. Allen pointed 
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out that the relocation of both these structures was desirable whether 
Calhoun Courts expanded in that direction or not. The fourth item on 
the agenda was the request by the the city of Clemson to purchase 
eleven acres of University property on highway 76 north of the Army 
Reserve Center running up to highway 93. Three reasons were given 
for denying this request. The first was that the University retain 
the total acreage (part of 39 acres) for future expansion by the 
University . Second the Master Plan shows several specific uses for 
parts of the section of land although all sites are not yet designated 
for use. Third, this area may become the major entrance to the 
University if Perimeter Road is extended. 
Senator Privette mentioned that at a meeting of the Schedule Committee 
the idea of shortening both the full semesters and the summer school 
semesters was discussed. She wanted to know if there were others 
who might be concerned. She suggested that input should be made 
into this matter immediately. She said that there were few faculty 
representatives on this committee. Pres. Ulbrich reminded the 
senators that they could request that matters be referred to the 
Senate. 
Senator Bishop (Commission on Student Affairs) reported that the 
major issue treated by the Commission at its August meeting had to 
do with a request by a faculty member that families of faculty and 
staff be allowed to use Fike Field House facilities at other times than 
those designated. The consensus was that students should not be 
hampered from using the facilities for which they are paying by 
having small children underfoot. The feelings were also expressed 
that the safety of the children or of younger teenagers was involved. 
The request was turned down . The meeting for Sept. was cancelled 
si nee there were no immediate actions needed. 
President Ulbrich took a poll on the committees that have not yet met . 
Among these were Public Programs , Depositories , Fi re and Safety , 
Recreation and Greek Affairs. Some of these had meetings scheduled 
for the near future. Ulbrich also reminded the senators to send 
substitutions for any meetings that are scheduled at times when they 
cannot attend. 
V. President's Report: 
President Ulbrich expanded on the President 's Report (Attachment F). 
She said that Ray Thompson is meeting with groups of the secretarTal 
staff around campus to go over the changes in the classification. The 
problems arose when the Secretary I and the Clerk Typist positions were 
changed by the new state c lassification position. She said that a visit 
by someone from Personnel could be arranged if rumblings among the 
staff were heard. She mentioned that only two positions were 
downgraded out of a possible two hundred in the original document. 
These changes were made to make descriptions of academic positions more 
in keeping with jobs in the outside labor market. 
President Ulbrich said that she had attended the Educational Policy 
Committee of the Board of Trustees and that the revis ions and 
amendments to the Faculty Manual were approved but that two additional 
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ammendments originating from the administration that had not come 
before the Senate were approved with note from Ulbr ich that these were 
not actions by the Senate . One of these actions was the inclusion of an 
extention representative on the screening committee for the pos itions of 
President and of Provost . The second was that the formation of a 
search committee was not necessary where there was just a change in 
title of a position . 
Sen . Melsheimer pointed out that the changes in the screening committee 
were not in conflict with what was in the manual since the administration 
already had the power to appoint an extension persons to the screening 
committee . He said that the matter of changing the title did involve a 
little more license and might have more sweeping results than was 
intended . He felt that this sentence needs clarification by the Faculty 
Manual committee . Senator Ovecamp pointed out that in portions of the 
Faculty Manual mutual agreement of faculty and administration was 
required . President Ulbrich said that the adminstration had made these 
changes without the advise and consent of the Senate and that this had 
been noted by the chairman of the Educational Policies Committee . 
Several senators expressed concern over the mechanism by which these 
revisions by the administration have entered the Faculty Manual without 
the Faulty Senate being involved in the decision. Since the section of 
the Manual includes some very important items on promotion that may 
lead to a reduction in number of grievances, Senator Melsheimer said 
that these sections should be distributed very quickly . President 
Ulbrich referred the matter of Faculty Manual changes without Senate 
consent to the Advisory Committee . 
President Ulbrich welcomed two new members to the Senate . Jose 
Caban replaces Mike Vatelaro in Architecture . He will serve on the 
Scholastic Policies Committee. Dale Lin v ill is the new senator from 
Agricultural Sciences . He will serve on the Pol icys Committee . 
Senator Bauer inquired about the announcement of the new membe r s of 
the Athletic Council. Ulbrich sa id the President was out of town. 
President Ulbrich announced that the Provost is emp hasizing faculty 
contributions to the Alumni fund for rec rui ti ng scholar·sh ips. This will 
be in the form of payroll deductions. The suggestion was made that the 
contributions could be directed to the Faculty Staff Scholarship Fund . 
Ulbrich pointed out that additional state funds were available to improve 
the quality of the student at state suppo rted schools . She pointed out 
that si nee we al ready have cut off the lower levels of SAT and predicted 
G PR that we plan to emphasize recruiting top level students . Pres. 
Ulbrich pointed out that there are very few scholarships that will 
compete for attracting very good students and that we need to ma ke a 
significant expansion of these funds. In response to a quest ion 
concerning waiving instate tuition , Pres . Ulbrich pointed out that this 
would make a serious reduction in the E&G operating funds . This 
question came after the suggestion was made that, since IPTAY wai ved 
out-of-state fees for athletic scholarship holders then all scholarship 
holders , should have out of state fees waived . Ulbrich also pointed out 
that most of our scholarship holders we re in state students . 
President Ulb r ich stated that she had made inquiries into the condition 
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of Bowman field caused by football parking, since the field is the first 
thing visitors see upon entering the campus. A very interesting 
discussion followed her remarks, the gist of which was that no grass will 
stand up under the condition of cars driving across it on football 
weekends. There was mention of the fact that the scars left by cars 
were far worse than the 'cowpath ' left by the students . 
President · Ulbrich mentioned that there would be two reviews of the Road 
Show . The first will be on Sept. 25 at 6:00 p. m. and the second will 
be on Oct. 2 at 6:00 p.m. Both will be held in Tillman Hall. 
President Ulbrich stated that the Provost had been very responsive to 
the matter discussed in executive session last meeting . 
President Ulbrich reminded the senators that Bobby Robinson and Joe 
Turner were to be invited by the Executive Committee to meet with the 
Senate at its October meeting. 
President Ulbrich moved three items to New Business in the Agenda. 
These were the disclosure of ranking in faculty evaluation, the faculty 
evaluation form , and the replacement of Susan Brown on the Alcohol and 
Drug Abuse Committee. 
VI . Old Business: 
Senator McGregor (Welfare Committee) reported on the revision of the 
Long Range Planning Committee proposal. He requested that this 
version be labeled by date, Sept. 14 , 1983 (Attachment-B). He moved 
that this version of the Univerity Long Range Planning Committee be 
substituted as the Senate's recommended proposal on Long Range 
Planning and that it be commended to the administration for adoption. 
The motion was seconded by Senator Coston. 
Senator McGregor noted that the progression of proposals beginning 
with the action of the Faculty Senate on July 12 (Attachment-G) , the 
Provost's proposal, the memo from Pres:dent Ulbrich to the Provost 
expressing the Senate' s dissatisfaction with the Provost' s proposal and 
finally the proposal handed out to the Faculty Senate by President 
Atchley on August 23. The latter version was referred to the Welfare 
Committee. A subcommittee consisting of Senators Hudson , Romier and 
Hamby (chairman) took all the different versions and starting with the 
Self-Study , came up with a broader version which has some of the same 
thrust as the first version from the Faculty Senate. The latest verion is 
specific in some of the details that were missing in other vesions. It 
has a provision for each committee to make a report each year. The 
revised version also requires that sources of information upon which the 
committee must base its opinions be made available to the committee. 
The subcommmittee felt very strongly that the committee responsibilities 
described did not put it in the category of a 'super curriculum 
committee'. 
Senator Baron reminded the Senate that the proposal for this 
committee was made a year ago when there seemed to be a strong 
indication that there would be reductions in staff and in programs. He 
said that the idea was that this committee would work with the Provost 
as a kind of "th ink tank " on major problems such as phasing out 
programs and staff. He said the idea was to have a plan for a 4-5 year 
period. Baron sfated that originally the idea was that the committee 
would be relatively unrestricted and unregulated . He felt that the 
Provost version would create a highly regulated committee which would 
serve functions already addressed by other committees. He suggested 
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that the Senate drop the matter for a cooling-off period. 
Senator Senn suggested that although the Welfare Committee did env1s1on 
a different committee that the President's document does reflect reality 
and that over a long period of time we can work towards a version that 
approaches more nearly what we want . He reminded the Senate that the 
President's document did reflect a small but positive step and that we do 
need to respond to the President. The motion passed with weak 
opposition. 
A brief discussion followed on the Industrial Biology program and its 
status. Senator Taylor stated that the intentions of the University to 
initiate this program had been presented to the Commission on Higher 
Education and that after approval the details of the program would be 
generated by the faculty . 
Senator Camper ( Policy Committee) reported the results of studies made 
by this committee on the new faculty evaluation form developed by an Ad 
Hoc committee under the Commission of Faculty Affa irs. He said that the 
Policys committee had recommended that we stay with the present form 
until it could be tested further rather than launch ing into a new form . 
By staying with the present form indications of where changes should be 
made cou ld be recognized . He said that the committee felt that the five 
categories on the present form were better than three on the new form . 
They Ii kewise felt that even though there were no numbers associated 
with the ratings that the broader range of v a lues allowed a sy stem of 
classification that wo u ld better distinguish inviduals. Camper said that 
the committee favored reporting means and averages. 
Camper made a motion to retain the present form of faculty evaluation, 
realizing that the format does not include numerical ratings . His motion 
also inc luded the rejection of the form proposed by the Commission on 
Faculty Affairs. 
Senator Palmer expressed dissatisfaction with the present form s ince , as 
he said , the words excellent , very good , good , fair, marginal and 
unsatisfactory have d ifferent meaning from one administrator to another . 
He also noted that some faculty who were rated as good or ve ry good 
were not recommended for tenure . He pointed out that there needed to 
be definitions of the words that were more uniform in meaning . 
Senator Rudowsk i pointed out that numer ical ratings and listing means 
and averages would give more meaning . Senator Taylor was in fav.or of 
supplying to the faculty members a list of how many members of t he 
department were ranked in each of the si x categories . Senator Rudo lski 
stated that the numerical ratings were not incompatible with but cou ld 
suppliment the present form. A number of senators e xpressed 
dissatisfaction with the vagueness of the terms but agreed that six 
categories could better express the strengths and wea knesses of the 
faculty than could three. The motion passed with 18 in favor and 7 
opposed. 
Senator Taylor made a motion to provide each faculty along with his/ her 
evaluation a listing of the precise number of faculty in that department 
in each of the six categories. 
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Senator Dillman made the point that for small departments this could 
involve disclosure of private information. Opinions were expressed that 
this method might eliminate everyone receiving very good, but it was 
also pointed out that if indeed everyone in a department was 'very good ' 
then it was not neccessary to have someone in each rating or at the 
bottom of the scale. The motion passed with no opposition . 
Senator Rudowski made a motion that a method be found to express 
numerical ratings and that the average and the median scores of the 
department be furnished to the faculty member. Senator Taylor pointed 
out that the use of so many decimal points in a numerical score carried 
an illusion of too much accuracy. Further comments were made by other 
senators that the same pitfalls reside in numerical ratings as in the 
terms presently used ; that is a person could still receive a rating of 4 . 1 
(good), be denied tenure and then enter a grievance because of a 0.1 
point difference in his score and the score of someone who got tenure. 
Senator Palmer stated that it is hard for a department head to rank on 
the same scale two faculty whose areas of discipline are so different . 
Senator Stuzenburger pointed out that tenure and promotion do not 
necessarily depend upon the department head but that often it is the 
opinion of the peer faculty that determines this. Senator Rudowski 
pointed out that numerical ratings fluctuate from year to year and from 
administrator to administrator. The motion was defeated by a vote of 14 
in favor and 15 opposed. 
V I I . New Business: 
The motion was presented to elect Senator Bob Hill to replace Fred 
Morgan on the Open Forum. T he motion was seconded and passed. 
Senator Barron presented a resolution which he asked to be deferred 
until the next meeting. Th e resolution was for the University to 
estab lish criteria to be used in the evaluation process to identify good 
teaching. He stated that the student evaluation does not d o this and 
that neither does the faculty evaluation made by the department head. 
VI 11 • Adjournment : 
The meeting adjourned at 5:35 p.m . 
Respectfully submitted , 
~ 15. ~u4ep 
Muriel B. Bishop 
Secretary of the Faculty Senate 
Attachments 
Senators Absent (Substitutes Present) : Robert Hill (Steve Wainscott) 
Attachment A 
I
• Elimination of the overly restrictive policies of the state ·personnel and 
purchasing offi ces; I 
• Elimination of confusion now existing about indirect costs ; 
• Equitable salary levels and salary increases for research productive fac- I 
ulty; 
I 
• Lower teaching loads for research faculty; 
• Minimized committee and administrative demands on the time of research I 
faculty; and 
• The return of a larger portion of indirect costs to the departments origi- I 
nating the research. 
I 
Summary 
This section on statements from other Univers i ty Self-Study Committee I 
reports contains numerous specific recommendations to be considered when filling I 
in the details of a future picture of the University. Cutti ng across the three 
functions -- teaching, research, and public service -- the content summarized I 
here provides strong evidence that when viewed as an entity the University is 
grappling with limited resources, reorganizing those in some cases , yet moving I 
toward accomplishing ne~ objectives. At the same time, there is deep concern 
Iexpressed about maintaining ground that has been struggled over and gained in the 
past. The transition revealed here emphasizes the need for some form of strate- I 
gic planning at the University level , a topic to be addressed in the next and 
final section of the report. I 
FINAL THOUGHTS I 
The four substantive sections of this report can be considered elements of 
an incomplete picture of the future. There are comments on regional change; I 




fac~::y, and facility needs, each at various stages in the planning process in 
the :1ine colleges. Associated with these are future-related statements about the 
univer-sity's administration, goals , library facilities, graduate program, 
research, student ser-vices , faculty, and special activities. But while all these 
thir.gs offer insight into the University's plans for the future , they do not 
present a precise or- comprehensive future plan, made with all the diverse ele-
Jle$§":! ments considered together. 
While the University Administration engages in detailed planning in the 
.:!enlopment of the State-required 5-year plan, which is updated annually, there 
is no centralized coordinating or planning activity that addresses educational 
concept~; programs to be emphasized or de-emphasized; trends in enrollments; 
expansion and contraction of programs; and attempts to fit that infor-mation into 
an overall plan for the University. The absence of that planning function, which 
the Committee feels should be continuous , make's the task of describing the Uni-
versity in terms of the next decade difficult • 
. 
The problems to be faced by the University, as seen by the Committee, are 
substantially different from those of previous decades. In our view, the rules 
and customs by which the University operated in the past when gaining resources 
have changed and as yet are unsettled. We do not imply that past efforts to 
expand programs, upgrade facilities, and accommodate growth were in any way sim-
ple or easy. But to a great extent the University then considered state support 
as an adequate source of funding. That is no longer the case. At the same time , 
the University's fundamental mission and its key activities were almost com-
pletely dedicated to the provision of service to its primary constituency . As 
the Univer-sity searches and finds new sources of support, it will gain a new con-
stituency to serve. 




new sources of support has come an increase in the pace of change in the 
University's immediate region. These forces combine to present a difficult envi­ I 
ronment for planning, but nonetheless underline the need for re-examining the 
University's mission and how activities and resources can be better coordinated I 
to accomplish the future mission. I 
It is the strong opinion of the Committee that the University is now in a 
transition period. Early in this period of transition, probably within the next J 
two years, the planning function mentioned earlier should be organized and made 
operational. That office should gather data on the projections for programs, 
faculty, and facilities as enumerated in the College Self-Study Reports. This ' 
J 
data should be refined and augmented with current information provided by college 
administrators and faculty. With that refined data, conflicting goals can be 
identified along with projections that are clearly unrealistic in terms of their 
full impact on the Uhiversity. A comprehensive list of needed resources can be 
identified and the full interaction of those resources within the University pro­
jected. 
With that reporting capability established and providing regularly updated 
information, the University administration may then identify future centers of 
excellence and the priorities associated with them. Even if imprecise, these 
ideas can and should be communicated to the faculty. With a clearer understand­
ing of the goals of the University, steps could then be taken to add specifics 
with these generalities. These should be developed by college administrators and 
faculty. 
Based on our review of the materials summarized in the earlier sections of 
this report, it is our opinion that many details for drawing together a Univer­
sity planning function exist and are maintained in various departments and 
offices of the University. For example , information that is now lodged in the 
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·::-. :·:::·3::y Scheduling Office, the Office of Business and Finance, and the Master 
?: J~~="S Office, when combined with concepts provided by key members of the fac-
·· · -·: :::-:d 3cministration, could provide the needed ingredients for a first step 
::·.:1"j clarifying and planning to meet specific constraints and opportunities 
-:::::i3on '.,/ill face in the next decade. With these important dimensions identi-
:-: . 
~:~d. !nd with a functioning planning activity in place, the University should be 
a position to: 
• Assess its basic mission in terms of the future, 
• Identify new sources and amounts of financial support geared to the future 
~~ssion of the University, 
• Manage the competing demands for resources that arise from a dynamic fully 
1..:-:.ilized campus, 
• Tailor programs and activities to undergird identified centers of excel-
• Accommodate the emerging urban-industrial complex now developing in the 
University's immediate region, and 
• Achieve for itself an enhanced academic reputation that will benefit all 
academic areas of the University. 
The Committee concludes its report by noting that it does not judge the Uni-
versity•s future to be bleak by any means. Indeed, upon considering the activi-
ties reviewed here we cannot help being optimistic abo~t the ·next decade. At the 
same time, we must admit that our optimism is not based on the expectation that 
the ways of the past which provided so much support to the University are secure . 
Indeed , our optimism is based on the conviction that the University can through 
careful planning and by its own merit attract resources needed to bring new 






September 14, 1983 
Dear Senator, 
At the August meeting , the Presid e nt's draft of a long range 
planning committee was distr i buted to all of you and was later 
referred to the Welfare Committee . In the meantime, the 
information from the 1981 Se l f-Study Report, which was 
distributed with your age nda and minutes, was also reviewed by 
the Welfare Committee. A subcommittee of the Welfare 
Committee-- Dick Hamby, Larry Hudson and John Rom e iser--drafted 
the attached document which contains elements of all three of 
the versions--ours, the Provost's , and the Presid e nt's--as well 
as relevant excerpts from the Self Study Report. Please review 
this carefully and bring it , as well as the draft distributed by 
President Atch l ey, to the meeting on September 20th so that we 
can take ~ppropriate action. 
Hol l ey Ulbrich 
HHU:max 
CLEMSON SOUTH CAROL INA 20631 • TELfPHONE fl<'3 '6!\n-?45fi 
September 14, 1983 
University Long Range Planning Committee 
I . Sta t eme n t of purpose 
The purpose of the University Long Range Planning Commit t ee 
is to help assu r e that s tr ategic planning at Clemson Universi t y 
will be b~sed on an acc u rate, ongoing assessment of where the 
institutio n is with respect to its current and future mission , 
goals an d objectives. 
The need for such a committee is expressed in the Cle mson 
University Self-Study Repor t, Volume II , August 1981, submit t ed 
to the Commission on Col l eges of the Southern Association of 
Colleges and Schools: 
"While t h e Univers it y Administration engages 
i n detailed planning in the dev e lopment of 
the State-required 5 - year plan, which is up­
dated annually , there is no centralized coor­
d inating or planning activity that addresses 
educational conce pt s; trents in enrollment , 
expansion and contraction of programs; and 
attempts to fit that information into an overall 
plan for the University. The absence of that 
p l anning function, which the Committee feels 
should be co ntinuous , makes the task of des­
cribing the Unive r s ity in terms of the next 
decade diffic ult ." (p. 401) 
The University Self-St ud y Committee believed that the 
organization and implementation of such a planning system would 
enable the University to " ... achieve an enhanced academic 
reputation that will benefit all academic areas ... " and " . .. 
attract resources needed to bring new dimensions of educational 
excellence to the State and region" (p.403) . 
II. Functions of the Committee 
The Long Range Pl an nin g Committee is an advisory committee 
to the Provost and through the Provost to the President. 
The committee shall have the following functions: 
1. Collect , refine, and integrate data necessary to: 
a. Assess the progress being made toward the stated goals a nd 
objectives of the academic programs of the University. 
b. Iden t ify obstac l es to pr ogress, conflicting goals, and 
unrealistic projections in light of new conditions and 
thei r full impact on the University; 
c. Enumerate needs and make recommendatio ns about long-
r a nge problems in managing competing demands for reso urces 
tha t arise from a dynamic, f ul ly-utilized campus; 
2. Submit a n ann ual rep ort to the Provost for use in 
institutional long-ra nge planning . 
3. Upon request of the Provost or the President, make st udi es 
and recommendations on matters of a co ntingency nature 
(e.g., a reduction i n force plan for the faculty) to ens ure 
that t h e appropriate advice, counsel and participation are 
considered in the procedures established to meet such 
contingencies. 
In order to fulfill its functions , the University 
Long-Range Planning Committee could utilize seve r al sources of 
information. The starting point would be the most recent 
Institutional Self-Study Report. Other sources could include 
planning documents an dinformation gathered and maintained in 
various academic units and departments. The Self Study 
Committee also suggested that information could be obtained from 
such admi~istrative units as the University Scheduling Office, 
the Office of Business and Finance, and the Master Planner's 
Office. The Committee may request of the Provost of such 
information as it deems relevant to its duties, indicating the 
relevance of its requests. 
III. Composition of the Committee 
I.Two deans or associate deans selected by the Council of 
Academic Deans. 
2.Two department heads from colleges other than those 
represented in (I), chosen by the Association of Department 
Heads. 
3.Four faculty members from colleges other than those 
represented in (1) or (2), chosen by the Faculty Senate. At 
least one of those faculty members shall be a faculty senator. 
4.Two faculty members in non-administrative positions in the two 
remaining colleges selected by the Provost. 
5.A student representative selected by the Student Senate. 
6.A representative of the classified staff. 
IV. Selection Guidelines 
I.For the purpose of this committee, the library shall.be 
considered a college, its director a dean. 
2.The selections in the first four groups shall take place in 
the order given; Council of Deans first, then department heads, 
then the senate, and finally the Provost. No group shall make a 
choice until the prior group has selected its representatives, 
to ensure representation of all colleges and also to allow for 
consideration of making the group broadly representative in the 
selections by the Senate and the Provost. 
3.In the event a vacancy occurs, a replacement shall be selected 
by the appropriate selecting body with the same college 
represented. 
4.The committee shall elect a chairperson and a secretary from 
among its membership. 
5. The student representative shall have a one year term. Other 
members shall be elected for two year terms and shall be 
eligible for re-election. Initially, one individual from each 
group 1,2, and 4 and two from group 3 shall be given one year 
terms, drawn by lot, so that one half of the membership rotates 
off each year. 
Attachment C 
Senate Survey on Committee/Commission Experience 
This survey is a part of the Senate's participation in the 
review of committees, commissions, and councils currently in 
progress. Please fill out this form and return it to 
Holley Ulbrich, Economics, 212 Sirrine by September 30th. 
Name_________________________________ 
1. Please answer these questions for all of the university 
committees you have served on in the last two years.
Name of committee/commission/council _________________________ 
Did it meet':.::__________ How often per year?___________________ 
Was the mandate of the committee clear? Too broad? Too limited? 
Did it overlap or duplicate the role of other committees or 
bodies? If so, in what way(s) and which other committee(s)? 
Is it in the right place in the structure,i.e., does it report to 
the appropriate commission/council/person? 
Does it function satisfactorily? 
Is the membership appropriate? Too large/small? Disproportionate 
representation for particular groups? <consider deans, dept 
heads, administrators, faculty, students)? Is senate 
representation appropriate/adequate? 
Is the chair or are a significant number of members of the 
committee <or both) there in an e >: ....officio capacity? Do you feel 
that this is appropriate? 
What other recommendations might you have for this committee or 
commission to make it function more satisfactorily? 
Please take one of these for each committee, if necessary. 
2.These questions should only be answered once! 
Are there areas of concern not addressed by the e x isting 
committee structure? If so, what? 
How do you think they should be addressed? 
Do you have any other views you would like to e xpress on the 
commission/council structure--should it be expanded, contracted, 
restructured, redefined, or should representation be changed in 
some way? 
Do you as a Senator and faculty member feel that you have to go to 
too many meetings relative to what they accomplish? 
.
Attachment D 
(Offirt at t~ (lau.emar 
RICHARD W. RILi:'!' 
PosT 01"1"tC:E Box t t•so 
GOVl:IINOII 
COLUM l!IIA 292 1 1 
PROCLAMATION BY GOVERNOR RICHARD W. RILEY 
COMMEMORATING 
the induction of Thomas Green Clemson (1807-1888) 
into the South Carolina Hall of Science and 
Technology in recognition of exceptional service 
to his adopted State of South Carolina and to the 
nation through achievements as a research chemist, 
by leadership in helping to create the Morrill 
Act which led to the Land Grant College movement, 
and through beneficence as the founder of Clemson 
University. 
WHEREAS, the South Carolina Hall of Science and 
Technology has been founded to increase public awareness of 
these disciplines in the improvement of the quality of life, 
and to honor native and adopted South Carolinians for their 
achievements in science and technology: and 
WHEREAS, Thomas Green Clemson, native of Philadelphia, 
prepared for a career in chemistry and mining, first, by 
acquiring an education in the arts and sciences at the 
University of Paris and, second, by special training at the 
Ecole des Mines Royales: and 
WHEREAS, Mr. Clemson achieved notable successes as a 
research chemist, as an applied scientist in the areas of 
mining and farming, as United States Superintendent of 
Agricultural Affairs (progenitor of the Cabinet Post i n 
Agriculture}, and as United States Charge' d'affaires to the 
Kingdom of Belgium: and 
. ,; , 
...... 
WHEREAS, Mr. Clemson married the daughter of John c. 
Calhoun, acquired extensive farming properties in South 
Carolina, became an advocate for educational reforms in 
training for a career in agriculture, exhibited leadership 
in the establishment of the Land Grant College movement, 
promulgated the fundamental educational model conceived 
from early studies in France and a life-time of practical 
experience, and willed his land, books, painting~, and 
wisdom to the State of South Carolina for the creation of 
Clemson Agricultural College - - presently Clemson University. 
NOW, THEREFORE, I, Richard W. Riley, Governor of the State 
of South Carolina, do hereby proclaim September 23, 1983, 
as the day for our citizens of South Carolina to join with 
me in thoughtful recognition and genuine appreciation of 
the achievements of THOMAS GREEN CLEMSON and the manifold 
subsequent achievements in SCIENCE AND TECHNOLOGY that he 
made possible through the UNIVERSITY that he founded and 
willed to our State. 
(2;l,. SL w . (2 OL~ . 
Richard w. Riley ~
Attachment E 
UNIVERSITY PLANNING BOARD 
A Report to the Faculty Senate 
September 20, 1983 
At the September 2 meeting of the Board, four actions were taken. All four 
recommendations have subsequently been approved by President Atchley . 
After a presentation by Mr. John Allen on the design and functions of the 
proposed Visitor's Center, the Board recommended that the cassette walking 
tour of the central campus be implemented without the aid of directional 
sidewalk markers. If later deemed necessary appropriate permanent markers 
can be designed and installed. 
The Planning Board approved in principle the relocation of the Hanover House. 
It further recommended that the Colonial Dames be asked to provide assistance 
in planning the relocation and that the relocation improve the House's 
historical relevance and authenticity 
The Board also discussed the disposition of the old Sheep Barn located adjacent 
to the Hanover House. The Board recommended that the barn be measured and 
recorded with the aid of the State Archivist and that the physical plant determine 
the feasibility of renovating or relocating the structure. 
Finally, the Board reviewed a request from the City of Clemson to acquire eleven 
acres of University property along highway U.S. 76 north of the u.s. Army Reserve 
Center extending to s.c. 93. The Planning Board recommended that the requested 
land be maintained by the University. This recommendation was based on several 
considerations: (1) the University will have need for this land if it is decided 
to expand the campus; (2) the University projects some specific uses for this 
land even though exact sites have not yet been determined, and (3) this property 
is an entrance to the University campus. 
Respectfully submitted, 




1. A concern was raised about the reclassification of the 
secretarial staff. I brought this up at the Cabinet and Mr. Ray 
Thompson, Director of Personnel, came to the next cabinet 
meeting and gave a thorough explanation. This is a long-term 
reduction in the unwieldy number of state classifications. It 
widens the spread between classifi~ations in terms of pay grade. 
The original scheme would have ''downgraded" 200 classified staff 
at Clemson; after modification, only 2 were actually downgraded. 
The remaining concerns center around the Secretary I and Clerk 
Typist positions. I urged that Personnel representatives meet 
with the people in those positions and explain what has 
happened. 
2. The revisions in the Faculty Manual have gone to the Board 
of Trustees, which will have met by the time of the Senate 
meeting. Provost Maxwell added to our recommendations the 
appointment of an extension representative to the search 
committees for the President and Provost as an administrative 
recommendation. This is the first time that a change of this 
sort has come about in this particular fashion, although it may 
be understandable in the light of the Senate's refusal to act on 
those recommendations. 
3. Attached are pages 400-403 from Volume 2 of the last Self 
Study. They are of some interest in the light of the continuing 
debate over long range planning. Please bring the President's 
proposal also . Welfare will not have a recommendation at this 
time. 
4. We will be welcoming new senator Dale Linvill at this 
meeting, who has replaced Doyce Graham. A committee assignment 
has not yet been made. Jose Caban, who replaced Mike Vatalaro, 
will also take his place on the Scholastic Policies committee . 
5 . The Council of Deans voted to initiate a $15 graduate 
application fee beginning in the fall of 1984. This was 
originally prompted by the mass of foreign applications from 
students who apply at a large number of schools, but it will 
apply to all applicants, domestic and foreign. Most other 
uni versities in the region charge such a fee. 
6.A question was raised at the Council of Deans in connection 
with a pending grievance case about the status of office hours . 
There is no mention of office hours in the Faculty Manual. 
would like to ask the Policy Committee to address this question. 
7 . The Athletic Council approved a policy governing the issuance 
of sideline passes to control the number of people in that area. 
They must have passes and records must be maintained of those to 
whom they were issued. The passes will be issued by the 
Athletic Director and / or the Director of Athletic Programs. 
8.You are reminded that the road show, "We're Proud to Sa y ... " 
will have two on-campus previews in the next few wee k s which are 
open to anyone interested. Watch the Newsletter for details . 
I 
9. The Alumni Fund appeal this ye~r will emphasize recruiting 
scholarships--that is, scholarships to attract outstanding 
student5. Dr. Maxwell has called to my attention the 
little-known Faculty/Staff Scholarship Fund. You may designate 
your contributions to that fund if you desire. This is an 
opportunity for faculty and staff to contribute to upgrading the 
quality of our student body, particularly at the upper end. The 
Alumni Fund supports many other worthwhile activities of great 
benefit to faculty, staff and students, but academic 
scholarships for gifted and talented students is at the moment a 
very, pressing need. 
10. Dr. Doris Helms would like some senate dialogue on the 
evaluation forms of faculty by students, and has a lot of 
interesting information to share. The original intent was to 
use them for faculty development, not merely as part of the 
evaluation process. The Graduate Commission is supposed to be 
developing a parallel form for use in graduate courses. The 
TREC committee may need to change its composition or get some 
"hired help" (perhaps a faculty member with released time) to do 
an ongoing program of distribution, refinement, compilation, 
interpretation, and dissemination of results. I shared the 
report of the Scholastic Policies Committee this spring with Dr. 
Helms and suggested that she meet with that committee this fall 
to discuss the process further . 
11. The Advisory Committee has completed its hearing on the one 
GP! case, but the Grievance Board is swamped. If you get 
complaints from constituents about the delays, please tell them 
to be patient. Senator Hudson is processing them as qui~kly as 
schedules permit. In late October, there will be discussions 
with the Grievance Board, the grievance counsellors, the 
Provost, the University Legal Counsel, Policy Chairman Dwight 
Camper, Vice President Senn and myself about possible changes in 
the GPII procedure. 
12. There have been complaints from bike riders, including but 
not limited to your president, about . moving the barriers to deny 
bicycle access. I raised the issue at the Cabinet . It has been 
referred to the Traffic and Parking Committee . 
13. I have scheduled a meeting of the Executive Committee plus 
Clarence Hood and Steve Melsheimer to begin work on our response 
to the Ad Hoc Committee on Committees, Commissions and Councils. 
We will be asking for your input shortly. 
14. The Council of Deans consid~red and approved a policy on the 
development of computer software which parallels the patent 
policy. Employees of the computer center are not included . 
Software development using University resources would result in 
shared royalties . Software developed on your own time and your 
own computer would, of course, remain your personal property . 
15 . I'm sure there are errors of omission in this document bu t 
will try to recall an y other developments worth shar i ng between 
now and the 20th . See you in the Senate Chambers, 3:30 






July 8, 1983 
MEMORANDUM 
TO: Dr. Holley Ulbrich 
Preaident, Faculty Senate 
FR.OM: W. David Maxwell V ()+.,-
Provost and Vice President for Academic Affairs 
SUBJECT: Long Range Planning Committee 
At the May 24th meeting I agreed that it would be useful to 
have a committee that vould do two tbi.ngs: 
1. Examine those portions of the Southern Association 
Self-Study that relate to academic programs and 
assess our present circumstances in light of the 
Self-Study. 
2. Devise for the University a plan for faculty 
reductions in force, should such reductions become 
necessary, such a plan to ensure faculty participation 
in the development of the procedural guidelines for 
any such reductions. 
! find the latest draft to be much broader than what I agreed 
to at the May 24th meeting. Specifically: 
a) I did not agree that the " .•• central role m continuing 
review of academic programs in light of the mission of 
the Un.i versi ty. " 
b) I did not agree that the committee would review " . 
the accreditation reviews of those colleges which are 
reviewed by outside accrediting agencies, and the 
Academic Planning Committee•••" I can see, however, 
that these reviews might be helpful in carrying out 
Hl, above, and I would be happy to furnish the 
Committee these reviews if needed for this purpose. 
Dr. Holley Ulbrich 
July 8, 1983 
Page Two 
c) I did not agree that this committee would review 
" ••• any proposed new programs, institutes, or other 
acad81Dic entities or any consolidation or elimination of 
programs. • • " 
My opinion in this respect is that it is proper and 
fitting that the committee would assess what has been 
~ re' programs, institutes, etc. in light of the 
Self-Study and it is certainly proper that there be 
faculty consultation in the elimination of programs 
(and this could be provided for in #2, above) but the 
committee is not to be a part of the process by which 
proposed programs, institutes, etc., are approved. 
d) I don't think that I agreed that this committee would 
devise a plan for reductions in classified staff should 
such reductions beco'IDI! necessary. I believe that this 
would have to be discussed with other Vice Presidents. 
e) I did not agree that the committee would deal with all 
the things indicated in the final paragraph (the 
programmatic"••• implications of proposed enrollment 
limitations, the relationship of new institutes or 
endowed chairs to existing or planned programs, the 
implications of program development, expansion or 
reduction for physical plant needs, etc.") 
Again, I rea1ize that in assessing where we are to 
what is in the Self-Study that the committee might 
have to look into many things but it is not to be 
a step in the approval process for things that are 
proposed and it is not to have an independent charge 
to look into things that do not stem directly from 
the Self-Study or are not necessary for #2, above. 
I suggest that the committee be set up to do Hl and #2 as indicated 
above. If it proves useful we can broaden its scope later. 
WDM/ep 
cc: President Bill L. Atchley 
Dr. David Senn 
Dr. David McGregor 
DRAFT 
Functions, Operating Procedures, and Composition of the 
University Long Range Planning Committee 
The University Long Range Planning Committee is an advisory 
committee to the Provost and through this officer to the 
President of the University. Its central role is continuing 
review of academic programs in the light of the mission of the 
University and the periodic Self Study reports. This commi~tee 
will review and evaluate findings and recommendations of the 
last Self-Study, the Southern Association accreditation team, 
the accreditation reviews of those colleges which are review~d 
by outside accrediting agencies, and the Academic Planning 
Committee, and suggest directions consistent with those 
findings. It will also review any proposed new programs, 
institutes, or other academic entities or any consolidati~n or 
elimination of programs in the light of the Self Study and the 
accreditation review. Based on these studies as well as its own 
findings, this committee may make recommendations to the Provost 
and the President for initiation, expansion or enhancement, 
reduction and/or termination of programs; or it may make general 
recommendations on needs for support services, facilities and 
staffing in such programs over the long term. 
Inextricably intertwined with significant academic program 
expansion or reduction is staffing. Of particular concern to 
the faculty, and to Deans and Department Heads as well, is the 
prospect of having to manage broadly based staff reductions 
during a time of financial exigency. In anticipating the 
possibility of long term stringent resource constraints, and the 
programmatic implications of such a situation, one function of 
this committee shall be to develop procedural guidelines for 
reduction in the size of faculty and staff should such a·ction 
become necessary. The specific goal of these guidelines shall 
be to safeguard the integrity of the peer review process and to 
Qinimize the detrimental impact of any such red~ction in force 
on the morale of the faculty and- staff and the programs and 
mission of the University. 
This committee will not deal with immediate budgetary 
questions unless specifically asked to do so by the President or 
the Provost. Explicitly, it is not a budget committee and will 
not be expected to participate in or review budget cuts, budget 
allocations, or the process by which individual salaries, or 
increments thereto, are determined. Issues not strictl y 
programmatic in nature, however, may be considered by the 
committee insofar as they are pertinent to ongoing review of 
program and mission, e.g. the program implications of proposed 
enrollment limitations, the relationship of new institutes or 
endowed chairs to existing or planned programs, the implications 
of program development, expansion or reduction for physical 
plant needs, etc. Its recommendations may be forwarded to the 
President's Council or to relevant University comm i ss i ons an d 
councils when appropriate, at the discretion of the Provost 
and/or the President. 
Operating Procedures 
The committee is advisory to the Provost and the President . 
The chairman will work closely with the Provost in establishing 
the agenda; both must approve the placing of an item or issue on 
the agenda. The chairman will schedule meetings as needed and 
will furnish copies of the minutes of these meetings to the 
Provost and the President. The Provost will supply this body 
with such budgetary, financial and personnel information as he 
deems appropriate and pertinent to the matters at hand. 
Composition 
I.Two deans or associate deans, selected by the Council of 
Academic Deans. 
2.Two de~a~tment heads, chosen from colleges other than those 
represented in (1), by the Association of Department Heads . 
3.Four faculty members, chosen from colleges other than those 
represented in (1) or (2), by the Faculty Senate. At least one 
of those faculty members shall be a faculty senator. 
4.Two faculty members in non-administrative positions, selected 
from the remaining two colleges by the Provost. 
5.A student representative selected by the Student Senate . 
6.A representative of the classified staff. 
Selection Guidelines 
l.For the purpose of this committee, the library shall be 
considered a college, its director a dean. 
2.The selection shall take place in the order given; Council of 
Deans first, then department heads, then the senate, an~ finally 
the Provost. No group shall make a choice until the prior group 
has selected its representatives, to ensure representation of 
all colleges and also to allow for consideration of making the 
group broadly representative in the selections by the Senate and 
the Provost. 
3 . In the event a vacancy arises on the committ~ the replacement 
shall be selected for the balance of the unexpired term by the 
appropriate selecting body, with• the same college represented. 
4.The committee shall elect a chairperson and a secretary from 
among its membership. 
S.Except for the student representative, who shall have a one 
year term, members shall be elected for two year terms and shall 
be eligible for re-election . Initially, one individual from 
each group 1,2, and 4 and two from group 3 shall be given one 
year terms, drawn by lot, so that one half of the membership 
rotates off each year. Terms shall run from August 15 to August
15. 
MINUTES OF THE FACULTY SENATE 
August 23, 1983 Senate Chambers 
I. Call to Order: 
President Ulbrich called the meeting to order at 3:30 p . m. She 
introduced Bill Hare as Fred Morgan 's replacement from the College of 
Sciences . He will serve on the Scholastic Policy Committee. 
II . Approval of Minutes : 
The minutes of the July 12 meeting were approved with a clarification 
added to the Policy Committee Report . 
Ill. Presentation by President Atchley: 
After a fancy introduction by President Ulbrich, President Atchley began 
his remarks by commenting on the changes in the proposal for the new 
Athletic Council. He noted that the University is planning to review all 
councils, commissions , and committees on campus in order to improve the 
governance structure irl terms of representation and effectiveness. He 
noted that "we must evaluate the charges of the various governance 
bodies." In this context the Athletic Council has been modified and 
faculty representation expanded from six to nine members in addition to 
the cu r·rent and past Faculty Senate Presidents . He explained that the 
nomination of two faculty members from each college (three from 
Agricultural Sciences) should be made by September 10. He will select 
five faculty members to fill current vacancies by September 15. 
He stated that the Chair of the Athlet ic Council will continue to serve as 
the ACC and NCAA representative in order to provide more effective 
coordination between Clemson and these bodies. Tha.t person holds the 
Chair position at the pleasure of the President of the University . He 
suggested that the Council appoint an ad hoc committee to examine 
academic matters pertaining to ath letes enrolled at Clemson . Another 
change affecting the Athletic Council deals with the elimination of 
perquisites for Council members . In the future the President's Office , 
not the Athletic Department, will determine all perquisites for council 
members. He reaffirmed that academics remains the number one priority 
of the University. The changes in the composition and select ion process 
of this advisory body should have a positive influence . He noted that 
the University plans to submit a report to the ACC outlining the 
corrective actions taken in the athletic program. 
President Atchley reported that Clemson will soon begin a nat ional search 
for a Vice President for Resources Development. The search had been 
postponed previousl y because of the economic recession 's negat ive effect 
on contributions and gift-giving . The office will coordinate all academic 
fund raising programs , capital campaigns , help the University build a 
proposed endowment of about S40 million , and plan long-term private 
support objectives. It is possib le that college level resource development 
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persons could eventually be provided . 
President Atchley spoke about the statewide program entitled "We Are 
Proud to Say," which will make presentations on nine Tuesday nights at 
different locations throughout the state du ring October and November. 
The purpose of the program is "to showcase Clemson people and others" 
and emphasize the educational mission of the University . 
He also stated that he wanted to see the development of an academic 
"booster" club approach to increase private support for academics at 
Clemson and to honor donors. 
Senator Baron asked several questions about summer school sala ries . He 
noted that the summer school salary for teaching one course is 
approximately 6090 of what the individual earns when teaching the same 
course during the regular semester . It ·was his understanding that 
summer school receipts were used to fund research grants. 
Furthermore, Baron stated that persons teaching in the 9-week program 
were paid more than persons teaching dur ing the 6-week summer 
session. Dr. Atchley noted that the summer school program is self­
sufficient; no state funds pay summer salaries. He stated that he was 
open to suggestions regarding the salary matter . 
Senator Overcamp raised a question regarding the possible re­
appointment of the same faculty members to the Athletic Council for 
consecutive terms. President Atchley responded that any members of 
the Athletic Council whose terms expire will have to go back through the 
collegiate nominations process to have their names put back in the pool 
of nominees again . 
In response to an anticipated question about the Long Range Planning 
Committee, President Atchley distributed a proposal entitled , '' Purposa 
and Functions of a Long Range Planning Committee" See Attachment A . 
It was agreed by President Atchley that the Committee should have a 
future perspective in perhaps , five year inc rements. This concept of a 
Five Year Plan is also supported by Senator Waddell , President of the 
Board of Trustees. T he Five Yea r Plan should go further than the 
standards needed for accreditation by the Southern Association of 
Colleges and Schools. Several senators agreed that the LRPC was never 
meant to be a Senate Committee and was not meant to have an 
adversarial relationship with the administration . Senator Baron noted 
that the "Self Study shou ld be future-oriented . " 
Senator Taylor inquired about the relative importance of faculty research 
as compared to teaching. He noted that it appears that teaching is 
verbally defined as a primary respons ibility and priority of faculty, but 
the criteria for evaluating faculty rests almost ent irely on research. 
President Atchley responded by noting that teaching is the primary 
responsibility of faculty , but that the importance of research varies by 
department. 
Senator Coston asked about the time-table for groundbrea ki ng for the 
Thurmond Center . Dr . Atchley commented that preparat ions for 
construction could begin within one year . At the present time different 
financial arrangements regarding " lease-back" and tax benefits for 
donors are being examined. The entire project will cost approximately 
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$25 million ; Clemson University must raise at least $10 million. 
IV. Election: 
A motion was passed to suspend the Rules in order to elect a new 
secretary of the Senate. The nominees were Senators Bishop and Hill. 
Senator Bishop was elected. 
V . Committee Reports: 
A. Scholastic Policy: No report. 
B . Policy: President Ulbrich noted that Senator Graham resigned from 
the Senate, and that Senator Camper was the new chairman . Senator 
Rudowski, on short notice , carefully read the committee report. The 
committee met on August 17 and addressed the following topics : (1) 
Vice President for Resources Development. The committee favors the 
selection of a person trained in professional fund raising . (2) 
Representation of extension personnel on the selection committees for 
top administrators at the university. The contention of extension 
personnel is that they should have a voice in the selection of any 
person who has administrative and policy control over them . (3) 
Faculty evaluation. The Policy Committee favors the retention of a 
numerical rating system on annual facu lty evaluations. It does not 
favor the most recently proposed new form. The committee also 
favors a 5-6 point sca le (not 3 categories as proposed) for 
classifications of performance. See Attachment B. 
C . Research : No report. 
D. Welfare: Senato r McGregor reported that Ron Herr in , Director of 
Payroll and Employee Benefits Programs , informed the Welfare 
Committee of changes in Blue Cross-Blue Shield policies and coverage. 
Herrin also responded to a Senate request that the tax-deferred 
annuities offered at Clemson be updated in terms of their ran k . He 
noted that insurance information is always available to faculty and 
staff at the insurance office . See Attachment C . 
E. Ad Hoc Committees: 
Senator Hill stated that the Ad Hoc Committee on Developmental Studies 
would meet the first week in September. Suggestions to this 
committee should be submitted at a very earl y date. He passed out a 
memorandum (Attachment I ) on the request by the Athletic Dept . fo r 
selection of staff to teach - certain courses . 
F. University Committees/ Commissions/ Councils : 
Senator Senn reported that the University Planning Board had met four 
times to discuss projects wh ich included the new chemistry building , 
a new west campus parking lot , the Sirrine Hall parking lot and the 
dual light system for highway 93. Details of his report are in 
Attachment D. The charge of the University Planning Board is also 
included in this attachment . Senator McGregor as ked if the Planning 
Board had discussed action to be taken on the adver t isement put out 
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by the Cedarwood development that shows a path through the 
Ornamental Gardens as an access to the University . Senator Senn 
says if the problem arises fences may be erected . The proposed east 
campus convenience store, its location and supervision were 
discussed . Sen. McGregor stated that it would be supervised by the 
bookstore and its location was undecided. The possibility of a 
novelty store in the stadium area was also discussed . 
Senator Overcamp reported that the Research Advisory would meet on 
Sept . 9 . 
V. President's Report: 
President Ulbrich expanded on some of the items discussed in 
Attachment E. 
VI. Old Business : 
President Ulbrich stated that the Advisory Committee of the senate had 
discussed the changes in the Athletic Council and referred to the 
description of these changes in Attachment F. Pres. Ulbrich requested 
input from the Senate on a response to these changes. The discussion 
that followed brought out both negative and positive aspects of the 
changes. The senators were advised to to make wise choices in electing 
representatives to the Athletic Council so that actions by the Council 
would be reported back to the Senate and faculty. A poll was taken to 
see how many colleges had completed the election for members. Science 
was the only one that had not taken action. Opinions were expressed 
that a fair opportunity should be given to see the results of the changes 
and the influence of these changes on the athletic program. 
VI I . New Business : 
Pres ident Ulbrich initiated discussion on the memo from Provost Maxwell 
(Attachment G) on the appointment of extension representati ves to the 
screening committees of University Administrators . This matter had been 
assigned to the Welfare Committee . In the discussion Sen. Melsheimer 
pointed out that the present policy on selection of college deans and 
directors does not preclude the selection of a county extension agent to 
serve on the screening committee should the majority of the extension 
service faculty choose them. Senator Hudson pointed out that the 
county agents are non -classified staff that are often directed to meet 
with their constituency concerning Unversity matters but have no voice 
in the selection of the person who gives these directives. Feelings were 
expressed concerning giving to a relatively sma ll group the same number 
of representatives on the screening committee for a president as the 
large groups , such as faculty and students. The statement was made 
that they were represented already thorough the College of Agriculture 
Sciences and that the Provost could appoi nt an extension agent to a 
screening committee . Statements were made by some that this was not 
an area of faculty business , but others pointed out that Faculty Senate 
al ready rep resented a wide range of individua ls . A motion was made by 
Senator Taylor to modify the section G. V I: 29 to include only the di rector 
of the Cooperative Extension Service The motion was seconded and 
passed. Senator Hudson stated that whereas the extension staff had 
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this privilege already they would find that they would be more 
comfortable with this in the faculty manual. A second motion by Sen. 
Taylor that non-faculty and non-students not be listed in the Faculty 
Manuel as members of the screen ing committees for academic 
administrators other than the Dean of Agriculture was seconded . The 
senate was advised that this matter should not be delayed and must be 
faced but again others pointed out that the faculty and students have a 
very small representation on these committees and that there is a means 
for extension staff to be appointed to these committees . This motion 
passed. 
A recommendation was made that President Ulbrich refer the matter of 
Extension representatives on the search committee for President and 
Provost to the President's Council. 
The draft passed out at the Faculty Senate meeting by President Atchley 
outlining the purpose and functions of the Long Range Planning 
Committee (Attachment A) was discussed briefly. A motion was made 
andpassed to table this and to assign the study of this draft to a 
committee for further study. 
A request was made by Pres. Ulbrich for the senators to study t he 
faculty evaluation form so that it can be considered dur ing t he next 
Senate sess ion . 
Senator Melsheimer presented the Faculty Manual revis ions. He stated 
that in the ed iting process no s ubstantive changes had been made . A 
motion was made , seconded and passed to accept the changes. 
A mot ion to amend the descript ion of the Library faculty 
was made by Sen. Harris. The motion was s econded and passed (see 
Attachment H) . Sen . Melshiemer made a motion that the sections of the 
manual that deal with the Plann ing Board and with professorships and 
chairs be updated . The motio n was seconded and pa s sed unanimously . 
The senate went into e xecut ive session at 5: 55 p . m. and returned at 
6:21 p . m. 
V III. Adjournment : The meeting adjourned at 6: 22 p . m. 
Respectfully submitted , Respectfull y submitted, 
Christopher M. Sieverdes Murie l Bishop 
In te r im Secretary of the Secret ary of t he Fac u lt y Senate 
Faculty Senate 
Attachments 
.- Attachment A 
August 23, 1983 
Purpose and Functions 
Long-Range ?lanning Committee 
The Long-Range Planning Committee is an advisory committee to the Provost 
and through the Provost to the President. The purpose of the Committee is to 
help assure that strategic planning at Clemson University will be based on an 
accurate, ongoing assessment of where the institution is with respect to its 
current goals and objectives as stipulated in the most recent Institutional 
Self-Study. In other words, the Committee will review and assess the progress 
of the University in terms of the most recent Institutional Self-Study Report, 
which is required periodically by the Southern Association of Colleges and 
Schools (SACS). 
The Committee will review the recommendations and projedtions of the Self­
Study Report on a year-to-year basis to answer such questions as: 
--What objectives have been accomplished this year? 
--What progress is being made on goals and objectives that have not 
been achieved? 
--If progress is not being made on goals and objectives as stipulated 
in the Self-Study, what are the obstacles? 
--Has the University stayed within its mission statement as stipulated 
in the Self-Study? 
--In light of new conditions, should statements of goals and objectives 
or the mission statement of the University be modified or updated? 
In short, the Committee will take a look at all activities of the Univers­
ity each year to determine if we have done what we said we would do, and if 
not, attempt to determine and spell out why not. 
The aim of the Committee should be to provide commentary and 
recommendations that can be readily consolidated into yearly updates on the 
Self-Study Report. This will accomplish three things : 
(1) It will, in essence, provide the outline and most of the data and 
narrative required for the University's five-year updates on the Self­
Study, which is also required by SACS. It will, of course, also 
provide excellent advance work for the next scheduled Institutional 
Self-Study. 
(2) It will help ensure that the Self-Study Report itself becomes a more 
effective long-range planning document for the Univers ity, as opposed 
to being a document that represents primarily a once-a-decade 
institutional exercise that customarily ends up as an occasional 
reference volume. 
(3) It will make institutional long-ra nge planning and strategic forecasts 
at Clemson much more effective by giving the University administration 
solid, up-to-date a ssessments of where the University is now, vis-a-vis 
where it should be. 
In addition to the primary r~sponsibilities outlined above, the Committee 
also may be requested by the President or the Provost to make studies and 
recomm~ndations on matters of a contingency nature (e . g., a reduction in force 
plan for faculty) to ensure that appropriate faculty advice, counsel, and 




POLICY COMMITTEE REPORT - AUGUST 23, 1983 
The Policy Conmittee met August 17, 1983 with Dr. N. D. Camper acting 
chainnan. The following items were discussed. 
1. Vice President for Development 
Dr. Clarence Hood met with the Co11111ittee and discussed the proposed 
position of Vice President for Development. The discussion centered 
on duties and responsibilities of the position. It was agreed that 
there is a need for coordination of fund raising efforts at all 
levels within the University. It is hoped that the position would 
attract an individual trained in professional fund raising. 
2. Representation of Extension Personnel on Selection Co11111ittee 
This item had been discussed in the June and July meetings of this 
Committee. However, it has not been in the hands of the Conmittee 
"for some time. II In general the Committee does not object to 
including representatives from the Cooperative Extension Service on 
the Screening Committee for the selection of the president of the 
University, and on selection co1T1Tiittees: a. for an assistant dean, 
associate dean or director within a college (specifically the 
associate dean and director of the Cooperative Extension Service); 
b. for the dean of the college of Agricultural Sciences; and c. for 
the provost. Furthennore it is not our desire to delay Faculty 
Manual Revisions. Our original feeling was that the request did not 
originate from a faculty group. The Committee further felt that 
similar requests from other groups (e.g . , classified staff) will 
appear in the future. ., 
3. Faculty Evaluation 
The revised Faculty Evaluation Form proposed by the Ad Hoc Conmittee 
chaired by Dr. John Fulton was discussed in the July and August 
meetings of this Conmittee. In general the Conmittee does not 
approve of the proposed new Evaluation Form. Specifically the 
following points were raised: 
a. The numeric rating system was el iminated for the most recent 
evaluation period. Some Committee members felt that this may 
have been a step backward in view of how evaluati ons were 
processed this year. The use of the current evaluation form, 
with the numerical values included, allows the department or 
unit head to more adequately evaluate the different strengths of 
individual faculty members. The Committee strongly feels that 
the use of three categories (Below Expectations, Meeting Expec­
tations and Exceeding Expectati ons) was totally unacceptable. 
An evaluation scheme should have 5 to 6 categories and t he 
present system seems to be satis factory . An expanded sea 1e 
allows for a more mean i ,1gfu l evaluation. The Co11111ittee recom­
mends that the mean, median and range of perfonnance scores 
within a department or unit be discolsed to t hat facul t y . 
2 Policy Corrrnittee Report 
Further, there should be a direct relationship between a per­
formance score and the distribution of effort {e.g. , percentage
of time for teaching, research, etc.) 
b. The proposed Form 1, Goals Statement, received mixed response. 
In some departments this process is in efffect. Some Corrrnittee 
members questioned the need for a Goals Statement, but there was 
general agreement that a statement of plans would be appropri­
ate, especially as they relate to the distribution of effort. 
The Corrrnittee suggests that submission of a Goals Statement be 
at the discretion of the faculty member or in keeping with 
departmental policy. 
c. The nature and format of professional activities reporting
{Activities Reporting Form, or Resume) should be left to each 
department. The Corrrnittee agrees that a current faculty profile 
should be maintained in each department or unit office. 
d. The Committee believes the present Faculty Evaluation Forms and 
Procedures should be further tested before launching a new form. 
Atta chment C 
Faculty Senate 
Welfare Corrunittee Report 
August 23, 1983 
The Corrnnittee met on August 16 . 
Ron Herrin , Director of Payroll and Employee Benefit Programs briefly reviewed 
recent Blue Cross-Blue Shield changes and Tax-Deferred Annuities, and then res­
ponded at some length to questions from the group. 
Changes in coverage by Blue Cross-Blue Shield include hospital preadmission out­
patient testing, an outpatient surgery schedule, and provision for 2nd and 3rd 
opinions before surgery. These changes have been covered in the State Personnel 
Division newsletter that all employees receive. 
Herrin also explained that Blue Cross-Blue Shield pays the lower of customary or 
prevailing for a given procedure -- customary being a specific doctors standard 
fee for a given procedure for the previous year, and prevailing being the average
of doctors in a general area for a given procedure. John Bennett's question 
from last year regarding a listing of fees charged by individual doctors was 
discussed. Herrin did not feel this was practical because of the hundreds of 
doctors, thousands of "procedures," and constantly changing charges, but he will 
look into having in his office a copy of Blue Cross-Blue Shield's Prevailing Rate 
schedule, so that employees could look up the insured rate for a procedure. The 
insurance office can currently obtain this information by telephone for an indi­
vidual if the operation can be adequately defined and does not change during the 
actual surgery. If you feel anything is out of line on a Blue Cross-Blue Shield 
settlement, the insurance office will be glad to check it out. 
Herrin explained further that cur's is a self-insured state employees plan through 
State Personnel Division and Blue Cross-Blue Shield administers the program under 
contract. They were the low bidder when the contract to administer was renewed 
in 1982 . The State Personnel Division Insurance Unit has an advisory committee 
of 30 state employees. 
Regarding Tax-Deferred Annuities, a question had been raised in the Senate about 
an update of the Tax-Deferred Annuties survey and ranking. Herrin has the current 
information available in his office, but does not plan to publish and distribute 
it to all employees . The ranking that was done in the last surrvnary several 
years ago may have been a disservice because any ranking must make a number of 
assumptions which may not be valid for a given faculty member . Over forty com­
panies presently are approved for Clemson , of which only about 15 have more than 
five members. The university presently requires about 10 potential members before 
they wi 11 approve a company for payro11 deduction because of the expense i nvo1ved . 
Any company will be approved if it is licensed to do business in the state and 
signs up ten members -- the insurance office does not attempt to "screen" companies.
One of the more valuable statistics that the insurance office has available is the 
experience figure on actual ten-year payoff on an investment of$100/month, but 
even this statistic is subject to different interpretations based on individual 
circumstances and investment goals . Herrin suggests that anyone considering 
starting or changing a tax-deferred annuity please come by the insurance office 
and talk it over. 
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Herrin was asked about periodically reissuing "new-faculty" insurance pockets 
to 11 01 d" faculty. Consensus was that this might be wasteful, but that it would 
be useful to periodically remind faculty that the most current insurance and 
annuity information is always available in the insurance office. College and 
departmental meetings are encouraged. A series of video-tape programs has been 
considered. A "short course" on retirement planning also is under consideration. 
The question of Su1T111er School pay for 9-month faculty was discussed briefly, and 
will be explored in more depth at our next meeting. 
The perennial Long Range Planning proposal, now in its nth Sirrine-Sikes loop, 
was discussed. The Welfare Co1TJT1ittee recorrunends that we go back to the version 
last approved by the full Senate and stop trying to accomodate a stonewall . 
Larry Hudson discussed returns from the 12-month faculty questionnaire on annual 
leave. Most respondents favored an intermediate leave step between the present 
18 days for the first 19 years and 30 days thereafter. Welfare Co1TJT1ittee members 
from the three units most affected, Agricultural Sciences, Forest and Recreation 
Resources, and Library will follow up with their respective Deans or Directors and 
recorrmend means of getting a specific proposal before the Administration. 
Attachment D 
UNIVERSITY PLANNING BOARD 
A Report to the Faculty Senate 
August 23, 1983 
The University Planning Board has met four times since I last reported to t he 
Senate. 
On June 9 the focus Of discussion was the new chemistry building. The Board 
recommended that both the site..,_and the architectual olans for t he new building 
be approved. Bids will be taken later this year . 
On June 20 the Board considered the development of a new west campus parking lot. 
11le request was made because fill ~ir~_was_!leeded for the stadium construction 
and because the stadium contractor had offered to grade the site. The Board 
tabled the proposal and recommended "that study begin immediately on a more 
responsive proposal for the area that would meet all user needs." At the same 
meeting the Board endorsed a proposal to install a d~al light system in front of ' 
Sikes Hall on a trial basis during the 1983-84 academic- year-:-- other studies of 
this pedestrian problem will continue throughout the vear. 
At its July meeting, the Board reviewed parking lot design guidelines with part-
T -icular attention directed toward the expansion of the Sirrine Hall parking lot. 
The August meeting continued the discussion of the Sirri~e Hall par~ing lot. The 
Board recommended t he expansion of the lot to 280 spaces with one tree for every 
20 spaces. This is a variance from the Master Plan Design Guidelines which s pecif¥ 
one tree for every 10 spaces. The Board also recommended that site imnrovements be 
made at Lee and Lowry Halls as modified by the Landscape and Si te Develbpment Comm. 
The Board considered a request for directional sidewalk markers for self-guided 
walking tours of the campus. Implementation of this reques t will be delayed until 
a better understanding of the Visitor's Center and tour plans are aqquired and other 
alternatives are investigated. Finally, the concept of an east campus convenience 
store was approved in principle. 
Respectfully submitted, 
David J. Senn, Vice-President 
The University Planning Board is charged with ensuring the Master 
Plan is being used to effectively guide the orderly and cohesive 
development of the campus. The Board reviews any change which would 
significantly alter the Master Plan or the physical environment and 
recommends action to be taken by the President. The Board consists 
of the Campus Master Planner (ex officio); the Vice President/President 
elect of the Faculty Senate; the President of Student Government, the 
Chairman of the Board of Trustee's Planning Conmittee; the Directors 
of Alumni Relations, Athletics, and the Physical Plant; the Vice 
President for Business and Finance; the Vice Provost for Undergraduate 
Studies; the Assistant Vice President for Student Affairs; the Associate 
Director of the S. C. Agricultural Experiment Station; and the Alumni 




1. A concern was raised about the reclassification of the 
secretarial staff . I brought this up at the Cabinet and Mr. Ray 
Thompson, Director of Personnel, came to the next cabinet 
meeting and gave a thorough explanation. This is a long-term 
reduction in the unwieldy number of state classifications . It 
widens the spread between classifi~ations in terms of pay grade. 
The original scheme would have "downgraded'' 200 classified staff 
at Clemson; after modification, only 2 were actually downgraded. 
The remaining concerns center around the Secretary I and Clerk 
Typist positions. I urged that Personnel representatives meet 
with the people in those positions and explain what has 
happened. 
2. The revisions in the Faculty Manual have gone to the Board 
of Trustees, which will have met by the time of the Senate 
meeting. Provost Maxwell added to our recommendations the 
appointment of an extension representative to the search 
committees for the President and Provost as an administrative 
recommendation. This is the first time that a change of this 
sort has come about in this particular fashion, although it may 
be understandable in the light of the Senate's refusal to act on 
those recommendations. 
3. Attached are pages 400-403 from Volume 2 of the last Self 
Study . They are of some interest in the light of the continuing 
debate over long range planning. Please bring the President's 
proposal also. Welfare will not have a recommendation at this 
time. 
4. We will be welcoming new senator Dale Linvill at this 
meeting, who has replaced Doyce Graham. A committee assignment 
has not yet been made. Jose Caban, who replaced Mike Vatalaro, 
will also take his place on the Scholastic Policies committee . 
S.The Council of Deans voted to initiate a $15 graduate 
application fee beginning in the fall of 1984. This was 
originally prompted by the mass of foreign applications from 
students who apply at a large number of schools, but it will 
apply to all applicants, domestic and foreign . Most other 
universities in the regiQn charge such a fee. 
6.A question was raised at the Council of Deans in connection 
with a pending grievance case about the status of office hours. 
There is no mention of office hours in the Faculty Manual. 
would like to ask the Policy Committee to address this question. 
7. The Athletic Council approved a policy governing the issuance 
of sideline passes to control the number of people in that area. 
They must have passes and records must be maintained of those to 
whom they were issued . The passes will be issued by the 
Athletic Director and/or the Director of Athletic Programs. 
8. You are reminded that the road show, ''We' re Proud to Say ... " 
will have two on-campus previews i n the next few weeks which are 
open to anyone interested. Watch the Newsletter for details. 
I 
9. The Alumni Fund appeal this ye~r will emphasize recruiting 
scholarships--that is, scholarships to attract outstanding 
student~. Dr. Maxwell has called to my attention the 
little-known Faculty/Staff Scholarship Fund. You may designate 
your contributions to that fund if you desire. This is an 
opportunity for faculty and staff to contribute to upgrading the 
quality of our student body, particularly at the upper end. The 
Alumni Fund supports many other worthwhile activities of great 
benefit to faculty, staff and students, but academic 
scholarships for gifted and talented students is at the moment a 
very pressing need. 
10. Dr. Doris Helms would like some senate dialogue on the 
evaluation forms of faculty by students, and has a lot of 
interesting information to share. The original intent was to 
use them for faculty development, not merely as part of the 
evaluation process. The Graduate Commission is supposed to be 
developing a parallel form for use in graduate courses. The 
TREC committee may need to change its composition or get some 
"hired help" (perhaps a faculty member with released time) to do 
an ongoing program of distribution, refinement, compilation, 
interpretation, and dissemination of results. I shared the 
report of the Scholastic Policies Committee this spring with Dr. 
Helms and suggested that she meet with that committee this fall 
to discuss the process further. 
11. The Advisory Committee has completed its hearing on the one 
GPI case, but the Grievance Board is swamped . If you get 
complaints from constituents about the delays, please tell them 
to be patient. Senator Hudson is processing them as quickly as 
schedules permit. In late October, there will be discussions 
with the Grievance Board, the grievance counsellors, the 
Provost, the University Legal Counsel, Policy Chairman Dwight 
Camper, Vice President Senn and myself about possible changes in 
the GPII procedure. 
12. There have been complaints from bike riders, including but 
not limited to your president, about moving the barriers to deny 
bicycle access. I raised the issue at the Cabinet . It has been 
referred to the Traffic and Parking Committee. 
13. I have scheduled a meeting of the Executive Committee plus 
Clarence Hood and Steve Melsheimer to begin work on our response 
to the Ad Hoc Committee on Committees, Commissions and Councils. 
We will be asking for your input shortly . 
14 . The Council of Deans consid~red and approved a policy on the 
development of computer software which parallels the patent 
policy. Employees of the computer center are not included. 
Software development using University resources would result in 
shared royalties. Software developed on your own time and your 
own computer would, of course, remain your personal property. 
15. I'm sure there are errors Df omission in this document but 
will try to recall any other developments worth sharing between 
now and the 20th. See you in the Senate Chambers, 3:30 
September 20th . 
I 
• Elimination of the overly restrictive policies of the state · personnel and 
purchasing offices; 
• Elimination of confusion now existing about indirect costs; 
• Equitable salary levels and salary increases for research productive fac-
ulty; 
• Lower teaching loads for research faculty; 
• Minimized committee and administrative demands on the time of research 
faculty; and 
• The return of a larger portion of indirect costs to the departments origi­
nating the research. 
Summary 
This section on statements from other University Self-Study Committee 
reports contains numerous specific recommendations to be considered when filling 
in the details of a future picture of the University. Cutting across the three 
functions -- teaching, research, and public service -- . the content summarized 
here provides strong evidence that when viewed as an entity the University is 
grappling with limited resources, reorganizing those in some cases, yet moving 
toward accomplishing ne~ objectives . At the same time, there is deep concern 
expressed about maintaining ground that has been struggled over and gained in the 
past. The transition revealed here emphasizes the need for some form of strate­
gic planning at the University level, a topic to be addressed in the next and 
final section of the report. 
FINAL THOUGHTS 
The four substantive sections of this report can be considered elements of 
an incomplete picture of the future. There are comments on regional change; 
statements on policy and plans by chief administrators; summaries of programs, 
400 
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fac~l~y. and facility needs , each at various stages in the planning process in 
the nine colleges. Associated with these are future-related statements about the 
.• 
uni1:ersity' s administration, goals, library facilities , graduate program, 
research , student services, faculty, and special activities . But while all these 
things offer insight into the University's plans for the future, they do not 
present a precise or comprehensive future plan, made with all the diverse ele-
• .Ln'ments considered together. 
While the University Administration engages in detailed planning in the 
cevelopment of the State-required 5-year plan, which is updated annually, there 
is no centralized coordinating or planning activity that addresses educational 
concept~; programs to be emphasized or de-emphasized; trends in enrollments; 
expansion and contraction of programs; and attempts to fit that information into 
an overall plan for the University . The absence of that planning function, which 
the Committee feels should be continuous, makes the task of describi ng the Uni-
versity in terms of the next decade difficult. 
The problems to be faced by the University, as seen by the Committee, are 
substantially different from those of previous decades. In our view, the rules 
and customs by which the University operated in the past when gaining resources 
have changed and as yet are unsettled. We do not imply that past efforts to 
expand programs, upgrade facilities, and accommodate growth were in any way sim-
ple or easy . But to a great extent the University then considered state support 
as an adequate source of funding . That is no longer the case. At the same time , 
the University's fundamental mission and its key activities were almost com-
pletely dedicated to the provision of service to its primary constituency . As 
the University searches and finds new sources of support, it will gain a new con-
stituency to serve . 
Along with the new, more difficult, funding environment and t he search for 
401 
new sources of support has come an increase in the pace of change in the 
University's immediate region. These forces combine to present a difficult envi­
ronment for planning, but nonetheless underline the need for re-examining the 
University's mission and how activities and resources can be better coordinated 
to accomplish the future mission. 
It is the strong opinion of the Committee that the Unive rsity is now in a 
transition period. Early in this period of transition, probably within the next 
two years, the planning function mentioned earlier should be organized and made 
operational. That office should gather data on the projections for programs, 
faculty, and facilities as enumerated in the College Self-Study Reports. This 
data should be refined and augmented with current information provided by college 
administrators and faculty. With that refined data, conflicting goals can be 
identified along with projections that are clearly unrealistic in terms of their 
full impact on the Uhiversity. A comprehensive list of needed resources can be 
identified and the full interaction of those resources within the University pro­
jected. 
With that reporting capability established and providing regularly updated 
information, the University administration may then identify future centers of 
excellence and the priorities associated with them. Even if imprecise , these 
ideas can and should be communicated to the faculty. With a clearer understand­
ing of the goals of the University, steps could then be taken to add specifics 
with these generalities. These should be developed by college administrators and 
faculty. 
Based on our review of the materials summarized in the earlier sections of 
this report, it is our opinion that many details fo~ drawing together a Univer­
sity planning function exist and are maintained in various departments and 









~~ :~~~s~ :y Scheduling Office, the Office of Business and Finance , and the Master 
? : :=. :-::,: ::-s Office, when combined with concepts provided by key members of the fac-
·.: ::::· ~:;d :1.cministration, could provide the needed ingredients for a first step 
: : ·..-~ :-d clarifying and planning to meet specific constraints and opportunities 
,::::-:ison will face in the next decade. With these important dimensions identi-
*"'. 
i: · , ::::d. :ind wi th a functioning planning activity in place, the University should be 
a position to: 
• Assess its basic mission in terms of the future, 
• Identify new sources and amounts of financial support geared to the future 
~~ssion of the University, 
• Manage the competing demands for resources that arise from a dynamic fully 
;2ti.!.ized campus, 
• Tailor programs and activities to undergird identified centers of excel-
lo;nce, 
• Accommodate the emerging urban-industrial complex now developing in the 
University's immediate region, and 
• Achieve for itself an enhanced academic reputation that will benefit all 
academic areas of th~ University. 
The Committee concludes its report by noting that it does not judge the Uni-
versity' s future to be bleak by any means. Indeed, upon considering the activi-
ties reviewed here we cannot help being optimistic about the . next decade. At the 
same time, we must admit that our optimism is not based on the expectation that 
the ways of the past which provided so much support to the University are secure. 
Indeed, our optimism is based on the conviction that the Unive rsity can through 
careful planning and by its own merit attract resources needed to bring new 








August 3, 1983 
MEMORANDUM 
TO: Members of the Athletic Council 
Dr. B. J . Skelton, ChaiTman 
FROM: Bill L. Atchley~ 
St;BJECT: Clemson University Athletic Council 1983-84 
The Student Affairs Committee of the Board of Trustees on 
June 15, 1983, endorsed with slight modifications t he administration's 
proposal for reorganizing the Athletic Council. The .full Board of 
Trustees accepted the committee's endorsement on July 22, 1983, 
A copy of the statement outlining the purpose and function of 
the Athletic Council and its composition is attached, along with a list 
of ex-officio members for 1983-84 and four faculty representatives still 
serving active terms. The Athletic Council will continue to function as 
presently constituted until I complete the filling of vacancies, by 
September 15. 
By this memorandum I hereby officially charge the Athletic 
Council with the responsibilities set forth in the attached document. 
This memorandum also officially implements other changes indicated in that 
document. 
The changes involved are significant. Briefly, they: 
(1) now provide a specific, clearly stated charge to the Council. 
Previously, the official charge to the Council read simply as follows: 
"This body recommends policy concerning intercollegiate athletics to the 
Vice President for Student Affairs." The new charge now makes the Council 
a body accountable for helping ensure the University 's compliance with ~C)-~, 
ACC, and University rules and regulations governing intercollegiate athletics. 
(2) increase faculty representation on the Council, both in terns 
of numbers and method of selection. We have increased the number of faculty 
representatives from six to nine . I will fill vacancies by September 15, 
1983, (there are currently five) from a pool of qualified nominees to be 
selected in an appropriate manner by the faculty of each of the collegiate 
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units, including the library. All future vacancies will be filled by this 
procedure. Previously, there was no such nomination process directly 
involving the collegiate units. In the interest of maintaining continuity, 
I am asking Dr . Hugh Webb, whose term officially expired June 30, to continue 
serving on the Council as secretary until September 15, at which time he 
may be eligible for reappointment through the newly established collegiate 
process. 
(3) give the Council a clear role in providing oversight to 
athletic operations at the University. The Council now has the important 
responsibility of recommending policy on intercollegiate athletics to my 
office through the Vice President for Student Affairs and to advise me on 
any matters I may refer to it for consideration. 
We have followed a long, careful process in developing the new 
charge and other changes concerning the Athletic Council. These changes 
and the document attached are in every sense a joint effort of the ·ad~ini­
stration and the Trustees. That effort has made· use · of valuable i n?ut frow 
all groups represented on the Council . The Student Affairs Committee has 
been particularly conscientious and insightful in the deliberations that 
led to the statement of this new role for the Athletic Council. 
I am confident that the changes outlined will help provide many 
safeguards for the oversight of our athletic program. I am confident these 
steps will help ensure better compliance with all appropriate rules and 
regulations. I am also confident that this new conception of t he ro le of 
the Athletic Council -- which represents all areas and major support groups 
of the University -- in its own way states the philosophic approach to 
intercollegiate athletics that will characterize this University's programs 
in the future. As I have said on many occasions, we can never guarantee 
perfection, but we can guarantee the right and the best intent. 
I look forward to working with you as we continue to develop what 





Student Affairs Committee, Board of Trustees 
Senator James Waddell, Chairman, Board of Trustees 
Other Trustees 
Ex officio, nonvoting members of Athletic Council 
COMPOSITION OF 1983-84 ATHLETIC COUNCIL AS OF 8-3-83 
(a) Faculty Members Term Expires 
J • F. Geldard June 30 , 1984 
E. A. Vaughn 





R. C. Harshman June 30, 1985 
(five vacancies) 
(b) Ex-officio Members 
Dean Of Admissions and Registration 
B.J. Skelton -- Faculty Representative to ACC and NCAA 
President of the Faculty Senate 
Holly H. Ulbrich 
Immediate Past ·President of the Faculty Senate. 
Clarence Hood, Jr. 
Chairman of the Scholarship and Awards Committee 
Corrine Sawyer 
President of the Alumni Association 
Leonard C. Bueler 
Immediate Past President of the Alumni Association 
l.L. Donkle, Jr. 
President of IPTAY 
Bill M. Reaves 
Immediate Pase President of IPTAY 
John H. Timmerman 
Chairman of the Graduate School Association 
John A. Murden 
President of the Student Bod y 
Dav id Stalnaker 
President of the Student Senate 
Oran P. Smith 
Prl:!sident of the Block "C" Club 
Ian O. Kayser 
All twenty-onl:! mtmbers of the Council shall have the right co vote. 
Clemson Universic.y's Vice Presidents, Athletic Director, Associate and Assis­
tant Athletic Directors will serve as ex-officio non voting members of the 
Council. Toe secretary of the Council shall be elected annually by the Council 
from among its faculty mt:!lllbers. 
\ 
ATHLETIC COUNCIL 
The Athletic Council of Clemson University functions to exercise 
"institutional responsibility and control of intercollegiate athletics" 
· and to insure accountability of the Athletic Department to the 
University as required by the constitution of the National Collegiate 
Athletic Association, and the Atlantic Coast Conference, and Clemson 
University. 
The Athletic Council is charged with recommending policy on 
intercollegiate athletics to the President of the University through 
the Vice President for Student Affairs. The Athletic Council shall 
keep the students, faculty, staff, alumni, and IPTAY informed about 
the athletic policy and changes in it. 
~-- ..... ·-· ~ ~ . 
. . 
The Athletic Council shall serve as an accountability entity, and 
thus, is charged with ensuring that Clemson Unive=sity is in c omplian~e 
with the rules and regulations of the National Collegiate Athletic 
Association, the Atla~tic Coast Conference, or any other such body 
in which the Univ e=sity holds membership. To help ensure that , 
objective, all communications between Clemson University and ·both the 
National Collegiate Athletic Association and the Atlantic Coast 
Conference will be with the full knowledge of the chairman of t he 
Athletic Council, who will receive copies of all official corresponder.~ t 
The Athletic Council shall serve in an acviso=y capac~ty to the 
president of the University on any matters referred to it. 
The Athletic Council will in no way relieve the president of 
the University of full responsibility for the conduct of the e:<ecutive 
functions of the University ac.rninistration_. 
MEMBERSHIP 
The Athletic Council will be composed of 21 voting members. 
9 faculty members appointed by t he president of t he University 
for staggered three year terms. Faculty members may be rea?poi~ted 
for subsequent terms. 
the University 's ACC/NCAA representative, who shall be 
appointed by and will serve 'at the pleasure of the president of the 
University . This person will chair the Athletic Council and be 
resoonsible for dissemination of the athletic rules and policy 
cha~ges within both the ACC and NCAA, as well as other responsibilities 
required by the ACC/~CAA. 




the p=esident and immediate past president of IPTAY. 
the president and imm~diate past president of t he Faculty 
Senate, provided the latter is in the employ of Clemson University 
the Chairman .of the Scholarship and Awards Cornmi~tee 
the president of the student body 
the president of the Student Senate 
the president of the Graduate Student Association 
the president of the Block C Club 
........ ..,·.:....' t • 
Clemson University's Vice Presidents, Athletic Director, 
Associate and Assistant Athletic Directors will serve as ex officio, 
non votins members of the Council. 
The secretary of the Council shall be elected annually by_ the 








l'Rl!Slot!HT August 3, 1983 
Memorandum 
TO: Members of the Athletic Council 
Dr. B.J. Skelton, Chairman 
FROM: Bill L. Atchley /f3. •/JI 
SUBJECT: Status of Council Mt:!m~ 
To avoid any appearance of undue fa,,oritism, and to ensure the integ::::-icy 
and credibility of the Athletic .Council as it assumes its new role, I am ·today 
instituting the following administrative policy : 
In general, no one who serves on the Athletic 
Council will receive or accept any perquisites or 
ocher special considerations from the Athletic 
Deparcmenc, including but noc limited co season or 
special ticket allocations, parking privileges, special 
seating or any ocher like benefits, direct or indi­
rect. This restriction _does noc, however, prec],.ude a 
member of the Athletic Council from participating in 
normal and customary social events sponsored by the 
Athletic Department. 
Excepcicns co general policy pertaining to such 
matters as preferential seating in the purchase of 
season tic kets, complimentary season cickecs for che 
Council's NCAA/ ACC representative, tickets to away 
games, invitations co sic in box or special seats or co 
serve as official hosts for guests of the University 
will be handled through the President's Office on an ad 
hoc basis. 
Nothing in chis policy shall preclude a member of 
the Athletic Council from enjoying the regular benefits 
that derive from his or her personally paid IPTAY 
membership. 
BLA:ew 
xc: Cabine t 
Student Affairs Committee, Board of TruStt:!eS 
Och1a:r Hembers of the Board of Trustees 





....OVOST ANO VICE PAl!SIOEHT 
FOR ACAOl!MIC AFFAIRS 
August 11, 1983 
MEMORANDUM 
TO: Dr. Holley H. Ulbrich 
President, Facult~ Senate 
FROM: W. David Maxwell 
Provost and Vice President for Academic Affairs 
SUBJECT: Revisions to the Faculty Manual relating to Cooperative Extension 
Personnel 
For some time the relevant committee of the Faculty Senate has had under consid­
eration the request of the Extension Senate that E.~tension be represented in 
the selection . of the President, Provost, Dean of Agricultural Sciences, and 
Director of Extension. Since this is the case, I see no compelling reason why 
the committee cannot conclude its deliberations on these matters and report to 
the Faculty Senate at its next meeting. By doing so at this time, any revisions 
in the Faculty Manual can be included among those that may be transmitted to 
the Educational Policy Committee of the Board at its next meeting. 
In order to ensure participation of Extension personnel in the selection of -
the officers indicated above, I suggest the following revisions: 
1. p·. VI: 29, first paragraph 
Add: "and Extension personnel" after "Faculty" in the second line. 
Change : "President" to "Presidents" in the third line. 
Add: "and Extension Senate" after "Senate'in the third line. 
2. p. VI:29, fourth paragraph 
Add (after "administrator"): "In the case of the Director of the 
Cooperative Extension Service the majority of the members of 
the committee will be selected by the Extension Senate." 
207 SIKES HAU.• Cl.£MSON. SOUTH C,1.ROUNA 296.JI • TEL.E?....C"lE a03.656-J24) 
Dr. Holley H. Ulbrich 
August 11. 1983 
Page Two 
3. p. VI:30. second paragraph 
Add (after "University"): "In the case of the Dean of the 
~- College of Agricultural Sciences the President of the 
Extension Senate will be a member of the search committee." 
4. p. VI:30. fourth paragraph 
Add (after "at least"): "one representative from the Extension 
Service•.•...•. 11 
The desire of the Extension Service personnel to be a part of the selection proc­
ess of their Director, Dean. Provost, and President is at least as pressing a 
matter as any other that occasions a desire to revise the Faculty Manual. 
WDM/t 
cc: President Bill L. Atchley 
Mr. Emory V. Jones 
1"'-~-·:-l : .(L 
f>L--~t.,~~--
College of Agricultural Sciences 
Cooperative Extension Service 
C'LE:.:.soN' 
DEl'ARTMENT 0" AGRICULTURAL ECONOMICS AND RURAL SOCIOLOGY U'Z.JIVEJ:l.91":""Y 
December 13, 1982 
MEMORANDUM 
TO: Dr. W. D. Maxwell 
Provost and Vic~Prsident f~r ~ca~~ Affairs 
FROH: Daniel B. Smith 'M ~ ~ 
Extension Agric ]~{~~ist 
SUBJECT: Proposed Changes in Faculty Nanual in Selection of Search 
Committee for Associate Dean and Director of Cooperative 
Extension Service 
Our ad hoc committee of the Extension Senate would like to propose 
another revision to the Faculty Manual in addition to the ones I 
sent to you on November 24, 1982. The proposed revision is as 
follows: part 6 - section G; that the second sentence tn the last 
paragraph on page 29 be revised as follows: a majority of the 
members of the committee shall be chosen by the faculty o f that 
college or equivalent administrative unit; the minor i t y may be 
appointed by the Dean of the college or an equivalent. iministrator 
(for the associate dean and director of Coooerative Exr ~ns ion Service , 
a majority of the members of the committee shall be chosen by the 
county e x tension agents and specialists). The underlined portion 
of this sentence represents the revision that we are proposing. 
mrg 
copy to Ms. Linda Russell 
,Ir. Rowland Alston 
Mr. Emory Jones 
ClfP,1SON. SOUTli CAROLINA 29ii31 • TEL.CPHONI: 8 '.lJ.~5~).161 . '.).C7S 
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\..l 
College of Agricultural Sciences 
Cooperative Extension Service 
CLEY..SON 
UN!V~! ":"TDEPARTMENT 01" ACAICULTUAAL ECONOMICS ANO AURAL SOCICLOCT 
November 24, 1982 
~?'}(;fl




SUBJECT : Representation of County Ext ension Staff in the Select ion Process 
of Cer t ain Uni versity Admi nistrators 
The Extension Senate appreciated your meeting with us in September to dis­
cuss policy and welfare issues that are important to Exten si on employees 
and the Extension program . . I was asked by the Extension Senate to chair 
an ad hoc committee for the purpose of investigating the possibility of 
county extension representation in the selection process of the President 
of the University, Provost, and Dean of the College of Agricultural Sciences. 
It is my understanding that the Faculty Senate is making some proposed
revisions in the Faculty Manual which will be submitted to the Board of 
Trustees in their January meeting. If this deadline is ·met, the next 
opportunity for revisions in the Faculty Manua1 may be in 1984. Our corrunittee 
wanted to get our proposals to you in order that t hey might be considered 
along with the revis ions being proposed by the Faculty Senate. 
Currently, there is no provision. in the Faculty Manual that specifies county 
extension staff representation in the search process for the administrative 
positions that impact directly on county extension workers. The county
extension program has high visibility for Clemson University. In addition, 
county extension agents are frequently as ked by university administrators 
to contact legislators and other Clemson Unviersity supporters regarding 
funding and policy issues that are cri t ical to the to t al Uni versity. In the 
past, the agents have responded very posit ively to these requests and the 
results have been fruitful for Cl emson Uni versity. The agents have expressed 
through the Policy Committee of the Extension Senate that they are the only 
professional employees of the University who do not have representa t ion in 
the selection process for certain university administrators who are responsibl e 
for the county extension portion of the public service program. Presently, 
there are about 230 county extension agents. The agents have expressed the 
feeling that they can serve the Extension Service and the University 
more fully if given the opportunity to have input into the selection process 
for certain administrative positions . 
CLEMSON SOUTH CAROU IIA 29631 • TELEPHONE aoJ:6 56-J.a61. 3-675 
COOP(,U. Tl\11: E , : r •.s.: '4 .·.o.i-. :•1 _. ;~1Cu~TU"E "'1~0 ..-.>ve (~::;, c-.·CS-SI .. ! E OF s:,v~... c.:.;,ouNA 
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.. 
Dr. W. 0. Maxwell 
Page 2 
November 24, 1982 
Our committee would like to recommend the following rev1s1ons in the Faculty
Manual that would permit county extension agent representation in the 
selection process: 
Proposed Revision - Part VI - Section G: that the first sentence in the 
first paragraph on page 29 be changed as follows: In the selection of the 
President of the University, the Board of Trustees recognizes the interests 
of the university faculty by providing for the appointment of the President 
6f the Faculty Senate, one ·senior faculty member (selected for this purpose
by the full professor), one county extension agent (el ected by county extension 
agents) to the screening corrmittee. It is also proposed that the county
extens ion agents have similar r epresentation on the selection committee as 
proposed for the screening committee. 
Proposed revision - Part VI - page 30, second paragraph. For the selection 
of the Dean of a college or the Director of libraries, a co~mittee shall be 
formed which includes at least one student, at least one department head 
(or equivalent from within t0e college), and a county extension agent (for 
Dean of College of Agricultural Sciences only) and either an off-campus
representative of an appropriate profession or a dean from another college
within the University. . . . 
Proposed revision - Part VI - page 30, fourth paragraph. For the selection 
of the Provost, the President after consultation wi th the advisory com~ittee 
of the Faculty Senate, shall appoint a committee 1-Jhich includes at least 
one graduate student, one undergraduate student, and one county extension 
agent . 
I recognize that revisions to the Faculty Manual are not easily made. The 
Extension Senate would be very appreciative of your recommending these 
proposed revis ions to the Faculty Manual through the appropriate channels. 
I will be happy to discuss any of the proposed changes with you. 
Thank you in advance for your consideration of these proposals. 
mrg 
copy to Or . Clarence Hood - Faculty Senate President 
Mrs. SyJvia Strange - Extension Senate President 
Faculty Senators - College of Agriculture 
--
G. Selection of the President of the University and other Academic 
Administrators 
In the selection of the President of the University, the Board of 
Trustees recognizes the interests of the University Faculty by provid­
ing for the appointment of the President of the Faculty Senate and one 
senior faculty membe;:_ (elected for this purpose by the full profes­
sors) to the ·sc~ee~nLC.omini.~"iee, A county extension agent (elected 
by the county agents) is aZso appointed to this cormzittee. The screen­
ing Committee develops a list of approximately ten available candidates 
and submits their names to the Selection Committee. The Selection 
Committee is comprised of five members; three Trustees, the President 
of the Faculty Senate, and the President of the Student Body. The 
Selection Committee receives the report and recommendations of the 
Screening Committee and makes further recormnendations to the full 
Board of Trustees. The Board of Trustees elects the President of 
the University to serve at its pleasure. The Board also reserves 
to itself final review authority over the appointment of officers 
of the University who report directly to the President and over the 
appointment of the deans of the University. 
When the appointment to any other academic administra tive posi­
tion is to be made, a faculty search-and-screening committee , with 
student represenation when appropriate, shall be formed to recommend 
persons to fill that position. This committee shall submit a short 
list of candidates for the position from which the appointment shall 
be made. If an appointment cannot be made from this list, the search-
J and-screeing committee may take additional nominations. If no other 
candidates are acceptable to the committee, the matter s.hall be 
brought to the attention of the Provost, who shall consult with the 
appointing administrator and the search-and-screening committee with 
regard to appropriate actions. 
For the selection of an academic department head or other aca­
demic administrators within a department, a committee shall be formed 
from the faculty within that college, plus at least one student. The 
majority of the members of this committee shall be chosen by the 
faculty of the affected department; the minority may be appointed by 
the dean of the college. The dean of the college shall make the 
appointment from the list submitted by the committee , subject to the 
approval of the Provost and the President of the University. 
For the selection of an assistant dean, associate dean, or direc­
or within a college, a couunittee which includes at least one student 
rom that college shall be formed. A majority of the members of the 
I committee shall be chosen by the f!culty of that :allege or equivalent 
I administrative unit (for the Associ.ate Dean and D~rector of the 
Cooperative Extension Service, a majority of the members of the 
convnittee is chosen by the county agents and specialis r;s}; the 
minority may be appointed by the dean of the college of an equivalent 
administrator. The dean of the college shall make the appointment 
from the list submitted by the committee, subject to the approval of 
the Provost and t he President of the University . 
VI :29 
. 
For the selection of an academic administrator of an off-campus 
program, the committee shall represent both the off-campus program and 
the appropriate on-campus academic areas. The majority of the repre­
sentatives to this committee shall be chosen by the affected faculty; 
the minority may be appointed by the dean of the college. The dean of 
the college shall make the appointment from the list submitted by the 
committee, subject to the approval of the Provost and the President 
of the University. 
For the selection of the dean of a college of the Director of 
Libraries, a committee shall be formed which includes at least one 
student, at least one department head (or equivalent) from within the 
college, and eitheran off-campus representative of an appropriate 
profession or a dean from another college within the University . For 
the Dean of the CoZ.Zege of Agricultural Sciences, the Corrmittee also 
includes a county extension agent. The majority of the representa­
tives to the committee shall be chosen by the faculty from within 
the affected aaministrative unit; the minority may be appointed by 
the Provost. The Provost shall make the appointment form the list 
submitted by the committee, subject to the approval of .. the President 
of the University . 
For the selection of a Vice-Provost, the Director of University 
Research, or an academic-dean, other than a college dean, or other 
academic administrators not specified elsewhere who report directly , 
or indirectly, to the Provost, the Provost, after consultation with 
th~ Advisory Committee of the Faculty Senate, shall appoint a committee 
which includes at least one student. The Provost shall make the apoint­
ment to the position from the list submitted by the committee, subject 
to the approval of the President of the University . 
For the selection of the Provost, the President, after consul­
tation with the Advisory Committee of the Faculty Senate, shall appoint 
a committee which includes at least one graduate student, one under­
graduate student and a county extension agent . The Presient shall 
appoint the Provost from the list submitted by the committee. 
The selection and appointment of all academic administrators 
shall be accomplished in conformity with applicable University 
Affirmative Action policies and procedures (see II.H). In particu­
lar, in the selection of each search-and-screening committee, Black 
and female representatives shall be included whenever feasible. 
Where feasible, student representatives shall be nominated by 
student clubs or other assemblies associated with the unit in 
question; where unfeasible or impractical, student representatives 
shall be nominated by the President of the Student Senate and/or 
the President of the Graduate Associate. As its discretion, each 
committee shall be empowered to add, as non-voting members, indi­
viduals who are neither faculty nor students . 
This University policy on the selection of academic administra­
tors was adopted by the Board of Trustees in July, ]981 . It modifies 
VI:JO 
Attachment H 
C LE1.1SON UNIVERSITY 
r.t. Robert Muldrow 
~ Cooper Library 
CLEMSON, S.C 29631 • 803/656-3024 MEMORANDUM 
August 23 , 1983 
TO : Members o f the Faculty Sena t e 
FROM: Maur een Harr i s , Sena t or f r om the Lib r a r y 
~UBJECT: Suggested r evision of par agr aph 3 of II: 6 as revi sed by t he 
Faculty Manual Committee 
In the paragraph below, ( ) indica t es an i ns ertion and/ /// / 
indicates a deletion . 
Library Facul ty . The library fa cult y r anks oC Gener a l Librarian, 
Ass istant Librarian, Associate Libra rian, and Librarian cor respond to t he 
ranks o f Instructo r, Assistant Pro f es sor, As s oc i ate Professor, and Pr ofess or. 
The Gui deline s f or Appointment, Reap pointment, (Tenure) , and Promo t i on of 
Libra ry Facul ty spec ify qua li f i cations for the s e r a nks . 0t~et t~ari t~~ti 
titi ~iatttttat!~ni , ~t~ii~t0n$ ~t t~i, ~ri~ai w~i r~ ~ettili t0 titJtti itt J 
applf t 0 !!~titiiit at t~e t0tietp~rid!~g t!~titi fJt~l.t j t ai~t . (Ot her 
provisions of t hi s Manual whi ch r efer to spec ifi c facu l ty r anks apply t o 
t he correspond i ng lib r ar y faculty ranks . ) U,.. 'I. It. /..~ tef..kfd, t ~i '/Jf..tU t t/d U 
t L~tit iei titttii 0~ t t~i t~~~t t0ni pfei t tl~l~ , ~t t~r ~, ,~ ~t t~i t ~tzit it . 
~ ----
Attachment I 
August 23, 1983 
MEMORANDUM 
Toa Holley Ulbrich, President 
Faculty Senate 
From, R.W. Hill and M.C. Palmer, for the Ad Hoc Committee on 
Developmental Studies 
Subject, Intervention of the Athletic Department in Selecting 
Faculty to Teach Particular Courses in English and Math 
In the spring of 1983, Vice Provost Reel conveyed to both 
the English and the Mathematics Departments a request from the 
Athl:~tic Department that certain faculty who had taught Englizh 
100 and Math 100 be allowed to "follow" the 100 students into 
the next level coursess English 101 and Math 104 or 105. Both 
the Mathematics Department and the English Department responded
with denials of therequest and with some sense of outrage at 
what appeared to be unethical interventjon in the sel~ction of 
faculty. 
Professor Fulton, Head . ' of the Math Department, requested
and, we understand, received a written request for the staffing
of these courses: the matter was discussed and rejected by the 
Executive Committee of the Math Department and the Math Sciences 
Counci1;- The request was handled entirely verbally but to the 
same conclusion in the English Department . by Professor Koono 
Since that time, the developmental studies programs of 
the Math Department have devolved to the Learning Resources 
programs of the College of Education (see Dean James E. Matthews• 
memorandum of June 21 11 1983), at least in part. The English
Department has insisted that its programs remain within its 
four walls, so to speak, and has arranged with the Athletic 
Department to reinforce the Writing Lab programs to include 
tutoring sessions. Present policy of the English Department 
now precludes independent tutoring ( for pay) by Graduate 
Assistants or Faculty except as it is directly under the 
supervision of the Writing Lab Director. 
It sho1..!ld ha clearly understood that only the clear-headed 
and forceful action of the department heads and. faculty in 
the Math and English Departments shut off the intervention 
of the Athletic Department in the selection of faculty for 
particular courses. It should also be understood that the 
~tHetic Department is now cooperating fully with the operations
of the Writing Lab rather than running their own indepemdent
tutoring ·program . in English. All is/may be well (for the moment). 
MINUTES OF THE FACULTY SENATE 
July 12, 1983 Senate Chambers 
I. Call to Order : 
President Ulbrich called the meeting to order at 3:30 p.m. 
II. Approval of Minutes: 
The minutes of the June 7 meeting were approved as distributed. 
Ill . Director of the Strom Thurmond Center 
Horace Fleming addressed the Faculty Senate with regard to the status 
of The Strom Thurmond Center for Excellence in Government and Public 
Service . Harry Durham and Dean Robert Waller provided additional 
information . 
Harry Durham stated that funds are being raised by the Founders of 
The Strom Thurmond Center, Inc. There are currently ten (10) founders 
within South Carolina and seven (7) out-of-state . Among the founders 
are John Connally (Chairman), Bob Hope, and Ted Turner. The 
present goal is $10 .9 million. Thus far pledges have totalled $2.65 
million of which $1.0 million will hopefully be in hand by the end of the 
year. This initial fund raising has been in progress for n ine months 
and will continue for two more years. 
Horace Fleming discussed the following programs of the Inst itute : (1) 
The Thurmond Seminars in Government and Politics to bring school 
teachers and other professionals to Clemson in the summer for intensive 
courses in government and politics, (2) The High School Achievement 
Program to bring promising high school sophomores and juniors to 
Clemson each summer for orientation to college life and careers in public 
service (to be begun in two years at the earliest) , (3) The Thurmond 
Scholars Program to award yearly to four entering freshmen four-year 
scholarships , (4). The Institute Lecture Series to bring leading public 
figures to address primarily substantive, timely topics , (5) The Adjunct 
Professorship Program to attract individuals of significant influence to 
Clemson for teaching, research, or writing (this program currently being 
redesigned) , (6) The Governmental Research Program to provide for 
basic and applied research in state government. 
The Institute is to be "action-oriented" with an emphasis on bringing 
people together for multidisciplinary research , both basic and .applied . 
Thus far the Institute has co-sponsored with the College of Agriculture 
the Farm and Food Policy Symposium and organized the Nuclear Freeze 
Roundtable , as well as several other public programs . 
In response to questions, Dr . Fleming made several points. He stated 
that the Institute will seek serious high quality work with no ideological 
biases and will have no involvement in political activities or campaigns . 
2 
The director of the Institute will report to the Provost and may have an 
advisory board consisting of university personnel some of which will be 
faculty. 
Dr. Fleming expressed a feeling of success and optimism about the 
Institute and Center and asked for the faculty's support, sincere 
criticism, and patience in its development. 
IV. Committee Reports: 
A. Scholastic Pol icy: 
Senator Bauer reported that the committee met with Stan Smith and 
B. J. Skelton on June 14 (see Attachment A). He stated that the 
committee reviewed the report from the UCLA Senate regarding the 
academic progress of students (athletes and non-athletes) in their 
degree programs . The committee did not take any formal action on 
the proposal. 
Senator Baron stated that the Senate should not discuss issues 
concerning athletics and suggested a resolution to that effect . His 
opinion was based on the lack of action on the Senate resolution to 
restructure the Athletic Council . Senator Taylor recommended that 
the Senate wait until the Athletic Council matter is settled. Senator 
Melsheimer stated that a proposal for restructuring the Council will be 
presented to the Board of Trustees on July 22 . No action was taken. 
B. Policy : 
Senator Graham reported that the committee is continuing its work on 
the Faculty Evaluation Form and is starting to consider some concerns 
raised by the Extension Senate, specifically extension representation 
in the search for a Vice-President for Development. 
C. Research: 
Senator Overcamp reported that the committee discussed the Provost' s 
draft of a policy on conflict of interest . Their report was presented 
as new business . 
D. Welfare: No report . 
E. Ad Hoc Committees: 
Senator Hill (Ad Hoc Committee on Developmental Studies) confirmed 
his report that the Athletic Department had requested the English 
Department to have certain individuals teach certain sections of 
required freshman English courses. The individuals requested had 
previously taught remedial English courses in which some of the 
students were athletes. Senator Burkett presented a report with 
regard to developmental studies in Education . His report and 
pertinent information is in Attachment B. The Senate will further 
consider the matter when a report on the math sciences course is 
received. 
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Senator Bauer (Ad Hoc Ticket Priority Subcommittee of the Welfare 
Committee), in an attempt to clarify statements made at the previous 
meeting of the Senate, stated that no one on the subcommittee had 
spoken directly with anyone associated with I PTAY on unified giving 
and ticket priorities as of yet . It was suggested that Joe Turner, 
Bill Mclellan, and Bobby Robinson be invited to a future Senate 
meeting to discuss athletics at Clemson. 
F. University Committees / Commissions/ Councils: No reports. 
V. President' s Report: 
President Ulbrich expanded on some of the items discussed in Attachment 
C . She stated that from four to six GPI I' s are in process and one GPI. 
With regard to the Thurmond Center, the Institute Adjunct Professor 
Professor Program will be retitled ; one title being considered is the 
Institute Distinguished Fellows Program . 
A question as to whether or not Senator Senn 's substitute at a meeting 
of the Planning Board could vote on an issue before the board was 
resolved . In general any senator substituting for another on any 
committee, commission, board or council has the right to vote for the 
Senate. 
Several faculty members have expressed concerns about the Vice­
President for Development, particularly the role of this office and its 
relationship to present fund-raising groups. The matter was referred to 
the Policy Committee. 
At the next meeting of the President's Council, it is expected that 
President Atchley will establish an ad hoc committee to review the 
present structure of committees, commissions and councils . The Senate 
will have an opportunity to participate in this review. 
A question about the review of off- campus extension personnel by on­
campus department heads whom they rarely see was referred to the 
Policy Committee . 
President Ulbrich reported that two pedestrian-activated stoplights are to 
be installed at the crosswalks in front of Sikes Hall. A pedestrian 
overpass and the teeing of the intersection in front of Sikes are still 
under consideration . 
Representatives of TIAA-CREF have expressed a desire to get more 
options available to teachers in the South Carolina state retirement plan . 
VI . Old Business: 
President Ulbrich reported on the actions being taken with regard to the 
SCSEA in response to FS-83-4-3 (Attachment D). She plans to invite 
Larry Ellis , the Executive Director of SCSEA, to speak to the Senate 
and other interested groups about SCSEA in the late fall. 
President Ulbrich highlighted President Atchley 's response to FS-83-6-1 
4 
(concerning locked classroom buildings on Saturdays when classes are 
held) and the Senate's concern about the use of weekends for so many 
official duties for faculty members . (See Attachment g) 
President Ulbrich reported that the General Education Requirements have 
been approved by President Atchley. The final version is closer to the 
version submitted by the Undergraduate Curriculum Committee than the 
version of the Council of Deans. (See Attachment f) 
President Ulbrich noted that more detailed information concerning the 
proposed prerequisites to be required of applicants to baccalaureate 
degree programs, senior colleges and universities (Attachment G) was 
submitted as part of the President's Report (Attachment C) . -
The subject of the Long Range Planning Committee was brought before 
the Senate with mention of the Provost' s concerns about the functions of 
the Committee (Attachment H). Senator Sieverdes suggested that the 
Senate go on record as favoring the most recent draft which it had 
passed. Senator Overcamp pointed out that the very narrow scope of 
the committee in the Provost's draft did not allow the committee to really 
do any long range planning. Others objected to confining the committee 
to two narrow and rather unappealing tasks. 
Senator Baron moved that " President Ulbrich is to draft a memorandum 
to the Provost expressing the Faculty Senate's sentiment that the 
Provost's draft of the function of the Long Range Planning Committee is 
unsatisfactory and that the Senate stands by its most recent proposal ." 
The motion was seconded. 
Senator Hill asked if it were reasonable to accept the Provost' s version, 
to have the committee form, and to expand the scope of the committee at 
some later time. Sentiment was expressed that such future expansion of 
its role would not be a reasonable assumption to make . 
The motion passed unanimously . 
VII. New Business : 
A . Conflict of Interests 
Senator Overcamp discussed the Research Committee ' s report 
(Attachment I) on the Provost's draft policy on conflict of interests . 
He stated that there two main issues : (1) a conflict of interests policy 
is important for ethics and guidelines but present policies are 
adequate as long as they are enforced by deans and department 
heads, (2) the Provost 's policy is at variance with some aspects of 
current policy as given in the Faculty Manual and , if a rewrite is in 
order, established procedures for revising the Faculty Manual should 
be followed. 
Speaking for the committee Senator Overcamp stated that the draft 
policy is not needed . He further moved acceptance of the report by 
the Senate. Senator Graham stated that the Policy Committee is in 
agreement with the report. The report was accepted unanimously. 
5 
B. Procedures for Renewal of Appointment, etc. 
Senator Graham moved adoption of the proposed wording changes for 
the Faculty Manual with regard to renewal of appointments , tenure, 
and promotion (Attachment :!) . The suggested changes were approved 
unanimously . 
C. Summer School Salaries 
Senator Baron stated that (1) some summer school income had been 
used to finance research grants and (2) faculty received more pay for 
the 9-week summer session than for the same number of credit hours 
in a regular summer session. He stated that our summer school 
program must be self-supporting, but that there may be some 
inequities in light of the above . The matter was referred to the 
Welfare Committee. 
D. Alumni Professorships and the Alumni Master Teacher 
Several senators expressed an interest on the part of their 
constituents with regard to the criteria and procedures for selection 
of alumni professors and the Alumni Master Teacher. President 
Ulbrich said that she would look into the matter and report at the 
next meeting . 
VI 11 . Adjournment: 
The meeting adjourned at 4:57 p.m . 
Respectfully submitted, 
f!m).wu-vz~ A 
Frederick W. Morgan 
Secretary of the Faculty Senate 
Attachments 
Senators Absent (Substitutes Present): Camper, D. Hudson, L. (Carter, 
G.) Caban, J. (Hudson, M.) Behery, H. Sheriff, J . Swanson, D. 
(Hipp, C.) Gowdy, J . (Melsheimer, S . ) Senn , D. (Wainscott , S . ) Palmer, 
M. Manson , D. (Hare, B.) Stutzenberger, F . 
ATTACHMENT A 
Minutes 
Scholastic Polici es 
June 14, 1983 
Present : Bauer, Palmer, Privette, Stan Smith, B. J. Ske lton 
1 . Commenting on the report from the UCLA Senate, Skelton expressed 
feelings that eliminating the freshman eligible rule made l it~le 
difference if they were still allowed to practice. 
2. The CHE prerequisites were discussed. Several questions and con­
cerns were raised, e . g . there is an insufficient number of foreign 
language teachers to teach two ye3rs in high school. Skelton said 
his feelings were that the requirements ought to be those for grad­
uation from high school rather than for admission t o college. 
3. It was agreed that the committee would meet with Dick Mattox in the 
early fall to discuss admission pol icies and procedures . 
4. It was pointed out there ·are different admission requirements for 
colleges due to differences ic numbers of applications . 
5. Stan Smith pointed out there will be a speaker at the fall advisor 
workshop who will discuss the legal liability of advisors. 
6. Some issues of the registration process were briefly di scussed. 
7. The committee will plan to meet with Stan Smith this fall t o dis­
cuss registration procedures and also the impact of the new aca­
demic regulations. 
Attachment B 
College of Education 
CLElMtSON 
DEPARTMENT OF ELEMENTARY AND SECONDARY EDUCATION =~ 
September 12, 1983 
TO: Faculty Senate 
FROM: Senators Burkett and Hamby 
SUBJECT: Developmental Studies in Education 
The following are some facts about the Developmental Studies program 
administered in the College of Education: 
1. The courses are developmental, not remedial. They are not meant for 
non-readers . 
2. Very few education majors enroll in the courses. Most students are 
in technical majors and are taking the courses to i mprove their study 
skills and reading in social science and humanities areas . 
3. The courses are one-hour electives which are taken mainly by freshmen. 
The courses are Ed 101--Reading Improvement , Ed 102--Efficient Reading, 
and Ed 103--Study Techniques . 
4. The courses are open to any student in the university. Attempts to 
inform students of these courses are made in the following ways: 
(a)Articles in The Tiger; (b)Pamphlets which are circulated around 
campus; (c)Personal letters sent to each department asking for referrals 
with follow-up letters; (d)Presentation at freshmen orientation; (e)Contact 
with individual professors to get vocabulary to be used in teaching the 
courses. 
5. Typical enrollment by athletes for a typical semester is as follows: 
Ed 101--Reading Improvement: 99 students, 16 athletes(l6%) 
Ed 102--Efficient Reading: 13 students, 9 athletes(69%) 
Ed 103--Study Techniques: 93 students, 17 athletes(l8%) 
6. These courses are taught each semester by the same instructor who was 
hired for this purpose . There is no way for professors or anyone else 
to negotiate about who will teach them. 
7. A doctoral student at USC recently did a study which showed that students 
who completed these courses had significantly higher standardized reading 
test scores than a control group composed of students who applied for 
the courses but whose schedules prohibited them from enrolling. 
CLEMSON. SOUTH CAROLINA 29631 • TELEPHONE 803/656-3482 
.· 
1 ~ 
~....;.;. ~ ·College of Education 
June 21, 1983 
MEMORANDUM · 
TO: Holley Ulbrich, President 
Faculty Senate 
FROM: Dean James E. Matthews~ 
SUBJECT: Developmental Education Courses 
It has come to my attention that some questions were raised 
by one or more members of the Faculty Senate concerning the developmental 
education courses offered in the College of Education. In talking with 
one of our senators, I understand that some materials are being prepared 
by them and personnel who teach in the developmental education area for 
distribution to the Senate so that a better understanding of the nature 
of the program will be possible. 
There is one point, however, that I want to clarify at this 
time. The courses (Ed 101, 102, and 103) are open to all students in 
the University who feel they might profit from such courses . Statements 
indicating that enrollment is restricted to athletes are untrue . We try 
very hard to inform all incoming students of the availability of the courses. 
During each summer orientation session, a representative of the College meets 
with all freshmen and describes the program and its possible benefits. 
While the Athletic Department has provided financial assistance 
to the program, it is neither designed for nor restricted to athletes. Since 
we do not classify our students as athletes or non-athletes, we do not have 
precise enrollment figures differentiating the two groups. In talking with 
personnel who teach these courses, however, they estimate that about 80 to 
85% of the students enrolled are~ athletes. 
Any assistance you can give in dispelling the myth that these 
courses are for athletes only will be appreciated. We welcome any students 
who can profit from the e.~perience. 
JEM/jf 
xc: Dr. J. v. Hamby 
Dr . B. v. Burkett 
Dr. G. w. Gray 
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June 9, 1983 
FRO:·!: Harry Durh .. .n 
SUBJECT: News About the South Carolina State E:nployees Association 
On !-!ay 31, l met with Dr. Holley Ulbrich, Dr. Davis !-1cGregor, 
Dr. Dwight Camper, !-1r. Ray Thompson, Hs. Pat Collins, and Mr. Jack 
!-lcKenzie concerning Faculty Senate Resolution FS-83-4-3, dissem:.nation of 
infor.:ation about the South Carolina State E::iployees Association to 
Gleeson University personnel. 
We had open and friendly discussion about various ways to inform 
Cl~son University personnel about the activities o: the S~uth Caroli~a 
State Employees Association. We agreed upon the follo~ing actions: 
(a) Jack McKenzie, Publications and Graphics, will request 
to be placed on the association's ~ailing list so he can gather 
appropriate infor.nation for occasional inclusion in the !:ewsletter. 
(b) Ray Thompson and ?at Collins, Personnel, will include 
informational material about the association in new faculty/staff packets. 
(c) O;.:.ght Cac:per, Plant ?achology and Physiology anc! SCEA 
board oe:ber, will coordinate with Dr. Vlbrich for a ti:e this fail wnen 
Lar~y Ellis, Executive Director of SCEA, or some other staff m~oer, could 
meet with the Faculty Senate a~d other cazpus groups to discuss SCEA 
activities. 
xc :~r. Holley Ulbrich 
Or. Dwight Caoper 
Dr. Davis McGregor 
?·!s. Pac Coll ins 
~tr. Ray !ho::i;:,son 
~-:r. Jack '.-'..:.::~ e:::!=ie 




June 9, 19ja3 
Dear President Atchley, 
Enclosed is Faculty Senate Resolution FS 6-83-1, which was 
passed unanimously by the Senate at its meeting of June 7th . 
While the subject matter is less that earth~shaking in nature, I 
believe that it represents a general frustration of faculty and 
students alike in the mechanics of scheduled academic activities 
on Saturdays. I do not know who has the "power of the keys" at 
the University, but if we could al~eviate this relatively simple 
problem, I think that a number of individuals would be most 
appreciative. 
In addition to the resolution, a ·number of the senators 
expressed concern and frustration over the increasing use of 
weekend scheduling--Saturday examinations during the regular 
semesters and Saturday classes during summer sessions as well as 
the scheduling of some Saturday cammencements (August) and 
Sunday Honors and Awards Day. We appreciate the problems of 
scheduling, but would like to address those concerns to the 
appropriate committee, administrator, or office. We appreciate 
any assistance you could provide us in this matter. 
Sincerely, 
~l~ 
President, Faculty Senate 
HHU:trs 
xc: Merrill Palmer, Larry Bauer 
C~ON 
June 17, 1983 
Professor Holly Ulbrich 
President, Faculty Senate 
Clemson University 
212 Sirrine Hall 
Clemson, S. C. 29631 
Dear Holly: 
Thank you for your letter of June 9, 1983 concerning the opening and closing 
of the buildings on Saturdays. It is customary during the summer for the Security 
Officers to be notified about buildings that should be open. Since the Faculty · 
Senate resolution suggests that there have been some problems, I have asked Dr. Reel 
to remind the Security Officers shortly before each of the remaining Saturdays t hat 
the buildings need to be opened. 
You also raised questions concerning the use of Saturdays throughout the year. 
Of course, you are probably aware that the basic academic calendar was laid out 
through a joint committee of Commission on Undergraduate and the Commission on 
Graduate Studies which included faculty, students and members of the Admissions 
and Registration Staff, wno are most responsible for the implementation of the 
academic schedule and who know the most about the amount of time needed between 
sessions to prepare for the next session. 'nlat Committee's proposal was brought 
before the President's Council. It was adopted by the Council and has been in place 
only this year. Already we are seeing positive results, however, from it. For ex­
ample, the attendance at the Honors and Awards Day Ceremony in your college alone 
was so great that your Dean was going to have to move the ceremony into a larger 
building . The overflow was caused by happy parents who are able to come to the 
University at a time that their sons and daughters are being honored. Other col­
leges experienced the same problems. The establishment of the annual calendar, in 
accordance with the principles established, is the work of the Scheduling Committee, 
which is chaired by the University Scheduling Officer and includes the Vice Provosts 
and college represe.ntatives. It reports to the Provost. 
Use of Saturdays for examinations has been part of examination schedules at 
Clemson for a number of years. This use is most important if we are to minimize the 
number of conflicts in examinations and give the students a reasonable spread of 
times in which they take their examinations. So far as the summer use of Saturdays 
is concerned, that also has been part of summer programming for a number of year s 
and is necessary if the summer school i s going to have the same amount of class 
time as classes do in the long semesters. None of us desires the summer school t o 
be something less than or not as good as the winter , and ve are determined to off er 
all of our academic work in the best possible manner, time f rame, and surroundings. 
Professor Holly Ulbrich -2- June 17, 1983 
The carrying out of the scheduling insofar as the guidelines that were laid down 
by the joint Committee are concerned, these are handled by the University Sched­
uling Committee of which David Fleming is Chairperson and on which are the Vice 
Provosts for Undergraduate and Graduate Studies and a representative from each of 
the colleges. 
I k:iow that sometimes the oversight of getting a building open and sometimes 
the frustration of a Saturday class is at the moment on a faculty member's mind, 
but I do know that most faculty are highly concerned for the wel1-being of our 
students and for their academic progress. Thus, we recognize that as professionals 
our work is twenty-four hours a day and seven days a week. 






GENERAL EDUCATION REQUIREMENT 
(as passed by the Undergraduate Curricul~"Tl Co1'1111itte. April 22. 1983 
and with clarification by Council of Deans. May 16, 1983) 
A. Composition and Speaking Skills 9 hours 
1. English 101, English 102, and three semester 
hours selected from approved English courses 
in advanced writing or public speaking. 
B. Mathenatics 6 hours 
1. Six hours taken from courses in Math 
Science. 
C. Science and Technology 11 hours 
1. A two senester sequence in the same 
physical or biological science each 
including a laboratory and at least 
an additional three hours in an applied
science. 
D. Humanities . 6 hours 
1. Tiiree hours selected from sophcmore
literature courses (200 level only) or 
foreign language literature courses 
(300 level or higher). 
2. Tiiree hours selected from the following 
(excluding practica): art and architectural 
history, drama, foreign language, literature 
{300 level or higher), visual arts. hll!lanities, 
music, philosophy. religion, ·or ·sophomore 
literatu~e courses (200 level only). 
E. Social Sciences 6 hours 
1. Six hours selected fron anthropology, 
economics (including agricultural economics), 
geography, history, political science, psychology, 
or sociology (including rural sociology). 
38 hours 
Vice Provost 27 / Ch a, rm an ;; 
Undergraduate Studies Undergraduate Curriculum Co1'1111ittee 
/
:u:=enc S3E Recuire~ents 
~or Hich School Dioloma 
Units 
tanquage Ar':s 4 
2 
Science l 










Prooosed Prerecuisites to be Reauired of ~c:lican~s 
To Baccalaureate Decree Proararns, ?u!:>lic Senior 
Colleces ~~~ Univ~rsities, ~f:ective Fall, 1988• 
Area Units 
English 4: At least 2 having strong gra.:i­
inar and c:omposi tion cet:1pcnent! 
at lea.st l in English litera­
ture and at least l in 
American literature. 
?-'.a thematics 3: Incluc!i~g at least Algebra! 
and Il: • A f ourt.11 uni.t, 
including geomet:y, is 
strongly recom.~ended. 
La.boratory 2: At least 1 unit each of 2 
Science laboratory sciences chosen 
from biology, chemist..-y or 
physics. A third unit of a 
laboratory science is st:cngl: 
recommended. 





+t.Jo -.;h ~ •"& ~~.., /~"'~
Foreig:1 Language A ..!C-9Acl r- i .. ,;f~e ~e 
left'Jt!S~ i.e soe~&in~ly 
reccm:,ecded r 
Other . l:. One unit of advanced 
mathematics or computer 
science er a ~crnbination o! 
these; or cne unit of world 
history or of international 
relations. 




-*Approved by t he Coa:::iission on Higher Education, 
April 7, 1933. 
ATTACHMENT H 
C~ON 
Plk>YOST AM> VICI "'t!SIDINT 
l'OII ACADEMIC AffAIM 
July 8, 1983 
MEMORANDUM 
TO: Dr. Holley Ulbrich 
President, Faculty Senate 
FROM: W. David Maxwell V {)~ 
Provost and Vice President for Academic Affairs 
SUBJECT: Long Range Planning Committee 
At the May 24th meeting I agreed that it would be useful to 
have a committee that would do two things: 
1. Examine those portions of the Southern Association 
Self-Study that relate to academic programs and 
assess our present circumstances in light of the 
Self-Study. 
2. Devise for the University a plan for faculty 
reductions in force, should such reductions become 
necessary, such a plan to ensure faculty participation 
in the development of the procedural guidelines for 
any such reductions. 
I find the latest draft to be much broader than what I agreed 
to at the May 24th meeting. Specifically: 
a) I did not agree that the " .•• central role :in continuing 
review of academic programs in light of the mission of 
the University. " 
b) I did not agree that the committee would review " . . . 
the accreditation reviews of those colleges whi ch are 
reviewed by outside accrediting agencies, and t he 
Academic Planning Committee .• • " I can see, however, 
that these reviews might be helpf ul i n carrying out 
Hl , above, and I would be happy to furnish the 
Committee these reviews if needed f or this purpose . 
Dr. Holley Ulbrich 
July 8, 1983 
Page Two 
c) I did not agree that this committee would review 
" ••• any proposed new programs, institutes, or other 
academic entities or any consolidation or elimination of 
programs. • • " 
My opinion in this respect is that it is proper and 
fitting that the committee would assess what has been 
done re' programs, institutes, etc. in light of the 
Self-Study and it is certainly proper that there be 
faculty consultation in the elimination of programs 
(and this could be provided for in 12, above) but the 
committee is not to be a part of the process by which 
proposed programs, institutes, etc., are approved. 
d) I don't think that I agreed that this committee would 
devise a plan for reductions in classified staff should 
such reductions become necessary. I believe that this 
would have to be discussed with other Vice Presidents . 
e) I did not agree that the committee would deal with all 
the things indicated in the final paragraph (the 
programmatic"•• • implications of proposed enrollment 
limitations, the relationship of new institutes or 
endowed chairs to existing or planned programs, the 
implications of program development, expansion or 
reduction for physical plant needs, etc.") 
Again, I realize that in assessing where we are to 
what is in the Self-Study that the committee might 
have to look into many things but it is not to be 
a step in the approval process for things that are 
proposed and it is not to have an independent charge 
to look into things that do not stem directly from 
the Self-Study or are not necessary for #2, above. 
I suggest that the committee be set up to do #1 and #2 as i ndicated 
above. If it proves useful we can broaden its scope later. 
WDM/ep 
cc: President Bill L. Atchley 
Dr. David Senn 
Dr. David McGregor 
DRAFT 
Functions, Operating Procedures, and Composition of the 
University Long Range Planning Committee 
The University Long Range Planning Committee is an advisor y 
committee to the Provost and through this officer to the 
President of the University . Its central role is continuing 
review of academic programs in the light of the mission of the 
University and the periodic Self Study reports. This commi~tee 
will review and evaluate findings and recommendations of the 
last Self-Study, the Southern Association accreditat i on team, 
the accreditation reviews of those colleges which are review~d 
by outside accrediting agencies, and the Academic Planning 
Committee, and suggest directions consistent with those 
findings. It will also review any proposed new programs, 
institutes, or other academic entities or any consolidati~n or 
elimination of programs in the light of the Self Study and the 
accreditation review. Based on these studies as well as its own 
findings, this committee may make recommendations to the Provost 
and the President for initiation, expansion or enhancement, 
reduction and/or termination of programs; or it may make general 
recommendations on needs for support services, facilities and 
staffing in such programs over the long term. 
Inextricably intertwined with significant academic program 
expansion or reduction is staffing. Of particular c~ncern to 
the faculty, and to Deans and Department Heads as well, is the 
prospect of having to manage broadly based staff reductions 
during a time of financial exigency. In anticipating the 
possibility of long term stringent resource constraints, and the 
programmatic implications of such a situation, one function of 
this committee shall be to develop procedural guidelines for 
reduction in the size of faculty and staff should such a·ction 
become necessary. The specific goal of these guidelines shall 
be to safeguard the integrity of the peer review process and to 
Qinimize the detrimental impact of any such reduction in force 
on the morale of the faculty an~ staff and the programs and 
mission of the University. 
This committee will not deal with immediate budgetary 
questions unless specifically asked to do so by the President or 
the Provost . Explicitly, it is not a budget committee and will 
not be expected to participate in or review budget cuts, budget 
allocations, or the process by which individual salaries, or 
increments thereto, are determined. Issues not st r ictl y 
programmatic in nature, however, may be considered by the 
committee insofar as they are pertinent to ongoing re view of 
program and mission, e.g. the program implications of proposed 
enrollment limitations, the relationship of new institutes or 
endowed chairs to existing or planned programs, the implications 
of program development, expansion or reduction for ph ysical 
plant needs, etc. I ts recommendat i o ns may be fo rwa r ded t o the 
President's Council or to relevant University commissi ons an d 
counci l s when appropriate, at the discretion of t he Pro vos t 
and/or the Pres i dent. 
Operating Pr ocedures 
The committee is advisory to the Provost and the President. 
The chairman will work closely with the Provost in establishing 
the agenda; both must approve the placing of an item or issue on 
the agenda. The chairman will schedule meetings as needed and 
will furnish copies of the minutes of these meetings to the 
Provost and the President. The Provost will supply this body 
with such budgetary, financial and personnel information as he 
deems appropriate and pertinent to the matters at hand. 
Composition 
I.Two deans or associate deans, selected by the Council of 
Academic Deans . 
2.Two department heads, chosen from colleges other than those 
represented in (1), by the Association of Department Heads . 
3.Four faculty members, chosen from colleges other than those 
represented in (1) or (2), by the Faculty Senate. At least one 
of those faculty members shall be a faculty senator. 
4.Two faculty members in non-administrative positions, selected 
from the remaining two colleges by the Provost. 
5.A student representative selected by the Student Senate. 
6 . A representative of the classified staff. 
Selection Guidelines 
I.For the purpose of this committee, the library shall be 
considered a college, its director a dean. 
2.The selection shall take place in the order given; Council of 
Deans first, then department heads, then the senate, an.d finally 
the Provost. No group shall make a choice until the prior group 
has selected its representatives, to ensure representation of 
all colleges and also to allow for consideration of making the 
group broadly representative in the selections by the Senate and 
the Provost. 
3.In the event a vacancy arises on the committee the replacement 
shall be selected for the balance of the unexpired term by the 
appropriate selecting body, with• the same college represented. 
4.The committee shall elect a chairperson and a secretary from 
among its membership. 
5.Except for the student representative, who shall have a one 
year term, members shall be elected for two year terms and shall 
be eligible for re-election. Initially, one individual from 
each group 1,2, and 4 and two from group 3 shall be given one 
year terms, drawn by lot, so that one half of the membership 
rotates off each year. Terms shall run from August 15 to August 
15. 
ATTACHUENT I 
June :a, 1983 
Report of the Researc~ Committee 
on 
Proposed Conflict of Interest Policy 
The Administration has proposed new conflict of interest rules for 
all University employees which are appended to this report. Although 
these rules are meant to be applied to all employees, which include 
administrators, athletic coaches, classified employees and faculty, this 
report will primarily address the impact of the proposed policy on faculty. 
The faculty are governed by the conflict of interes! policy in the 
Faculty Manual (III-12). The Manual cites three additional doc~ents : 
1. Rules of Conduct for Public Officials and Employees
(S.C. State Ethics Commission). 
2. Conflict of Interest Statutes (lSUSC 202-209). 
3. "On Preventing Conflicts of Interest in Government -
Sponsored Research" (AA.UP Policy Documents and Reoorts, 
January, 1977, pp. 81-82). 
Tne first is a general conflict of interest policy for state en:ployees and 
officials. The latter two documents deal primarily with federally-funded 
research and consultations. 
Although the stated intention of the proposed rules is to complement 
the provisions of the Facultv Manual relating to consulting and outside 
employment, the proposed rules are a significant extension of the present 
policy. If given broad interpretation, the proposed rules abrogate the 
provisions of the Faculty ~lanual on outside employ.nent which could lead to 
the University's inability to retain existing faculty, to rec:-ui t new 
faculty or to improve faculty morale. 
Our comments on the individual rules are as follows: 
· (a) and (b) 
These proposed r..iles are meant to prevent conflict of interest ir. the 
purchasing of supplies, services and materials. This is adeq•..iately 
covered under the present Faculty ~!anual provisions (III: 13) and the 
Rules of Conduct. The proposed rules extend the potential of conflict 
ofinterest from those fir:ns in which the faculty have "significa.'1.t 
financial interest" to merelv "financial interest". Because of the 
complexity of our economic syste~, the lack of de minimis li~its, such 
as those currently listed in the Rules of Conduct, may seriously i~pair 
the business of the University. 
This proposed rule is directed at preventing an individual employee 
from providing consulting services that reasonably could have been 
provided by that en;ployee through the University. 'inis rule, broadly 
interpreted, could negate the cur=ent consulting policy. The current 
policy, which states "The University ... encourages consulting activ­
ities, provided that they present no conflict of interest and result 
in no diminution of the quantity and quality of professional services 
rendered to the University .... , " appears to be sufficient to avoid 
conflict of interest if this policy is enforced by depart~ent heads 
and deans. 
'inis proposed rule is intended to prevent a.Tl individual from "using 
his or her association with the University" for personal financial 
gain. In general, this area is covered under the present policy. 
Often it is difficult to separate the technical knowledge and the 
professional association of a faculty me~ber. For exa!llple, some 
consulting activities, such as the review of academic programs at 
other universities, are a result of t he faculty member's position as 
well as his or her technical knowledge . A broad interpretation o= 
this rule could rescind portions of t~e consulting policy. 
This proposed rule is designed to prevent conflict of interest by 
accepting gifts, fees, employment or anything else of value from a 
firm that is a supplier to the University. Two potential problems 
exist with this rule. Since the rule lacks de minimis limits, such 
as those in the Rules of Conduct , the acceDtance of token gifts woul d 
be a conflict of interest. Secondly, this- r.ile may be interpreted to 
prohibit some consul ting ar.d summer employment which is professionally 
beneficial to the faculty member as well as to the University. The 
present consul ting policy, which requires the approval of the depart­
ment head and dean, and the conflict of interest policy should be 
sufficient to prevent abuses. 
rnis proposed rule prevents t he use of University facilities, equip­
ment and personnel for personal gain. The current policy prohibits 
the use of facilities and equipment for outside activi:ies, and it 
carefully st:ites the exceptions for consulting activities which have 
been allowed for the ctutual benefit of :he University and the faculty 
member. Any proposal to abandon this policy is in conflict ·.dth the 
Faculty ~lanual. In addition, this rul~ prohibits the use of University 
personnel for personal gain. Although there can be no question on the 
use of University personnel in their normal du:y hours while being paid 
for University ,..o:-!<, the total prohibitio-:1 prevents legiti::iate joint 
consul ting or outside activities. TI1is appears to go we11 beyond 
conflict of interest needs. 
This proposed rule prohibits the use of annual leave to circumvent 
the other proposed rules. For nine month faculty, it is stated that 
this includes the interval between Spring and Fall semesters. Clearly, 
two such intervals exist. T'ne first is from ~lay 17 to August 14 . The 
second is the so-called "Christmas break." T'ne Facul tv Manual sets 
limits on outside employment in the August 15 - ~lay 16 contract period 
(IV:12). Any extension of these limitations into the summer for faculty 
not employed by the University is an attempt to limit the activities of 
faculty when they ai·e not under salary. Such an extension would be in 
direct conflict with the Faculty Manual that states that approval for 
consulting is not required for the period in which the faculty member is 
not employed by the University (III:14). 
In summary, the proposed conflict of interest rules both interpret and 
extend the present policy of the Faculty Manual. Examples of the extensions 
are: deletion of de minimus limits on financial interests and gifts, weakening 
of the consulting policy such that a significant fraction of consulting could 
be ruled in conflict of interest, termination of any exceptions to the use of 
University facilities and equipment currently allowed, extension of consulting 
and other rules to unsalaried faculty during summer months and prohibition of 
any joint consultbg or outside activities. 
Since the proposed rules go far beyond interpretation of existing policy 
in the Faculty ~1anual, which was developed through the mutual agreement of 
the Faculty Senate and the University Administration, their implementation 
will require formal changes in the Manual. If they are meant only to be 
interpretation, they should be redrafted to avoid conflict with present policy. 
Conflic: of Inte=ests 
University personnel t:ust follow a coce of bena•:ior that safeguards thet'l 
and the University against the appearance as well as the reality of conflicts of 
interests. Actions such as those indicated below and all others tha: constitute 
conflicts of interest, potential conflicts of interests and the appearance of 
conflicts of interests will be avoided by persons who have the welfare o: the 
University and theiI o~.i welfare in mind. 
!n accordance with this principle, no University employee shall: 
a) purchase, on behalf of the University, any materials, supplies or 
services froc a firm or entity in which that employee has a financial 
interest; 
b) inf.. L~ence any other et:t?loyee in the selection of a vender of :-:att?rials, 
supplies or services so as to result in selection of a fin:i or entity 
in ~hich the person bringing the influence to bear has a financial 
:!.nterest; 
c) provice, or offer to provide, as an individu.:i.l or throu6-~ a fire, 
cot7oration, or entity other than the Universi:y, services for 
co~ensation that are the sa::e or si~lar to those provided by that 
er;plcyee in the course of his or her et:?loyment ~ith th= University 
a.id which reasonably could have be=n provided by t~a: e?::?loyee as 
such through the University; 
d) use his or her association with :~e University to :ur:~er any cor:=ercial 
or other venture in which he or she has a financial interest; 
e) accept a fee, gra:ui:y, e~ploy.;:ent er any::i.in; else of val~e :ro~ an 
individ:..al, fi:-::i or en:ity t:1at supplies services or r::a:erials to ::-:e 
l,;~iversity i .: t:i.e l!:1iversit7 e=?loyee is in a positicn t.::> select, or 
in:l~ence ::,.a selection of, t:,.e 
Conflict cf Interests 
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f) utilize the equi?tr.ent, facilities or personnel of c~e ~nive~sicy for 
personal gain; 
the 
g) utilize annual leave (or/interval becween Spring anc Fall sem.este.rs, 
if a nine-tIXJnths e:n;,loyee) to circu?Jvent the above provisions. 
These rules are intended to co~plement the provisions of the Facultv ~nual 
relating to consulting and outside employment and the relevant policy statements 
and procedures of the individi..al colleges. Any questions not resolved by these 




July 12, 1983 
Report from Policy Committee 
Subject: Change in Faculty Manual II.J. - Procedures for Renewal 
of Appointment, Tenure, and Promotion, page II:14 
The present wording requires a review of the complete file by 
the Provost in cases of reappointment during the probat i onary period 
as well as requests for tenure and promotion. 
The volume of material submitted to the Provost in tremendous 
and much of it concerns reappointments recommended by the peer evalua­
tion committee, department head, and the dean. 
The major consequence is that there is insufficient time for 
the Provost to consider tenure, promotion, and reappointment in instances 
in which recommendations differ. The purpose of the change, therefore, 
is to stop the review of reappointments at the dean's level if the 
faculty member is not in his penultimate year and if all three recommen­
dations (peer committee, department head, and dean) are pos i t ive. 
The Suggested Change 
A. At present the third paragraph of II.J. (p . II : 14) reads as 
follows : 
"The dean of the college shall review the recommendations by 
the departmental committee and the department head and shall 
forward the complete file to the Provost, along weith a separate 
recommendation. A committee or committees may be established 
within the college to assist the dean in such reviews . " 
B. Proposed wording is: 
"The dean of the college shall review the recommendations by 
the departmental committee and the .department head and shall 
forward the complete file on all requests for ~: nure and 
promotion to the Provost, along with a separat~ recomendation . 
The dean of the college shall also forward the comolete file 
on these reques ts for reappointment concerning whi ch the re are 
one or more negative recommendations from the departmental 
committee , the department head , or the dean . A committee or 
committees may be established within the college to assist dean 
in such reviews. 
The Policy Committee recommends that the Senate go on record 
as being in favor of the change as detailed above . 
MINUTES OF THE FACULTY SENATE 
June 7 , 1983 Senate Chambers 
I . Call to Order: 
President Ulbrich called th e meeting to order at 3:31 p. m. 
II . Approval of Minutes: 
The min utes of the May 3 meeting were approved as distributed except 
for minor editorial changes. 
111. J im Strom, Di rector of Development: 
Jim Strom addressed th e Faculty Senate with regard to the present and 
future directions of the Office of Development . Hi s office is one of the 
th ree fund - raising orga nizations on campus , the others being IPTAY and 
th e Alumni Association. Thoug h they have distinct goals, a cons iderable 
amount of inte raction a nd cooperation exists between the Alu mni 
Associat ion and the Office of Development. I PT A Y, of course, c hooses 
to be completely separat e . 
Th e Deve lopment Off ice is responsib le for secur ing funds for academic 
development with the primary focus being corporations, foundations and 
professional associations. Solicitations generally dea l with annual gifts. 
State appropriations are used to pay for employee sa laries and other 
expe nses. T his year the off ice raised around $3 million of which $1 
million went for equipment . Th ree goals for the future are (1) to 
d ecent ralize fund-rais ing to p ut d irectors of deve lopment at the college 
leve l, (2) to give better recognit ion to donors, and (3) to develop a 
program for resear·ch ing prospects. 
Jim Strom is also th e Exec uti ve Director of the C lemson University 
Foundation. This organizat ion deals with endowments for inves t ment. 
Currently the endowmen t is Sl0.2 mil lion with 80°0 being restricted 
fund s . The ret urn on the other S2 million in unrestricted funds pays 
that pa rt of t h e sala ri es for some employees of the Development Office 
which is re lated to Foundation work . 
The fund drive for building the Thurmond In stitute and the Center the 
Performing Ar·ts is a sepa rate solicitation ; however, the monies r eceived 
a re being handled by the Development Office . The source of mo ney for 
programs for t h ese two faci lit ies is not yet d ecided . 
IV. Committee Reports: 
A. Scholastic Policy: 
Senator Bauer reported that he and President Ulbrich met with Marvin 
Carmichael, the Director of Student Financial Aid. He stated that 
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Carmichael seeks faculty input with regard to ways to enhance his 
office's mission. 
At its most recen t meeting the committee discussed the problem of 
locked classroom buildings at times when classes a re to be held. In 
this discussion it was noted that there are eight (8) days on 
weekends when faculty members have officia l commitments . Senator 
Senn expressed concern about Saturday classes during summer school 
and scheduling in general. President Ulbrich referred such matters 
to the Policy Committee . 
The committee p lans to consider the "plus/ minus" grading system, 
student evaluation of teachers and the liab ili ty of student advisers. 
They also p lan to meet with Dean Skelton to discuss admissions 
policies as well as the football e li gibility requi rements suggested in a 
missive to President Ulbrich from the Facu lty Senate at UCLA. 
B. Policy: 
Senator Graham reported that the committee's overriding concern is 
the proposed new form for faculty evaluation by department heads. 
The committee is seeking comments on this matter. President Ulbrich 
stated that a copy of the ad hoc committee's report and comments 
from the Organization of Academic Department Heads, Dean Wa ller, 
and Professor Fulton would be distributed to a ll senators. The Policy 
Committee ' s report will hopefully be completed by August. 
C. Research: 
Senator Overcamp reported that collegial po li cies on indirect costs are 
a problem in on ly one college. He plans to get together with the 
senators in that co ll ege to work out the problems . 
The next high priority item for the committee is the Provost's draft of 
a policy on conflict of interest. Copies of the draft are to be sent to 
all senators. 
D. We lfare: 
Senator McGregor elaborated on the report which he so thoughtfully 
submitted typed. (See Attachment A.) 
E. Ad Hoc Committees: 
A suggestion was made by Senator Barnn that a letter be sent to the 
Open Forum concerning funds made available by the Athletic 
Department for the Learning Resources Lab in the College of 
Educat ion while a cut was made in funds provided by th e Athletic 
Department to the English Department for remedial courses . It was 
suggested that the funding cut was related to the lack of cooperation 
on the part of English in not letting individuals requested by 
At hl etics teach certain courses. It was noted that Mathematica l 
Sciences had received s imi lar off-the-record requests from the 
Athletic Department. Questions were also r·aised by several senators 
concer·ning the availabi lity of the Learning Resources Lab to non-
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athletes. President Ulbrich asked Senators Burkett and Hamby to 
keep the Senate apprised of the use of the Learning Resources Lab, 
and Senators Palmer and Hill to report on the allegations concerning 
the English and Mathematical Sciences departents. 
F. University Committees/Commissions/ Councils: 
Senator Senn reported that the University Planning Board has been 
quite active lately. Among the topics discussed at their most r ecent 
meeting was the safety problem with Highway 93. While some members 
stated that there was no problem and that nothing should be done, 
the recommendation was to take more time to consider the proper 
course of action. President Atchley has, however, committed to 
having some measures taken by August. The board thinks that a 
pedestrian overpass should be constructed (though much research has 
yet to be done as to what type of structure is best) and that the 
"tee in g" of the intersection in front of Sikes is not a viable solution 
to the problem at this time. In the mean time they suggest (1) 
shoulder level lights, (2) hummers, (3) security personnel and (4) 
crosswalks made more visible . 
The board approved basketball courts at the Clemson House and the 
location and design of the new chemistry bu il ding. One college has 
protested the design and location of the new chemistry building and 
President Ulbrich stated that she wants any suggestions concerning 
this matter. She plans to attend the next meeting of the Planning 
Board as a substitute for Senator Senn, at which time there will be 
further discussion on the chemistry building. 
V. President's Report: 
President Ulbrich expanded on some of the items discussed in Attachment 
B. She stated that the Long Range Planning Committee will hopefully be 
active by the fall. It was announced that the Faculty Manual Committee 
is seeking co1-rections for the manual and plans to get the next updates 
out by fa ll . 
President Ulbrich stated th at the reason that so few academicians join 
the SCSEA is the sliding scale fee for dues. With so few professors as 
members, higher education has no inside lobby to meet their special 
interests. 
The proposed changes in the composition of the Alcohol and Drug Abuse 
Committee will be presented to the President's Council with modifications. 
It wil l be recommended that two faculty membe,·s be elected by the 
Senate and two faculty members be appointed . 
From the previously mentioned contact with Marvin Carmichael, it was 
learned that there is a move toward scholarships for recruiting and 
recognizing outstand ing students, slightly away from the current 
emphas is on scholarships based on need. The c hange reflects a greater 
availability of other resources -- loans, grants , and work-study -- for 
needy students . 
At a specia l meeting of the Athletic Counci l, a 5-4 vote kept wrestling as 
a varsity sport even though the coach has left. Senator Baron asked 
about the changes in the Ath let ic Council recommended by the Senate 
that President Atchley sa id he would try to implement . President 
Ulbrich responded that President Atchley p lans to present this to the 
Board of Tru stees once a ll new board members and newly elected board 
officers a re ready for action. 
Among Senate details announced were (1) Jose Caban is to replace Mike 
Vatalaro who is going on sabbatical and Mark Hudson is to be the new 
alternate for Architecture, (2) the Open Forum is to be considered as an 
ad hoc committee for the near future, (3) resolutions are to be submitted 
to the secretary at least 12 calendar days before the next meeting, (4) 
Senator Senn wants suggestions with rega1·d to procedural by-laws for 
the Senate. 
VI. Old Business: 
None. 
VII. New Business: 
Senator Bauer brought forth the Commission on Hi gher Education 
prerequisites for applicants to baccalaureate degree programs at public 
senior colleges and univers iti es (Attachment C). It was mentioned that 
at th e request of the Provost the CHE approved a change to having two 
(2) units of a foreig n lang uage. A motion to endorse the prequis ites 
was made and seconded. 
In the ensuing discussion many questions went unanswered. Among 
these were: (1) Can a ll high schools offer such a program? (not sure, 
but they have until 1988 to get such a program), (2) Will we have 
varsity sports?, (3) Why physical education or ROTC?, (4) What about 
transfer and foreign students? 
From questions that were answered several clarifications were made . 
The requi rements would be binding for all students enrolling in 
baccalaureate degree programs at all senior colleges and universities in 
the state of South Carolin a. These prerequisites entail more science and 
foreign language than current high school graduation requirements. 
The motion passed 15-7. 
In othe r business Senator Palmer moved adopt ion of reso lu tion FS-83-6-1 
(Attachment D). The motion passed unanimously. 
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VIII. Adjournment: 
The meetin g adjourned at 5: 12 p. m. with the news of Chris Sieverdes 
being the father of a 9. 5 pound baby boy. 
Respectfully submitted, 
Frederick W. Morgan 
Secreta ry of the Faculty Senate 
Attachments 
Senators Absent (Substitute Present): 
Welter, J . (Carter, G.) 
Nocks, B. (Hudson, M.) 
Behery, H. 
Sheriff, J. 
Burnett, W. (Conover, R.) 
Dixon, M. (Mel sheimer , S.) 
McCullough, L. (Wainscott, S.) 
Rudows ki, V. 
Taylor, R. 
Manson, D. 
Stutzenberger, F . 
ATTACHMENT A 
Welfare Committee Report 
June 6, 1983 
The Cammi ttee met on May 31. 
l. A meeting called by Harry Durham to discuss Senate Resolution FS-83-4-3 
was revie1t1ed. Specific steps for providing information on South Carolina 
State Employees Association were agreed to at that meeting. A general 
informational meeting will be planned for the fall . The concerns in the 
Senate resoluti on seem on the way to successful resolution. 
2. Status of the Long Range Planning Committee proposal was discussed. The 
Committee concensus was to use the Provost's suggestions for the responsi­
bilities of the LRPC (self studies and personnel reductions planning and 
followup) and to proceed with establishing a broad-based LRPC. Welfare 
Committee makes no specific recommendations for editorial revision of the 
documents. 
3. A questionnaire on annua l leave policy has been distributed to 12-months 
faculty. library faculty was inadvertently omitted, but this has been 
corrected. Returns to date have been excellent. Summary of returns is 
complicated by a wide range of suggestions. 
4. A series of mini-courses on topics of interest to the faculty is being 
planned for the fall or spring semester. Anyone with program suggestions, 
or interested in working with Bill Baron on this, please contact him. 
5. Proposals on health-wellness services or events are being held in 
abeyance while the Salary and Fr inge Benefits Committee of the Commission 
on Faculty Affairs looks into the matter. The Welfare Committee will 
cooperate on any emerging proposal. We do have an offer for assistance 
in funding and constructing a jogging, exercise-station trail, and will 
follow up on this. 
ATTACHMENT B 
PRES I DENT ' S REPORT 
1 . The Grievance Counsellors have been appointed by the Advisory 
Committee and are available. They are Clarence Hood , Steve 
Melsheimer, and John Huffman. Encourage any faculty members 
with grievances to make use of their services. 
2. The Advisory/Executive committee met with the President and 
the Provost o n May 24th to discuss long range planning . The 
meeting was helpful and wide-ranging . I thi n k that we may have 
worked out some of the wrinkles in the Long Range Planning 
Committee. 
3. I met with the new l y established Fac ulty Manual Committee on 
May 26th. Steve Melsheimer is chairman . We drew for staggered 
terms for the Senate's nominees. Steve Melsheimer drew three 
years, John Idol t wo, and John Hamby one. The other memb e rs are 
Henry· Vogel (elected by the Council of Deans), Doyce Graham 
(ex-officio), and Toll y Taylor .from the Provost ' s Office 
(nonvoting). They hope to have the backlog of approved changes 
and editorial corrections ready for the September Board meeting. 
4. The Council of Deans in its last two meetings took several 
actions of concern to the Senate: 
a) Tabled the proposed form for faculty evaluation by 
administrators pending a review by the Association of Department 
Heads and the Senate . I have forwarded the relevant 
correspondence to the new chairman of the Association of 
Department Heads, Alan Schaffer . (I also asked him to loo k at 
long range planning, particu l arly the Senate proposal, and to 
consider where the department heads fit in to the 
committee/commission structure.) 
b) Passed, after much debate and several modifications, the 
attached general educatio n requirements . They now go to the 
President and impl e mentation is expected for Fall 1984. 
5. Davis McGregor, Dwight Camper, and I will be meeting with 
Harry Durham and several of h i s staff before the Senate meets 
and will have a report at that time on the resolution concerning 
publicizing SCSEA activities . The PR staff is reviewing their 
guidelines with respect to a number of organizations in terms of 
what should be covered in the newsletter. 
6 . A question has arisen wit h respect to the appointm e nt of 
Adjunct Professors at the Strom Thurmond Institute without 
departmental affiliation . Dave Senn, Doyce Graham and I have a 
meeting scheduled with Horace Fleming on June 9th to discuss 
this. I have also invited Horace to come to the Senate, perhaps 
in July, to discuss the activities and plans of the institute. 
7. There was some confusion about terms of college 
representatives on the Commission on Undergraduate Studies. 
They were being elected for o n e yea r terms. The Faculty Manual 
is unclear, but the constitution of the President ' s Council 
makes it clear that they are staggered one year terms . This 
will be corrected beginning with this year's elections. 
8. The President't Council did not meet this month. When it 
meets, I expect that the modification of the Alcohol and Drug 
Abuse Committee will proc e ed in line with the Senate resolution. 
I have also discussed a review of the committee and commission 
structure with the President and I expect it will be initiated 
at that time . 
9. Larr y Bauer and I had a meeting scheduled with Marvin 
Carmichael to discuss financial aid and scholarship policy. We 
will have a report for you at the June 7 meeting. 
10. I received a proposal from UCLA concerning freshman 
participation in varsity athletics. It was shared with the 
Advisory Committee and referred to Scholastic Policies. I also 
forwarded a copy to B.J. Skelton and he plans to send written 
comments. 
11. The University Counsel, Ben Anderson, would like to have 
some discussions on problems of interpretation in Grievan c e 
Procedure II. We need to consider a procedure for review at the 
June 7th meeting. 
12. A staff association of some kind is in the early stages of 
development. I will keep you posted. 
13. The Advisory Committee decided not to send everyone both 
draft and final minutes . Henceforth you will receive one 
(draft) set of minutes; corrections will be noted in the next 
set. This should sa ve on volume in filing and mailing. 
14. The Senate President now has a 10-hour a week work-study 
student for the fall and spring semesters. This should be a big 
help with the copying, mailing, and filing. I hope that this is 
a permanent assignment . 
15. Dean Waller has replaced Dean Amacher on the Commis s ion on 
Faculty Affairs . Now that th e problems with staggered terms on 
that Commission have been resolved, I hope to convene that 
Commission in June and begin work on several matters. 
ATTACHMENT C 
Report from 
Scholastic Policies Committee 
The Scholastic Policies Committee met on Tuesday, May 10,and 
discussed the attached prerequisites for applicants to public 
colleges and universities proposed by the South Carolina Commission 
on Higher Education. The committee recommends that the Senate 
go on record as being in favor of this concept and that Clemson 
University should adopt these prerequisites. The connnittee does 
feel that these should be considered minimal with the possibility 
the University or Colleges within the University might want to 
amend these requirements. 
Prereouisites to be ~equired 
Of Ap?licants to Baccalaureate Degree Programs, 
Public Senior Colleges and Universitie~, 
Effective Fall, 1988 
~ea Uni~ 
English 4: At least 2 having st=ong grnl!"!:nar and 
corn~ositicn co~?onents, at least 1 in 
Er.glish literature ar.c at least l in 
American literature. 
Mat~e~atics 3: I rcluding at least Alge~ra I and II. 
A fourth u~it , incl~ding geonet.ry, 
is strongly reco:::::::nended. 
Laboratory Science · 2: At least 1 unit each of 2 laboratory 
sciences chosen from biology, chemistry 
or physics. A third unit of a labora­
tory science is strongly recommended. 
U.S. History l 
Govern.~ent ~ 
Addi~ional Social St~dies l 
Foreign Language l: A second unit of the s~e l~iguage is 
strongly recommended. 
Othe~ 1: One unit of adva..~ced ~a::..~e.~atics or 
co~puter science or a co..:bina tion o: 
these; or one u~it of ~-orlc history 
or of i nte=national relations. 
Physical ~d 
~lectives 






Faculty Senate Resolut~on FS-83-6-1 
WHEREAS final examinations and summer school classes routinely 
meet on Saturdays, and 
~HEREAS it is difficult for students to attend classes in buildings 
that are locked, and 
WHEREAS the practice of propping doors open with chairs, trash 
cans, or other convenient ob jects is contrary to fire codes and 
results ln significant energy losses, 
THEREFORE BE IT RESOLVED that the Faculty Senate requeststhe President 
of Clemson University to arrange to have doors to classroom buildings 
unloc~ed prior to classes . and secured following classes on those 
Saturdays for which regular classes or examinations are scheduled. 
MINUTES OF THE FACULTY SENATE 
May 3, 1983 Senate Chambers 
I . Call to Order : 
President Ulbrich called the meeting to order at 3:31 p.m. 
11. Approval of Minutes: 
The minutes of the April 12 were approved as distributed. Editorial 
corrections suggested by Senators Sieverdes and Senn were made at the 
close of the meeting. 
111 . Election of Representatives 
The individuals chosen by the Faculty Senate to represent the faculty on 
various boards, commissions , and committees were elected . Senators 
Palmer and Nocks counted the ballots. The resu Its a re shown on 
Attachment A. 
IV. Committee Reports : 
A. Scholastic Policy : 
Senator Bauer reported that the committee had not met as yet. He 
discussed briefly a number of topics which the committee wil l 
consider. These topics were the plus/ minus grading system, 
continuing enrollment policy implementation, problems with Saturday 
exams , teacher evaluation and peer evaluation, excused absences, 
students advising, and regist ration . The committee's most important 
issue will be admission polici es. 
Senator Bauer stated that Clemson University has until July 1 to 
decide whether or not to accept the prerequisites recommended by the 
So uth Carolina Commission on Higher Education. See Attachment B . 
B. Policy: 
Senator Graham reported that the committee had not met as yet . He 
discussed briefly the fo llowing items which the committee will 
investigate : faculty evaluation forms, questions regarding internal 
audits, and what constitutes a complete file for a faculty member up 
for tenure , promotion, etc. 
C. Research: 
Senator Overcamp reported that the committee had not met as yet . 
Several old topics which the committee will discuss are support for 
publications not covered by a grant or contract, lack of high-level 
secretarial support for techn ical typing , and the consulting , patent, 
and copyright policies. Two new topics to be discussed are policies 
for the return of indirect costs from grants or contracts and working 
with the Development Off ice for equipment/ travel funds . 
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Senator Stutzenberger stated that there are some questions to be 
answered about matching funds for equipment. President Ulbrich said 
that previous policies are inoperat ive as of now but that she would 
keep the Senate informed on this matter. 
Senator Baron suggested leaving the consulting, patent, and 
copyright policies as they stand. 
D. Welfare: 
Senator McGregor reported that the committee met with President 
Ulbrich and Senator Senn to discuss the work of this committee. 
Some topics carried over for consideration are the Long Range 
Planning Committee, annual leave policy for 12-month employees, a 
unified giving program, the S.C. State Employees ' Association, and a 
health maintenance program. New items are early retirement 
incentives , possible parttime work after retirement, a faculty club 
building, mini-courses for faculty on topics li ke insurance, 
investments , health, etc . From his discussion it appears that a high 
priority item will the establishment of a Faculty Day. 
E. Ad Hoc Committees : 
No reports. 
F . University Committees/ Commissions/ Councils : 
Senator Overcamp ( Research Advisory Committee of the Commission on 
Graduate Studies and Research) reported the committee met on April 
28 and discussed the fol lowing: (1) a draft " Proposed Research Policy 
Document" to be made available to the faculty and administration for 
comments; comments are requested prior to August 1, 1983 ; the 
report will be f inalized in the fall , (2) formulat ion of a research 
procedures document , (3) the faculty interest in the 
Faculty Publications booklet which is being prepared for July, 1979 -
June, 1981 at the expense of $10,000. 
Senator Bauer (Recreation Committee) reported that the committee 
discussed family hours at Fike during the summer and voted to amend 
the existing policy with an expanded number of hours . 
President Ulbrich (Commission on Undergraduate Studies) reported 
that the report on "satisfactory progress for a student" ha s been 
sent to a committee for deliberation . The withdrawal pol icy , FS 
83-4-2, will be considered in the fall. Senator Privette inquired 
about the general education requirements . President Ulbrich stated 
that these are ''caught in a loop " and that she would keep the Senate 
informed about their status. 
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V. President's Report: 
President Ulbrich expanded on some of the items discussed in Attachment 
C. She stated that the Open Forum needs a non-senate faculty member 
to be appointed by the Provost and asked senators to advertise the 
existence of the Open Forum and encourage their constituents to submit 
letters for publication. 
President Ulbrich stated that President Atchley wants to continue good 
communication with the Faculty Senate and is anxious for the Provost 
and himself to meet with Senate Advisory Committee. She said that the 
President is unsure as to what to recommend with regard to the widening 
of Highway 93. The options are to have Hwy. 93 widened to four lanes 
with a med ian, left turn lan es at Newman Road and S . Palmetto Blvd., 
bicycle paths , and sidewalks or to leave it as is. If the highway is not 
widened to five lanes between Newman Road and S . Palmetto Blvd ., then 
highway funds would not be available for the proposed bicycle lanes and 
sidewalks, so that those would also be terminated at Newman Road. 
President Ulbrich reported that pedestrian activated lights hav e been 
approved for the two crosswalks in front of Sikes and that making the 
intersection in front of Sikes into a "T " is a possibility . 
President Ulbrich called for volunteers for fac ul ty orientation. She 
stated that Senators Camper and McGregor and herself are to meet with 
the Commission on Public Programs to discuss the SCSEA resolution, FS 
83-4-3. 
V. Old Business: 
President Ulbrich opened the floor to discussion on the Long Range 
Planning Committee that the Faculty Senate has suggested be created . 
Senators Manson , Privette , and Siev erdes stated that their respective 
deans are basically in favor of its creation. 
Senator Hudson moved that the Senate affirm it stand on the on the 
present description of the committee . After the motion was seconded , 
Senator Baron stated that the Vice-Provost and Associate Deans should 
not be considered for membership. Senator Manson moved that Part 
111.1. should read: 
Two deans selected by the Council of Academic Deans . 
The motion was seconded. After some discussion the amendment was 
voted down 12 - 14. 
Senator Taylor moved that the above-mentioned section read : 
Two deans or associate deans selected by the Council of Academic 
Deans. 
The amendment was seconded and passed unanimously . The or ig inal 
motion in support of the Long Range Planning Committee as described 
passed unanimous ly. 
President Ulbrich opened the floor for d iscuss ion on the wording of the 
'
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operating procedures of the Long Range Planning Committee . The 
current wording was accepted unanimously . 
VI I . New Business: 
President Ulbrich opened the floor to discussion on Attachment D with 
regard to the composition of the Alcohol and Drug Abuse Committee . 
Senator Sieverdes moved that we favor the composition to be changed to 
have one faculty member appointed by the Provost and two faculty 
members selected by the Senate to have one year terms . The motion 
passed unan imously . 
Senator Taylor asked for senators to submit to him a list of all boo ks 
recently published that are authored by Clemson faculty members. 
VII . Adjournment : 
The meeting was adjou rned at 4 :55 p.m. 
Respectfully submitted , 
J r ~'I , 
~ ~ ""(._, Le, 'cf-' 
Freder ick W. Morgan 
Secretary of the Facu lty Senate 
Attachments 
Senato rs Abse nt (Substitute Present): 
Costo n , D. (Carter , G.) 
Be hery, H. 
Hamby, J . (Pate, H. ) 
Bu r nett, W. 
McCollough , L. 
Bishop, M. 
ATTACHMENT A 
REPRESENTATIVES ELECTED BY THE FACULTY SENATE ON 5/3/83 
Commission on Undergraduate Studies 
Commission on Graduate Studies and Research 
Commission on Faculty Affairs 
Commission on Student Affairs 
Commission on Public Programs 
Grievance Board 
Scholarship and Awards Committee 
Summer School Committee 
Honors Program Committee 
Depositories Committee 
Cooperative Education Committee 
Fine Arts Committee 
Computer Advisory Committee 
Landscape and Site Development Committee 
Safety and Fire Prevention Committee 
Traf fic and Parking Committee 
Handicapped Students Committee 
Open Forum Committee 





Muriel Bishop (1 yr. term) 
Pam Kline (1 yr. term) 
Chris Sieverdes (1 yr. term) 
Robert Taylor 
Larry Hudson, Chairman 
Merrill Palmer 
Hassan Behery 
Victor Rudowski, Alternate 














Susan Brown (1 yr. term) 
Chris Sieverdes (1 yr. term) 
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Greek Affairs Committee 
Financial Aid, Student Employment and 
Placement Committee 
Recreation Advisory Committee 
University Union Board 
Patent Committee 
Faculty Manual Committee 
Unexpired Terms 
Housing Committee 
Financial Aid, etc. 
Recreation Advisory Committee 
Security and Lighting Committee 
Wesley Burnett (1 yr. term) 
Chris Sieverdes (2 yr. term) 
Bill Baron (2 yr. term) 
Joe Dickey (3 yr. term) 
Dwight Camper (1 yr. term) 
Clarence Hood (1 yr. term) 
John Hamby (1 yr. term) 
Steve Melsheimer (3 yr. term) 
John Idol (2 yr. term) 
D. P. Miller (expires 1985) 
Ed Olive (expires 1984) 
Mable Wynn (expires 1984) 
Larry Bauer (expires 1985) 
Beth Reuland (expires 1985) 
ATTACHMENT B 
Report from 
Scholastic Policies Committee 
The Scholastic Policies Commit tee met on Tuesday, May 10, and 
discussed the a ttached prerequisites for applicants to public 
colleges and universities proposed by the South Carolina Commission 
on Higher Education. The committee recommends that the Senate 
go on record as being in favor of this concept and t hat Clemson 
University should adop t these prerequisites. The committee does 
f eel that these should be consider ed minimal with the possibility 
the University or Coll eges within the University might want to 
amend these r equirements. 
Recommendation from S. C. Commission on Higher Education 
Prerequisites to be Required 
Of Applicants to Baccalaureate Degree Programs, 
Public Senior Colleges and Universitie~, 
Effective Fall, 1988 
Area Units 
English 4: At least 2 having strong gri'\.rn:tlar and 
composition components, at least 1 in 
English literature and at least 1 in 
American literature. 
Mathematics 3: !~eluding at least Algebra I and II. 
A fourth unit, including geo~etry, 
is strongly recommended. 
Laboratory Science 2: At least 1 unit each of 2 laboratory 
sciences chosen from biology, chemistry 
or physics. A third unit of a labora­
tory science is strongly recommended. 
U.S. History 1 
Ecnoru:ucs ~ 
Goverrune nt 12 
Additional Social Studies 1 
Foreign La nguage 1: A second unit of the same language is 
strongly recommended. 
Other 1: One unit of advanced mathematics or 
compute r s c ience or a con:bination of 
these ; or o ne unit of ~""Orld history 
or of internatio nal relations. 
Physica l Ed or ROTC 1 






1.I am writing this report a!ter only ten days as your President, 
so bear with me as I get the hang of things. The first ten days 
have been marked by a flood of phone calls, memos in both 
directions, and meetings, as I try to get the Senate organized and 
touch base with all the people that I need to work with in the 
next twelve months. 
2.I met with Boo Cheney and Jack McKenzie of the PR staff to 
discuss, among other matters, the Open Forum . They are anxious to 
get it off the ground. We need some good letters for the initial 
issue. Encourage your faculty and staff to write. 
3.John Fulton, who chaired the ad hoc committee of the Commission 
on Faculty Affairs which was looking at the faculty evaluation 
form, has written a summary report to accompany the recommended 
new forms, which I distributed at the Council of Deans on April 
18th. They plan to get comments back in July. I am referring it 
also to the Policy Committee for their comments and suggestions, 
and the Association of Department Heads is looking at it. 
4.Also at the Council of Deans, the Provost made available the 
suggested list of high school courses to be taken prior to 
admission to South Carolina state colleges and universities . This 
list was proposed by the Commission on Higher Education. Some of 
you have probably already seen the list. I would like to have the 
Scholastic Policies look at it and make comments. 
The Provost also made a partially facetious but also partially 
serious request that the Policy Committee come up with an 
interpretation of what constitute~ a "complete file" for a 
candidate for reappointment, tenure or . promotion. He is 
apparently getting truckloads of files and would like to reduce it 
to a manageable volume. 
S.The Undergraduate Commission will be taking a close look at the 
definition of satisfactory progress in our March resolut ion, to 
iron out some wrinkles and complications. They will also be 
looking at our recommended withdrawal and reinstatement policy 
when the y convene again in the fall. 
6.I met with the President on April 22nd and discussed a wide 
range of pending matters. He is most interested in continuing the 
dialogues initiated last year between him and the Provost and the 
ad visory / executive committee of the Senate, so I will try to set a 
meeting for late May or early · June. Long range planning is a 
possible topic. I would welcome suggestions of other topics. We 
usually go with a single topic agenda. We also discussed the 
Highway 93 situation. I will be attend ing a meeting on that the 
da y before the Senate meets and will report to you at the meeting. 
Finally , we discussed some possible avenues of communication on 
matters of faculty concern with t he Board of Trustees . We will be 
pursuing that later in the summer. He also reiterated his sincere 
appreciation for our concern and support over the last few months. 
7.Loo g range pl anning is still in the works. I distributed a copy 
of our original proposal to the Academic Deans at the Council of 
Deans meeting. please try to disc us s th i s proposal with your 
dean. As soon as new officers take over, I will also try to 
initiate discussions with the Association of Department Heads. 
Welfare Committee will be meeting before the Senate meets so we 
may have some additional input at that time. 
8.Secretary Fred Morgan is preparing a "Senate notebook" with more 
or less permanent mat~rials--roster, calendar, committee 
assignments, simplified parliamentary procedure, representatives 
on University Committees and Councils~ etc. He hopes to have it 
ready before the June meeting. If . you have any suggestions on 
what would be useful to you in the notebook, pass them on to Fred. 
9.I was a little slow in getting the procedure down pat for 
forwarding resolutions, and we only had three weeks between 
meetings, so I have not heard from either the Grievance Counselor 
resolution or the SCSEA resolution at this writing. I will let 
you know if I hear anything in the interim. 
10.I know that many of you are involved in helping with election 
of college representatives to University Committees and 
Commissions.· This is supposed to be completed by May 1st. If I 
can be of any help ~n sorting out membership of the Commission on 
Faculty Affairs or committees under it, please call on me. Chris 
Thurston of the Office of University Research can help with the 
Graduate Commission and committees under it as well as the Patent 
Committee. Vice Provost Reel has his commission and its numerous 
committees exceptionally well organized and has already notified 
colleges of elections. 
11.The Senate telephone line was transferred promptly (April 
13th!). You can reach me at 2456. 
13.We will be electing our representatives to University 
Commissions and committees at the beginning of the May 3rd 
meeting. The Advisory Committee made nominations based on your 
preference sheets and recommendations, with due consideration to 
spreading the responsibilities among senators and among college 
units. I have attached an excerpt from the constitution of the 
President's Council concerning the relation of the Faculty Senate 
to such Commissions. Please keep in mind our right of referral as 
you serve on these committees and commissions . 
Excerpt from Constitution of the President's Council 
Section 3. ~ferral - The Commissions shall seek the position of the 
Faculty Senate and Student Government on mat~ers of ge~eral faculty and 
stucent concern prior to for::tulation of policy pro?csals. Any me:nber of a 
Cc::-:.!ssion who believes there is a need for clarifica~ion on the position 
of t.~e Faculty Senate or believes there is general !a:ulty concern, may 
recr~est referral to t.~e Faculty Senate, whereupo~, when seconded 
and approved by majority vote, Ccmm.i.ssion action shall be deferred 
ur.til the Faculty Senate reports or 60 days have elarsed a!ter t.~e 
matter has been referred to the Faculty Senate. Sue~ ac~ion may occur 
only once on a given matter. 
ATTACHMENT D 
THE COMMISSION ON STUDENT AFFAIRS 
Item: The Commission on Student Affairs unanimously approved a 
recommendation by the Chairman of the Executive Board on 
Student Servic~s t~at the composition of Th~ Alcohol and 
Drug Abuse Committee be changed as follows: 
A. Drop one of the two faculty appointments made by the 
Faculty Senate President. 
B. Add one student appointment to be made by the Student 
Body President. 
C. Make all student and faculty appointments £or one year. 
The changes will balance faculty (3), staff (3), and stud~nt (3) 
representation on this committee. 
If approved,the composition will be: 
New: The Committee shall consist of three Student Affairs staff members 
nominated by the Vice President for Student Affairs; two faculty 
members nominated by the Vice President for Student :Affairs; one 
faculty member nominated by the President of the Faculty s~natP-; 
two undergraduate stuclents, one nominated by the Student Senate 
and one nominated by the Panhellenic Council/Interfraternity Council . 
The Coordinator of Alcohol and Drug Education (Associate Dean of 
St~dent Life) shall serve as an ex-officio member. Unless other­
wise specified, members will serve one year terms. The chairperson 
shall be elected by the committee each year and approved by the 
Vice President for Student Affairs. 
0ld: The Committee shall consist of three Student Affairs staff members 
.nominated by the Vice President for Student Affairs; two faculty 
members nominated by the Vice President for Student Affairs; two -~ 
faculty members nominated by the President of the Faculty Senate 
to serve two year overlapping terms; two undergraduate students, one 
nominated by the Student Senate to serve a two year term, and one 
nominated by the Panhellenic Council/Interfraternity Council. The 
Coordinator of Alcohol and Drug Educa tion (Ass~ciate Dean of Student 
Life) shall serve as an ex-officio member. l'nless otherwise specified, 
n,1::rnbers will serve one year terms. The chairperson shall be elected 
by the committee each year and approved by the Vice President for 
Student Affairs. 

